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Australian Shooter
With the enforced changes caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, it has been 
necessary to reduce pagination in the print version of Australian Shooter in the 
short term. However, in order to bring you our regular content, we will be 
publishing a monthly digital supplement on the SSAA National website. When 
life returns to normal so will your favourite shooting sports magazine. In the 
meantime, log on to ssaa.org.au for the latest news and to view your digital 
supplement - Editor.

Putting women shooters 
in the spotlight, we 
focus on competition 
shotgunner and ABC 
identity Liz Rymill.

In nominating his favourite 
rifle, cartridge and scope 
combination, Senior 
Correspondent John Dunn has 
chosen one influenced by his 
father.

Chris Redlich has taken 
to the field with the Sauer 
100 Classic rifle which he 
describes as “a genuine 
budget beauty”.
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T
he recent release of Firearm Theft 
in Australia 2018 compiled by 
Dr Samantha Bricknell from the 
Australian Institute of Criminology, 

has been something of a confirmation that 
SSAA and our members have been taking 
the message of responsible firearms’ secu-
rity and storage seriously.

Given the Australian population increase 
in the 10 years since the previous report 
was released, there appears to have been 
no real change to the percentage of fire-
arms stolen per head of population but it’s 
clear there has been a noticeable shift in 
the focus of such crimes from urban-based 
firearms thefts where most of our members 
reside to peri-urban, regional and remote 
areas where perpetrators believe they have 
a lesser chance of detection purely through 
the tyranny of distance. It was also noted 
the level of security where stealing did 
occur had increased since the last report 
was issued.

Our own data supplied by SSAA Insur-
ance Brokers indicated members with 
SSAA Firearms Insurance had a remark-
ably low claim rate for firearm loss through 
theft, with only 0.04 per cent of SSAA 
Insurance Brokerage customers having 
made theft claims in the past 12 months.

Of course it’s never a desirable situation 
where any firearm could fall into the wrong 
hands. As the authorities themselves will 
admit, it’s almost impossible to prevent 
determined thieves from conducting their 
unlawful business but victim blaming, which 
is often a shallow response to a difficult 
problem where reasonable precautions have 
been taken, is certainly not the answer. 

We can, as we have proved, reduce the 
opportunity and likelihood of these crimi-
nals succeeding and through our long-run-
ning SSAA ‘Secure Your Gun Secure Your 
Sport’ campaign and members’ support we 
believe we’ve had a positive impact on this 
issue through education.

To take this initiative to the next level 
and because of its demonstrated knowl-
edge, SSAA has developed a rural firearm 
security campaign which it plans to discuss 

with the Federal Government. The initia-
tive would continue to improve the safe 
storage of firearms and aid in reducing the 
amount of thefts in regional and rural com-
munities.

On another positive note I recently had 
the pleasure of a refreshing conversation 
with a member whose children are coming 
to an age where they can use and be trained 
in the safe and responsible use of firearms. 
Despite the programs and initiatives which 
all SSAA organisations take to promote 
and provide for junior firearms training 
and involvement, this member was taking 
personal responsibility for creating his own 
plan and program to ensure his children 
would be, as part of their whole of life 
education, properly exposed to firearms to 
teach them safety, personal responsibility, 
focus, respect for people they interact with 
and respect for the law.

We quite often, through any number of 
factors, find we all too readily leave inter-
action and life education of our children 
and grandchildren to others. Exposure to 
and responsible, safe use of firearms is 
something we can so easily do, supported 
by the many SSAA junior programs. If 
there doesn’t appear to be an active junior 
program at your local branch, I urge you 
to become involved and solicit the willing 
support from SSAA state and national asso-
ciations.

A great place to start is by supporting a 
junior to join SSAA directly or linking them 
up through the SSAA ‘Sponsor a Junior’ 
campaign with all the information available 
on the website at ssaa.org.au. After months 
of lockdown, what better way to encourage 
youngsters outside to enjoy a great Austra-
lian sport and for us to nurture a legacy.

Rural initiative aims to press home firearms security message
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Letters  WRITE TO PO BOX 2520, UNLEY, SA 5061 OR EMAIL EDIT@SSAA.ORG.AU

Insurance Q&A with Trevor Jenkin

The advice offered in this column is of a general nature and does not allow for individual situations. SSAAIB recommends 
that you obtain professional advice before proceeding with any insurance investment. SSAAIB accepts no liability for any 
actions by an individual to change their insurance plans without seeking professional advice.

Send questions to: communications@ssaa.org.au
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Q: Hypothetically, if I ever had to make a 
claim on one of my firearms, how would I 
prove I actually had it or what condition it 
was in? What’s the best way to prove own-
ership?
Glen, via email

 
A: First up, to lodge a claim under the 
SSAA Members Firearms Insurance you 
need to provide the following with the com-
pleted claim form:
• Proof you’re the registered owner  

of the firearm;

• Quotation for repair or replacement  
of the firearm;

• A copy of your firearms licence;
• If the firearm is damaged, a report from a 

dealer on said damage.
 As you’re probably aware, any firearms 

more than five years old are settled on 
indemnity value, that being the current 
market value taking into account it’s age 
and wear and tear. If you have a photo of the 
item which shows its condition, I suggest 
sending a copy of that too.

Another thing to do is ask your gun 

dealer if he’d be prepared to give a valua-
tion of your firearm in its present condition 
and have it updated as necessary. Then, 
in the event of a claim, you can lodge that 
also, which would be of great assistance in 
determining current value of the firearm. 
If the firearm is less than five years old and 
needs to be replaced it will be replaced with 
a new one.

Hopefully this clears things up but if 
you’d like to discuss this or any other 
matter in more detail, call us on (08) 8332 
0281 or visit ssaaib.com.au.

Well worth the weight

I FOUND THE Daniel O’Dea article on 
customising chassis systems for bolt-action 
rifles very interesting (Shooter, February 
2020). I own several Howa 1500 rifles and 
while the Hogue stocks are very good, I 
find the AR-style pistol grip more ergo-
nomic for extended periods of carrying at 
the ready when stalking. I was wondering 
how Daniel found the weight of the APC 
and TSP X chassis systems for walkabout 
hunting, or are they only suitable for target 
shooting?

Daryl Brenton, via email
• Both APC and TSP X chassis systems 
are a little heavier than the standard 
Hogue Howa-stocked equivalent. How 
much? Using my Howa 1500 in .223 APC 
as an example, Hogue-stocked it used to 
weigh-in bare at 3.55kg (7.8lbs), now as 
an APC weighs 3.8kg (8.4lbs) that’s bare 
but including scope rail (call it 250g or 

Searching a specialised skill

REGARDING THE LETTER from Greg 
Kent (Shooter, December 2019) refer-
ring to Mike Slattery’s suggestion for the 
formation of a search and rescue group for 
hunters. Each state has legislation outlining 
who the Hazard Management Authority 
(HMA) is with regard to searches for 
missing people on land and those missing 
at sea. In WA, the Emergency Management 
Act 2005 stipulates the Commissioner for 
Police is the responsible HMA.

The police, with assistance from the 
State Emergency Service, co-ordinate 
and conduct all operations for missing 
persons. These organisations have access 
to personnel and assets including vehicles 
and aircraft, some equipped with specialised 
thermal imaging equipment, in order to 
conduct search operations.

Searching for missing persons requires a 
coordinated response, however the safety 
and welfare of responders is a fundamental 
priority and having untrained and unpre-
pared volunteers could endanger lives. 
As a former police officer I’ve conducted 
many large scale land search operations 
in a variety of unforgiving terrain across 
remote WA and know full well the responsi-
bilities attached to the role of Land Search 
Controller.

I’ve used people with local knowledge 
and experience related to specific areas 

but all assisting personnel, whether police, 
SES, local government or civilian, must be 
managed and controlled properly. Mike and 
Greg should be commended for thinking 
about the welfare of our fellow hunters 
should they become lost, but the risks and 
costs involved in these types of operations 
should remain with the relevant authorities.

Dave Tadic, via email

half a pound). Both systems are designed 
and marketed for general purpose use 
and I don’t consider either too heavy for 
stalking. I also agree with you on AR pistol 
grip designs. Not only are they ergonomic 
but I find it easier to control muzzle direc-
tion while carrying in the field, so argu-
ably inherently safer - Daniel.

This one suits me to a T

Full marks to John Dunn for appreciating the 
T-Bolt (Shooter, February 2020). I bought my 
plain model in 1974 for the exorbitant sum of 
$140 with Sniper-brand 4x32 scope and fed 
it rabbit ammo from K-Mart at $1.95 a box 
on special. Absolute pleasure to shoot and 
easy for this ‘kacky hander’ to cock by tilting 
to the left and using fourth and fifth fingers 
instead of thumb and forefinger.
It now wears a Hawke 3-9x42 HV with 
factory BCD etchings to suit 1260fps ammo 
(a 1080fps version is available.) My rifle likes 
CCI standard Velocitors and Lapua, indeed 
on a memorable day when the planets and 
my mouth aligned using Lapua, .3 MOA 
groups were achieved (target photos not 
included as they could understandably be 
questioned). This is not a rig one would part 
with. Now, if Mr Hawke could be persuaded 
to make a scope etched for 1500fps ammo. 
Really, how many factory 22LRs are there 
with fully floating barrels?

Kerry Wuth, Qld
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Open Season WITH MATTHEW GODSON

W
ith everything hunters have 
had to deal with such as 
disappointing season lengths 
and bag limit settings for our 

hunting seasons, the last thing we needed 
was further restrictions under the cloud of 
COVID-19. Being a sector of society which 
is law-abiding, we wouldn’t go about activi-
ties which have been temporarily declared 
illegal.

The hardest thing surrounding these 
restrictions is being told we must practise 
social distancing while exercising and we all 
know that hunting, in most cases, provides 
an opportunity to do exactly that. Many of 
us venture out on our own to stalk deer and 
other species for both recreation and food 
gathering, demonstrating a fine example of 
social distancing.

It has been proven that hunting main-
tains both our physical and mental health, 
a key point identified in last year’s Federal 
Government survey into the economic 
and health benefits of recreational hunting. 
Seeing other activities such as fishing not 
restricted in most states made many of us 
feel uneasy and wondering if there were 
underlying reasons why our recreation has 
been limited. Why have only some states 
placed heavy restrictions on our activities? 
Is there a conspiracy here or is it simply that 

more populated states carrying higher risk of 
infection have introduced draconian actions 
to protect people? I believe it’s the second 
because, at the end of the day, people’s well-
being is uppermost in these trying times.

States like New South Wales and Victoria 
declared hunting as non-essential travel 
and put further heavy restrictions on activi-
ties by not allowing hunting access to state 
forests, game reserves and other public land. 
Camping on public land was restricted in 
most states and that has a major impact on 
hunting activities. My regular camping spot 
in South Australia, where I set up base for 
duck hunting sessions, was closed by the 
local council and that was reason enough for 
me to reschedule my opening duck hunt of 
the season. I’m fine with a little short-term 
pain for the greater good of the community.

Once the dust settles on this crisis we’ll 
all venture out again and enjoy some hunting 
and quality time with friends. When that will 
be is still unknown but when I can finally 
head out I’ll again experience the pleasure 
of doing something I love. All I can hope for 
is that we as a community can work through 
this crisis with the minimum impact to the 
wider population. While we’re ‘locked up’ so 
to speak, game and pest animals will still be 
doing their thing and be there for us to hunt 
when we can.

COVID-19 hunting lock-outs

It’s good to see some states have recog-
nised the fact that pest animals are still 
impacting farmers and allowances have been 
made to let volunteer shooters become 
involved in pest management on farms. 
This has provided an opening for some of 
us to go hunting as part of on-farm pest 
control programs. As I write this there has 
been some good news on the COVID-19 
front with new cases falling and talk of 
easing restrictions across the various states. 
Hunting is certainly a low-risk activity and 
should be one of the first to come back on 
line. Dependant on travel restrictions, we 
should soon have the chance of a weekend 
hunt to fill our freezers with free-range 
organic meat.

I can’t wait to do this and if the wider 
community heeds direction from health 
experts, a return to normality will arrive 
sooner than later. Until then, I hope my 
fellow hunters stay well and prepare to hit 
the wetlands, paddocks and forests as soon 
as we can, to enjoy what we usually do to 
maintain our physical and mental health.

Send questions to:  
wildlife@ssaa.org.au
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Reloading WITH BARRY WILMOT

L et’s have a look at primers, after 
all, they are the ‘spark plug’ of the 
cartridge and selecting the correct 
ones to reload rifle and pistol centre-

fire ammunition is crucial. Most centrefire 
cartridge cases today have a single, central 
flash hole and use ‘Boxer’ primers, named 
after British military inventor Edward 
Boxer. These are ideal for reloading as the 
primer can be easily removed by pushing a 
small diameter pin down the inside of the 
case through the central flash hole of the 
brass cartridge.

Boxer primers consist of two metal 
components - cup and anvil - with the 
explosive mixture located between them. 
Early primers had a chemical mix which 
caused weakening of the cartridge brass 
and rusted the barrel if it wasn’t cleaned 
soon after use, though thankfully modern 
non-mercuric, non-corrosive primers don’t 
cause this problem.

At about the same time as Boxer, a US 
ordnance officer named Hiram Berdan 
invented another primer system which 
bears his name. His was different in that 
an anvil was built into the primer pocket of 
the cartridge case itself and the primer cup 
with the explosive mixture seated into the 
primer pocket.

This was a simpler and cheaper primer to 
manufacture but because the cartridge case 
itself had two or sometimes three small 
off-centre flash holes, it was very difficult 
to remove the primer by de-capping from 
the inside. These primers can be removed 
by prying them out of the primer pocket 
from the outside, or by hydraulic method, 
but both are slow and tedious tasks and 
subsequently the use of Berdan primers 
and cases is now minimal.

Primers come in sizes large and small 
and the cartridge case being loaded gener-
ally determines which size of diameter 

primer is used. In general, for either rifle or 
pistol, the small diameter primers are used 
for small cases and large diameter for large 
cases but it’s essential to always consult 
a reloading book to determine the correct 
one to use.

Because the striking force of handgun 
firing pins is usually lower than that of 
rifles, and handgun cartridges usually 
operate at lower pressures, there are differ-
ences in the manufacturing specifications 
of primers made for them. So we find that 
pistol primer cups are made of a thinner, 
softer material and have less explosive mix 
than rifle primers of the same diameter and, 
except in rare instances, we should never 
use pistol primers in rifle cartridges or vice 
versa.

If using large capacity cartridge cases 
with heavy charges of slow-burning powder, 
a hotter priming flash of longer duration is 
needed for proper ignition, so a Magnum 
primer is required. These are made for both 
rifles and pistols and have a more explo-
sive mix to give a longer-burning, hotter 

Primers for rifle and pistol cartridges

flame than standard primers. There are 
several primer manufacturers who make 
quality products and all can be used with 
confidence, though I suggest always using 
the same brand when loading batches of 
cartridges, as different manufacturers have 
different specifications so performance and 
accuracy may be compromised if a mixture 
of primers is used.

For safety reasons always keep unused 
primers in their original factory packet in 
a cool, dry place so you’ll know what type 
they are and their shelf-life will be almost 
indefinite. As an additional safety measure 
don’t store unused primers in a metal tin 
or jar as they could ignite through heat or 
static electricity with devastating results.

True Class 5 Hearing Protec�on
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& New Zealand

Ph: (07) 3820 2533  -   Email: info@earmold.com.au
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plus wireless 
communica�ons. 

www.earmold.com.au
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Clay Target Q&A WITH RUSSELL MARK

Q It was pleasing to see the Austra-
lian Olympic shooting team for 
Tokyo contained so many SSAA 

members and great that the announcement 
received decent coverage in the national 
media, including Australian Shooter. What I 
don’t understand is in some events we have 
two competitors yet others, like Pistol, only 
one. Years ago I had quite an interest in 
Pistol and remember up to three athletes 
competing in each event. I also noted the 
unrest that Skeet shotgun shooters felt 
over not having an extra member added to 
their team. Can you explain the difference 
in competitor numbers and why shotgun 
didn’t get that extra place?
Joy Sandilands, Vic. 

A The number of competitors each 
country can send to the Olympics 
is determined by designated inter-

national competitions, starting roughly 
two years before the Games. These events 
carry what are called ‘quota places’ or 
starting places for successful competitors, 
essentially ‘beds’ in the Olympic Village. 
The majority of quota places for our Olym-
pic shooting team are won at the Oceania 
Games. This event was held in late 2019 
and Australia was able to secure 11 quota 
places from the 12 Olympic events on offer.

In 2018 and 2019 Australia clinched an 
additional four quota places at the World 
Shotgun Championships and two other 
World Cup competitions, secured by James 
Willett, Laetisha Scanlan and Penny Smith 
in Trap and Sampson in Air Rifle. Through 
the efforts of those four athletes and the 
other 11 who won at the Oceania Games, a 
total of 15 Australians will have ‘beds in the 
village’ in Tokyo.

In Men’s Trap, Women’s Trap and Men’s 
Air Rifle, Australia will have an extra 
starter as there’s a maximum of two ath-
letes per event. Dane Sampson won the 
right at the Olympic trials to be a ‘double 
starter’ as he also qualified to compete in 
Men’s 3-Position Rifle.

Pistol won four quota places at the Ocea-
nia Games but no other starting slots in 
any other designated international events, 
therefore have only one competitor in each 
of their four individual Olympic events. 
There’s a chance a pistol competitor with 
an Olympic Minimum Qualification Score 
in the alternate event they’ve not been 
nominated in can actually cross over and 
compete in that event too, but at this stage 
that hasn’t been verified.

Your other question as to why Shotgun 
wasn’t awarded an extra place takes some 
explaining! In reality there was no ‘extra 
place’ to be swapped or allocated to another 
event such as Skeet. Rifle, courtesy of 
Sampson, won that discipline an additional 
place at a World Cup event in 2019 and 
it’s important to note the quota place is 
awarded to the country, not the athlete who 
won it. After the Olympic trials there was 
much speculation that Rifle would send the 
same two athletes to both events as they 
finished first and second, and if that hap-
pened it would in turn free up an extra ‘bed 
in the village’.

Shotgun clearly would have liked this 
as the competitor who qualified in second 
place is a current world record holder. 
There was lots of finger-pointing about 
where this quota-swapping story started as 
evidenced by a report in Fairfax newspapers 
yet the reality is swapping a quota is always 
an option before a team is announced, but is 

never as straightforward as many competi-
tors assumed.

Now it gets messy. The International 
Shooting Sports Federation were contacted 
and stated the quota could not be ‘swapped’ 
from one discipline to another until all 
international Olympic quota places have 
been distributed. Because of the COVID-19 
disruption there are still two international 
quota places to be awarded and this process 
will now not be concluded until after the 
European Games next April.

The Australian Olympic Committee 
decided they didn’t want to wait until next 
year to name the full team so Shooting 
Australia opted to keep the quota with Rifle 
and a third athlete from that discipline was 
named in that starting position (see May’s 
edition of Australian Shooter for the full 
team).

In conclusion, Shooting Australia may 
well have decided to use this strategy 
regardless, as they’re under no obligation 
to swap a quota place from one discipline 
to another. I realise this is as clear as mud 
but after COVID-19 nothing in the sporting 
world is completely transparent any more.

Send questions to:  
russell@corporateshootingstars.com.au

Precision Sharpening Tool

See the whole story - blademates.com.au

Compact Design

Precision Sharpening

Australian Designed
100% Australian made, 
designed and owned!

You’ll never experience a 
sharper blade!

Perfect for kitchen,  
camping, fishing and hunting.

With its continously adjustable design, 
almost any angle can be set, which 
makes it easy for anyone to sharpen 

knives like a professional
Sharpening stones 
shown not included

Mark 0427 747 662

Bob 0400 504 853

Email info@blademates.com.au
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www.federalpremium.com   |   www.nioa.com.au

Available in: 30-30 Win,  
44 Rem Mag and 45-70 Govt.

HAMMERDOWN
Make your lever-gun run like never before with the 

industry’s only ammunition truly designed for optimal 
cycling and performance in lever-action firearms.
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TOP SHOTS
Got a question - ask our ?• John Dunn • Paul Miller • Greg Riemer • Geoff Smith • Barry Wilmot             • Rod Pascoe                                   email: edit@ssaa.org.au

Q I’m an experienced handloader, 
having successfully worked up 
loads for a variety of calibres. One 

thing I’ve always wondered is what powder 
increments to use so as not to waste time 
with too small an increment but also not 
miss out on an accurate load with too big 
an increment. Can you please advise a rule 
of thumb for various calibres from 223 to 
45-70.
Jeff, via email

QI’m sending photos of a family 
heirloom hoping you may be able 
to confirm its age and estimation of 

value. The engravings are worn though I’m 
able to make out Chas Osborne & Co.  Very 
possibly the shotgun was modified by or for 
my late father who wasn’t blind in his right 
eye but visually impaired due to an accident 
as a youngster.

He was right-handed but leaned over the 
stock in order to sight with his left eye. Dad 
was a professional shooter, his rifles set up 
with high scope mounts as with the shotgun, 
and he’d lean over the stock sighting with 
his left eye.

One of his brothers confirmed the shotgun 
belonged to their father, my grandfather, who 
had two versions of the same gun. The one 
in the pictures was looser than the other, 
can’t remember why, but dad preferred it 
over the other. My uncle is unsure when dad 
acquired the gun but said he had it most of 
his life.
Helen Fraser, via email

Q I have inherited an 1875 revolver 
which has been in my family for 
some time. Since it was given to 

me I’ve tried to find out more about it but 
haven’t found anyone who has seen one or 
knows anything about it. I was told by my 
father (who knows little about firearms) 
this revolver was given to our ancestors 
in Wales if they joined the army to fight 
South Africa in the Boer War. He also told 
me the revolver was a .45 calibre. It bears 
the stamp ‘J5’ on the barrel as well as an 
engraving which reads: ‘William Marks 
Maker’ patented by HRH The Prince of 
Wales. Any help greatly appreciated.
Ferdinand Engelbrecht, via email

A You have an interesting though not 
entirely rare firearm, commonly 
referred to as a Hill's Patent Self 

Extracting Revolver. Although Mr Hill 
was indeed a gun maker operating in 
Birmingham in the second half of the 19th 
century, he may have had little to do with 
your gun. The place and date of manufac-
ture of yours and similar examples cannot 
be positively determined.

They’re often found marked ‘Stanley’ or 
‘The Stanley’ or ‘Hill’s Patent Extractor’ or 
combinations of these markings but can also 
be found with no stamping at all. Contrary 
to popular belief the Hill’s British Patent 
of 1878 was for improvements to the sear 
and had nothing to do with the extraction 
system which was developed in Belgium 
with the original patent of 1873 by Deprez 
& Joassart. This unique extracting system 
may also be found on proprietary revolvers 
such as Gasser and Webley.

Your example may be British but could 
also be of Belgian origin. Under the 1888 
terms of proof, Belgian guns could be 
exported without proof so long as they 
were ‘unfinished’ and sent directly to a 

foreign proof house. Unfinished could 
simply mean the guns were shipped 
without grips or engraving or there’s no 
plating or blueing. Once these guns were 
proofed in either London or Birmingham 
they were deemed ‘finished’, at which time 
they became a British gun regardless of 
where they were made.

As for the inscription ‘William Marks’, 
Boothroyd’s Revised Directory of British 
Gunmakers does list a W.H. Marks of 65 
Foregate St, Chester, Cheshire in 1868 but 
that could be a red herring as this date may 
be a bit early for your gun. There may have 
been a Mr Marks who had something to do 
with the finishing of the gun or he may have 
been the retailer.

As to the inscription ‘Patented by HRH 
the Prince of Wales’, the royal system 
of granting patents had long finished by 
the time your gun was made. The patent 
system changed in the 1830s when the 
British Patent Office was established. Gun 
makers and dealers of the time were not 
averse to putting markings on guns to 
increase the value and credibility of their 
products and references to royalty was a 
popular selling point.

Unfortunately, as with many guns of 
the period, any stamping, inscription or 
branding cannot be relied upon as being 
accurate which also makes finding anything 
about the origin of your gun difficult. 
Having said that, there may be London or 
Birmingham proof marks on the cylinder 
and those marks will be genuine. The front 
sight looks like an attempt to replace the 
original, presumably lost. I can’t entirely 
take credit for this answer and wish to 
thank my good friend Dennis Cooke for his 
thorough research.
Rod Pascoe

A The method I’ve found most 
successful in establishing accu-
racy for a particular rifle is to load 

the suggested starting load - taken from 
a reliable reloading manual - into three 
cartridges then increase that by 0.5gr in 
another three cartridges etc up to near the 
maximum load suggested in the manual.

Fire these into a target at 100m and 
locate the charge with the smallest group. 
Using this load as a starting point, load a 
series of three cartridges 0.3gr, 0.2gr and 
0.1gr above and below this starting point 
and again fire into a target at 100m. The 
load giving the smallest group will usually 
prove to be the most accurate one for that 
particular rifle.
Barry Wilmot
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Q I have a rifle (pictured) in very good 
to excellent condition with mint 
bore in 7.92 x 57 and in all my years 

have never seen one like it. I’ve searched 
the internet but still can’t find a commercial 
one like this. The woodwork is beautiful 
timber with a diamond inlet pattern on the 
butt. I’m wondering what it might be worth 
as I see in America that lesser commercial 
ones than this go for US$1500 and more. 
Any help appreciated.
Leonce Kealy, via email

AThe rifle is a World War 1 issue 
Mauser which has been cut down 
and ‘sporterised’ by a bush mechanic. 

This is evident by the chequering on the 
grip - certainly not up to Mauser commercial 
standard - and the end of the grip itself which 
has been built up to form a pistol grip.

The diamond inlay in the stock definitely 
isn’t Mauser though such decoration was 
quite popular in the 1960s and was usually 
applied as a ‘custom’ touch by the owner. 
I’ve seen the same sort of decoration on 
a number of firearms including Browning 
pump action rimfires, an 1892 Winchester 
and a Lee Enfield .303. The fore-end has 
also been modified and though it’s a neat job, 
once again it’s not commercial quality.

Mauser ceased production of commercial 
rifles in August 1914 and didn’t resume until 
1920. The markings on the barrel indicate 
the gun was made in 1917 so it falls well and 
truly within that non-commercial produc-
tion period. The rifle would be worth around 
$500 maximum and would actually be worth 
more if the modifications hadn’t been made.
John Dunn

Q I’m concerned as I get older (68 
now) I’m becoming less tolerant to 
recoil in my shotgun. Is this typical 

for shooters as they age and what can be 
done about it? I want to continue enjoying 
my shooting - both in seniors clay target 
and out in the paddock whistling foxes with 
my 12-gauge - and shooting for as long as 
possible.
Bill, Canberra

A If we’re being honest with ourselves, 
once we crack the magic 60 years 
of age both men and women start to 

notice recoil at the end of a day’s shooting. 
This is especially true of days spent 
shooting 100 clay targets where you get 
through about 100 to 125 shells depending 
on the discipline you’re shooting.

In these situations it pays to experiment 
with shells which are travelling a little 
slower like 1250fps or so. There are even 
lighter competition shells than this on the 
market in 12-gauge with lighter payloads 
(24 and 21 gram) than the typical 1oz (28 
gram) loads we shoot today. They’re often 
advertised as low recoil and hit the targets 
very well as they throw beautiful patterns 
due to going a little slower.

This is a big subject but the difference 
in lead between the fastest and slowest 
commercial competition shells made today 
is less than five inches on a target crossing 
you at 40m and travelling about 80km/h - 
hard to believe but true. Who among us is 
good enough to be able to pick that differ-
ence in lead? 

Most shooters use fast, heavier recoiling 
cartridges because they give them confi-
dence. The fastest shells tend to produce 
poorer patterns unless they’re loaded with 
higher antimony shot. Try some of the 
lower speed options - especially in 24-gram 
loads - and you’ll be amazed how well they 
break targets and how you feel much less 
tired at day’s end. Keep shooting as long as 
you’re enjoying yourself - I know I will.
Paul Miller

AIt turns out there was a succession 
of Osbornes working in  Birmingham 
from around 1767 (Robert, John, 

Thomas, Henry and two Charles, who were 
probably all related). Ultimately Charles Jnr 
became a prolific maker of double barrelled 
shotguns and rifles for ‘the colonies’ with 
the company continuing in several locations 
right up to the late 1920s.

Your gun is a double barrelled, 12-gauge, 
hammerless model using the Anson and 
Deeley box-lock design, made and proofed 
in Birmingham before being sold through 
Charles Osborne’s shop at Great Scotland 
Yard in the district of St James, Westminster.

Because the company moved to this 
address in 1892 and because your gun 
is marked Chas Osborne & Co (without 
‘Ltd’), it must have been made after 1892 
and before 1896 when Osbornes  became 
a limited company. This date, however, is 
confused by the proof marks which are in a 
format supposed to have dated from 1904. 
Prior to this, Birmingham proof and view 
marks were supposed to have been in the 
format of crossed sceptres with a crown 
over the top and ‘P’ or ‘V’ respectively 
below. Perhaps your gun was made for the 
old address and not completed until the new 
proof laws came in, suggesting one of those 
mysteries that may never be solved.

The photographs show a well-used old 
gun which was obviously your ancestors’ 
pride and joy and could doubtless tell some 
tales, a fairly plain model compared to some 
of Osborne’s heavily engraved and detailed 
ones. His company actually patented one of 
the early single trigger systems although 
yours has double triggers.

The gun has had a recoil pad added and 
stock modified to accommodate your dad’s 
vision impairment. My friend Mike Williams 
has again helped with this enquiry by 
sending me a picture of a ‘saddle-type cross-
eye stock’ described on P.30 of Michael 
Yardley’s book Gunfitting - The quest for 
Perfection for Shotguns and Rifles, which 
exactly matches the modifications to your 
gun’s stock.

The proof marks reveal it was proofed for 
black powder and smokeless powder with 
11/8oz loads. The left barrel is full-choked 
(from 0.729" down to 0.692") while the right 
barrel has a half choke (diameter reduced 
to 0.709"). As to value, I’m afraid the gun 

is likely to be worth far more as an heir-
loom than to most other shotgun fanciers, 
although a dedicated Osborne collector 
might be prepared to part with a few 
hundred dollars. 
Geoff Smith
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M ichael Papps’ life has revolved 
around the shooting sports. 
His childhood in Adelaide in 
the 1930s and ’40s was typical 

of many at the time, his introduction to 
shooting aged seven or eight by way of the 
air rifle. The leafy back yard in suburban 
Glenunga afforded plenty of room for him 
to show his four siblings how it was done, 
brother Peter and sister Margaret taking to 
the game with equal enthusiasm. Like their 
older brother, both would go on to interna-
tional competition with father Leo being the 
catalyst for the family’s interest in shooting. 
Owner of a firearms business, Leo doted on 
the children with, among other things, an 
endless supply of pellets and targets.

As he progressed through school, Mike’s 
extracurricular interests were further 
encouraged. “I was in the Cadets at school 
and shooting was a great activity which 
further increased my interest in firearms 
and shooting competitively,” he says. Mike 
shot in Cadet competitions with great 
success. “It was a turning point getting into 
competitive shooting and in later years a 
reputation in shooting would also be good 
for business.”

By now the air rifle was replaced by 
equipment with which Mike could get 
into serious competition, pistol shooting 
becoming his main interest. “In South 
Australia pistol shooting recommenced in 
1947 after shutting down during the war,” 
he says. “There was plenty of enthusiasm 
to get things up and running again and it 
didn’t take long to find suitable premises 

and build a range. More pistols were avail-
able and the police commissioner of the 
day was quite cooperative in issuing the 
permits.”

From the early ’50s most pistol and rifle 
competitions centred around a quarry at 
Glen Osmond, near what locals called the 
Old Toll Gate which was close to the Papps’ 
family home. The quarry was also the new 
home of Adelaide Pistol Club and at the 

time was the only pistol club in the state. 
Not long after, it was announced Australia 
would host the 1956 Olympic Games in 
Melbourne. “We were keen to find out what 
pistol events would be contested and that 
turned out to be 50m Free Pistol and Rapid 
Fire,” says Mike.

“Melbourne had no facilities as at 
that time pistol shooting wasn’t a recog-
nised sport in Victoria, so a temporary 
pistol range was built at the windswept 
Williamstown rifle range just for the 
Games. My brother Peter and I were prac-
tising like mad to get our standard up but 
had no idea about international competition 
and training. When you think of the prepa-
ration our shooters go through now to get 
ready for international competition, a lot of 
time and money is spent on those guys, but 
at the time we didn’t know any better. At 
least as South Australians we had a head-
start on the other states as we were the 
only state shooting pistols competitively 
then.”

The laws in Victoria were changed 
in time to allow Australian shooters to 
compete in elimination contests to select 
the national teams. “We had shooters from 
New South Wales, Victoria and SA all vying 
for a spot on the pistol team,” says Mike, 
who made it to the elimination shoots in 
the Rapid Fire and Small Bore rifle events 
for the Melbourne Games but didn’t make 
either team. In the Rapid Fire elimination 
shoot Mike missed a scoring ring by one 
eighth of an inch, about 3mm, and had he 
made that shot would’ve been shooting 

Mike Papps  
A lifetime in shooting
Australia is blessed with its fair share of sporting 
champions but as Senior Correspondent Rod 
Pascoe discovered, Mike Papps is more than 
that - he’s also a successful businessman and 
quiet achiever

Mike’s success in military shooting was the turning 
point in national and international competition.

All set for Tokyo -  
The Walther OSP was a game-changer.
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alongside his 16-year-old brother Peter in 
Australia’s Rapid Fire team.

“We ended up with two Victorians and 
two South Australians at the ’56 Olympics,” 
Mike recalls. “It got off to a pretty rough 
start with the makeshift range. The 
Europeans had any number of international-
standard ranges and probably started 
building them in the late 1940s so the 
Melbourne set-up was a bit of an embar-
rassment. The availability of Olympic-style 
pistols was almost zero until the mid-fifties 
when the top European manufacturers 
were able to provide Free pistols for 50m 
shooting, and some Olympic athletes were 
using US-made .22 semi-autos for the 
50m event while the Europeans had long-
barrelled single-shots like the Hammerli.

“In Rapid Fire you needed a semi-auto 
shooting the low-recoiling .22 Short ammu-
nition over 25m with guns from Beretta, 
Walther, High Standard and Hammerli. I 
went to the Rome Olympics with a High 
Standard in .22 Short but it took a few years before people realised European guns were 

the most competitive.”
After his Melbourne experience and 

subsequent World Championships, Mike 
learned that top performers in shooting, 
like any sport, practised and exercised both 
mind and body - the bigger the competition 
the bigger the commitment. He realised the 
mechanical aspect of shooting is instinctive 
and routine, requiring little or no thought, 
it’s the mental approach which demands 
intense concentration.

After Melbourne, shooting proficiency at 
major competitions grew rapidly. “Intensity 
and enthusiasm in pistol shooting arrived at 
the first National Championships in Hobart 
in 1958 - that was the turning point for 
competition in Australia,” says Mike. Other 
states dragged their heels but all eventu-
ally embraced target pistol shooting as a 
legitimate sport. Mike recalls how the sport 
blossomed as year-on-year scores were 
improving at both state and national levels. 

“We were all keener, smarter, had better 
equipment and practiced harder.”

Although Mike’s specialties were 
Centrefire and Rapid Fire pistol shooting, 
he kept practising Free Pistol and Small 
Bore rifle and after the Melbourne Games 
tried several times to win a place in 
Australian teams for these matches, going 
on to represent his country on six occasions 
at Rome, Cairo, Tokyo, Wiesbaden, Jamaica 
and Phoenix. Mike continued to vary his 
shooting interests and before the Rome 
Olympics, now an army reservist lieu-
tenant and later as Captain Papps of the 3/9 
Mounted Rifles, was seven times SA state 
finalist in the Queen’s Medal for military 
rifle shooting.

“At Rome in 1960 the Italians did it well 
and by then the Americans were competing 
in Olympic shooting. They had home-grown 
events like the Camp Perry matches and 
figured they were the kings of the shooting 
movement but the Europeans ran the 
International Shooting Union (ISU) very 
well,” says Mike, who came 31st with a 
score of 569 at the Rome Games. 

The 1962 World Championships program 
in Cairo allowed four shooters to a team and 
with Mike shooting Centrefire and Rapid 
Fire, his sister Margaret was also making a 
name for herself, entering the Ladies Match 
25m pistol event and finishing in the top 10, 
another turning point for Australian pistol 
shooters as she attracted much welcome 
media attention. 

Mike had to wait two years for his next 
attempt at the Olympics but this time had 
some special help. “It didn’t take long for 
the word to get around that if you wanted 
to make the 1964 Tokyo Games you needed 

Mike Papps: A lifetime in shooting

 The makeshift and embarrassing facilities at 
the Melbourne Olympics. During this elimination 
shoot, Mike failed to make the Rapid Fire team. 
Note the dirt floor, jacket and tie and gumboots. 
Here Mike is using his Beretta pistol

Mike with the coveted Bibby 
Cup on which his name 
appears many times.

 The Hi-Standard pistol 
Mike used in Rome.
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DEALERS LICENCE NO: 409564311

PH: 02 9882 2689 $15 flat rate post 
for all orders anywhere 

in Australia.

*Excluding firearms and 
dangerous goods

ADDRESS: 19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE: 02 9882 2689

* PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE  

DEALERS LICENSE  NO. 409564311

www.magnumsports.com.au

OPENING HOURS: 

MON - FRI: 9AM - 5PM 

SAT: 8AM - 3PM

Free Delivery* 

 

 

 

 

BACK PACKS 

2200  $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo  $240

Hyper Hydro  $179

Hyper Vent  $310

Monster Fanny  $215        

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor  $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel  $430

Ultra Day  $240

 
RCBS  
Chargemaster 1500 Scales  $335

Chargemaster Dispenser  $360

Chargemaster Combo $625

FL Die Sets (most cals)  $58

Pro-melt Furnace $640

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers  $120

Uniflow Powder Measure  $160

Hand Priming Tool     $80

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit  $185

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale    $95

RC Supreme Master Kit  $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

CALDWELL 

Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest  $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest  $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL

DS750 Digital Scale   $135

Electronic Calipers  $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE

Standard Bi-Pod   $125

Pivot Bi-Pod   $175

Front Leather Bag   $65

Rear Leather Bag   $69 

 

 

 

RANGEFINDERS 

RX-600  $285

RX-750TBR  $405

RX-1000  $485

RX-1000TBR  $550

SCOPES 

VX-I 2-7x33 $295

VX-I 3-9x40  $325

VX-I 3-9x50  $420

VX-I 4-12x40  $420

VX-II 1-4x20  $420

VX-II 2-7x33  $420

VX-II 3-9x40  $460

VX-II 3-9x50  $555

VX-II 4-12x40 AO  $620

VX-II 4-12x50  $665

VX-II 6-18x40 AO  $690

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT  $760

VX-3 1.5-5x20  $595

VX-3 1.75-6x32  $595

VX-3 2.5-8x36  $595

VX-3 3.5-10x40  $690

VX-3 3.5-10x50  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO  $870

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR  $940

VX-3 4.5-14x50  $910

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO  $965

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR  $1035

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT  $1225

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT  $1335

Call us for the best prices 

on other products

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and intenet 
orders over $200. 

Rangefinders
RX- 600  --------------------------- $275

RX- 750TBR ---------------------- $370

RX- I000 --------------------------- $445

RX- I000TBR  --------------------- $500

Scopes
VX-I 2-7x33 ----------------------- $275

VX-I 3-9x40  ---------------------- $295

VX-I 3-9x50 ----------------------- $380

VX-I 4-12x40 --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x40  --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x50  --------------------- $475

VX-II 4-12x40 AO  --------------- $560

VX-II 4-12x50  -------------------- $595

VX-II 6-18x40 AO ---------------- $635

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT --------- $690

VX-3 1.5-5x20 -------------------  $525

VX-3 1.75-6x32 ------------------ $525

VX-3 2.5-8x36 -------------------- $525

VX-3 3.5-10x40 ------------------ $615

VX-3 3.5-10x50 ------------------ $700

VX-3 4.5-14x40 ------------------ $700

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO ------------- $750

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR --------------- $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50  ------------------ $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR  -------------- $915

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO ------------- $860

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR ------------  $910

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR --------------- $915

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT ------  $1055

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT -------$1135

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $375

Chargemaster Dispenser $415

Chargemaster Combo $670

FL Die Sets (most cals) $70

Pro-melt Furnace $710

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers $120

Uniflow Powder Measure $160

Hand Priming Tool $90

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $195

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale $110

RC Supreme Master Kit $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

BACKPACKS
2200 $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo $240

Hyper Hydro $179

Hyper Vent $310

Monster Fanny $215

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel $430

Ultra Day $240

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale $135

Electronic Calipers $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bipod $125

Pivot Bipod $175

Front Leather Bag $65

Rear Leather Bag $69

Free Delivery
Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and internet 
orders over $200

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

19 Babbage Rd
Roseville Chase NSW 2069

MON-FRI: 9am - 5pm
SAT: 8am - 3pm
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

www.magnumsports.com.au

ADDRESS:  19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE:  02 9882 2689

* PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE  
DEALERS LICENSE  NO. 409564311 www.magnumsports.com.au

OPENING HOURS:  
MON - FRI: 9AM - 5PM 
SAT: 8AM - 3PM

Free Delivery *  

 

 

 

 

BACK PACKS  

2200  $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo  $240

Hyper Hydro  $179

Hyper Vent  $310

Monster Fanny  $215        

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor  $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Du�el  $430

Ultra Day  $240

 
RCBS   
Chargemaster 1500 Scales  $335

Chargemaster Dispenser  $360

Chargemaster Combo $625

FL Die Sets (most cals)  $58

Pro-melt Furnace $640

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers  $120

Hand Priming Tool     $80

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit  $185

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale    $95

RC Supreme Master Kit  $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

CALDWELL  

Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest  $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest  $455

Electronic Mu�s $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale   $135

Electronic Calipers  $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bi-Pod   $125

Pivot Bi-Pod   $175

Front Leather Bag   $65

Rear Leather Bag   $69 

 

 

 

RANGEFINDERS  

RX-600  $285

RX-750TBR  $405

RX-1000  $485

RX-1000TBR  $550

SCOPES  

VX-I 2-7x33 $295

VX-I 3-9x40  $325

VX-I 3-9x50  $420

VX-I 4-12x40  $420

VX-II 1-4x20  $420

VX-II 2-7x33  $420

VX-II 3-9x40  $460

VX-II 3-9x50  $555

VX-II 4-12x40 AO  $620

VX-II 4-12x50  $665

VX-II 6-18x40 AO  $690

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT  $760

VX-3 1.5-5x20  $595

VX-3 1.75-6x32  $595

VX-3 2.5-8x36  $595

VX-3 3.5-10x40  $690

VX-3 3.5-10x50  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO  $870

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR  $940

VX-3 4.5-14x50  $910

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO  $965

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR  $1035

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT  $1225

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT  $1335

Call us for the best prices 
on other products

*

Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and intenet 
orders over $200. 

Rangefinders
RX- 600  --------------------------- $275
RX - 750TBR  ---------------------- $370
RX - I000 --------------------------- $445
RX - I000TBR  --------------------- $500

Scopes
VX-I 2-7x33  ----------------------- $275
VX -I 3-9x40  ---------------------- $295
VX -I 3-9x50 ----------------------- $380
VX -I 4-12x40 --------------------- $380

VX -II 3-9x40  --------------------- $380
VX -II 3-9x50  --------------------- $475
VX -II 4-12x40 AO  --------------- $560
VX -II 4-12x50  -------------------- $595
VX -II 6-18x40 AO  ---------------- $635
VX -II 6-18x40 AO TGT  --------- $690
VX -3 1.5-5x20  -------------------  $525
VX -3 1.75-6x32 ------------------ $525
VX -3 2.5-8x36  -------------------- $525
VX -3 3.5-10x40 ------------------ $615
VX -3 3.5-10x50 ------------------ $700
VX -3 4.5-14x40 ------------------ $700
VX -3 4.5-14x40 AO  ------------- $750
VX -3 4.5-14x40 LR  --------------- $835
VX -3 4.5-14x50  ------------------ $835

VX -3 4.5-14x50 LR  -------------- $915
VX -3 6.5-20x40 AO  ------------- $860
VX -3 6.5-20x40 EFR  ------------  $910
VX -3 6.5-20x40 LR  --------------- $915
VX -3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT  ------  $1055
VX -3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT  -------$1135

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $375
Chargemaster Dispenser $415
Chargemaster Combo $670
FL Die Sets (most cals) $70
Pro-melt Furnace $710
Vibratory Case Cleaner $155
Electronic Digital Calipers $120
Uniflow Powder Measure $160
Hand Priming Tool $90
Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit  $195
Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255
RC -130 Reloading Scale $110
RC Supreme Master Kit  $599
Quick Change Powder Measure $160

BACKPACKS
2200 $345
2800 $415
4500 $720
Diablo $240
Hyper Hydro  $179
Hyper Vent $310
Monster Fanny $215
Nanno Fanny $120
Reactor $159
Superday $299
Terra Glide Du�el $430
Ultra Day $240

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220
Rock Jnr Rest $125
Rock Comp Rest $380
Lead Sled Plus $320
Fire Control R est $455
Electronic Mu�s $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale $135
Electronic Calipers $79
Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bipod $125
Pivot Bipod $175
Front Leather Bag $65
Rear Leather Bag $69

Free Delivery
Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and internet 
orders over $200

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

2 MONTH LAY-BY WITH A 20% DEPOSIT

Savage 11 Lightweight Hunter
Super Light with 20” barrel, fluted bolt 
scalloped action and ventilated forend
Was $1890 ..........................now just $1095 
One each in 243 and 260

Savage 25 Walking Varmint 17 Hornet
Reduced from $1180 ................... just $899

Savage 25 Light Varmint 17 Hornet
Reduced from $1180 ................... just $749

Savage 11 Trophy Hunter Package
270wsm with Scope
Was $1255 ........................... now just $799

Savage 14/114 American Classic
One each in 7mm-08 and 270 win
Was $1865 ........................ now only $1095

Savage 16 FLCSS Weather Warrior 
Left Hand .22-250
Was $1695 ........................... now just $995

LEUPOLD SALE

VX-Freedom

Bushnell Elite Tactical LRH
4.5-18x44 FFP Illuminated G2H
Last of the Japanese Bushnell’s
Was $1550 ......................... now just $1195

Bushnell Specials

VX-3i 4.5-14x50 Matte Duplex ......... $1200

VX-3i 6.5-20x40 CDS EFR Target
Matte Fine Duplex ............................ $1295

VX-3i 3.5-10x40 Matte Duplex ........... $720

VX-3i 1.5-5x20 Matte Duplex ............. $720

VX-3i

Ruger Charger Takedown
Green Laminate Stock 
Threaded Barrel
Just $499
Very limited stock

MASSIVE SAVAGE SALE Savage 16 Weather Warrior
One each in .243 and 7mm-08
Was $1690 .................................  now $995

Savage 16 Trophy Hunter Package
270wsm with scope and rings
Was $1510 .......................... now only $895 

Speer 45ACP Clearance
230gr Gold Dot HP
Just $25 per 20 pack
0r $225 per 200

VX-Freedom 3-9x40 Rimfire
Matte with Rimfire-MOA Reticle  ........ $389

VX-Freedom 4-12x40 
Matte Duplex  ..................................... $475

CCI C35 Standard Velocity .22lr  
Case Sale 5000rnds  .......................... $499

VX-Freedom 3-9x33 EFR  
Matte Duplex ...................................... $630

VX-3i 4.5-14x40 Matte Duplex ........... $900 

Adler Straight Pull
Landing This Month
Importers Shipment is sold out, but we 
have some available. Secure one while 
they last with a 20% deposit.  
$30 freight to your dealer Australia Wide

Adler B230 Tactical  
with 5 shot detachable mag ...............$799
Spare Mags $80

Adler B220 All Weather 5 shot........... $695

Adler B220 Pistol Grip 5 shot ............$649
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the good equipment,” he says. “In 1962, 
Walther came out with the revolutionary 
OSP model which set the standard for the 
next 20 years. Coaching was introduced by 
the National Coaching Council who reported 
annually to the Amateur Pistol Shooting 
Union of Australia (now Pistol Australia) and 
in 1964 limited funding became available for 
shooters going to Tokyo.” Just prior to those 
Games Mike set two Australian records in 
Rapid Fire (586) and Centrefire (578) then in 
Tokyo finished 19th on 582 out of 600. 

At the 1966 World Championships in 
Wiesbaden, Germany, Mike placed 16th 
in Rapid Fire with 586 out of 600, same 
as the national record he’d set two years 
earlier. “1966 was a big year for interna-
tional competition, we went from one side 
of the world to the other,” says Mike. “I 
won a silver medal in Rapid Fire at the 
Commonwealth Games in Jamaica with 
578.” Conscious of not putting all his eggs 
in one basket at Jamaica he also competed 
in Free Pistol, scoring 511 for 10th place 
then scoring 561 for 9th in Centrefire. 
Up until that point, after just nine years 
of competition, Mike had won all but one 
national championship in Rapid Fire, was 
now 34, married with twin sons and running 
a successful firearms agency. 

He bowed out of international shooting 
at the World Championships in Phoenix, 
Arizona but never lost contact with his 
many shooting friends. “We met a lot of very 
helpful people along the way, particularly the 
US teams whose support helped Australians 
at international competitions - it was a great 
opportunity for us to learn and take it all in.”

The business
“I took over dad’s business after he died 
in 1960 just before the Rome Olympics,” 
Mike recalls. “The business had been regis-
tered as International Arms, a partnership 
between dad and I, and at that time was 
importing Hammerli pistols for Australian 

Mike Papps: A lifetime in shooting

shooters trying for a place on the team for 
Rome. “Involvement in the shooting sports 
certainly had a flow-on to marketing and the 
better we performed on the firing line the 
better the opportunity for promoting the 
products, especially the Walther OSP rapid 
fire pistol. So at national championships all 
our products were on display and being scru-
tinised by potential firearms buyers.”

With pistol shooting expanding in 
Australia, US giant Colt needed a business 
to represent them here and following a 
recommendation from another importer, a 
meeting was set up between Colt’s export 
manager with Mike and brother Peter in a 
Melbourne hotel. “They were impressed by 
our presentation and we convinced them we 
were the right people to represent them. At 
that meeting we got the go-ahead to be Colt 
agents, the beginning of a lucrative relation-
ship. We had some pretty good years initially 
with Colt as we could sell M-16s and the 
entire Colt range.”

Following that meeting the brothers 
founded Frontier Arms to capitalise on the 
Colt franchise. “Colt, while a money-spinner 
for us, technically wasn’t up to the Hammerli 
or Walther in terms of quality in the guns we 
were selling at the time, so we had to build 
the market as people were saying ‘we have 
to have a Colt or a High Standard, a Beretta 
or Smith & Wesson’ and didn’t appreciate 
the quality of the European standard.” 

During and after his time on the national 
and international stage, Mike worked on a 
number of committees and spent a fair bit of 
time on Pistol Australia’s national coaching 
council, providing written training material. 
“That was before the AIS was established 
where now money is spent to provide the 
best opportunities to upcoming shooters,” 
he says. “But even then, talented shooters 
with potential received the best coaching 
available. It was in the 1980s when things 
improved for the shooting sports, especially 
pistol shooters.”

The custom-made 
wraparound grip carved and 

personalised for Mike.

Mike’s most active and successful years 
were from 1956 to 1977 when he won 
15 Australian titles and over 48 years he 
entered all national pistol and rifle champi-
onships after which he retired to club and 
social shooting. Business continues to do 
well and Mike is running Frontier Arms in 
Adelaide with help from family members, 
also shooters, the firm representing several 
international manufacturers including 
Walther, Hammerli, Thompson/Center and 
the German made Colt .22 pistols. .

Silver medal for second place in Jamaica.

Twins Bernard (left) and Damian share 
dad’s interest.

• In Australian and New Zealand Handgun19 later 
this year, read how the 1956 Melbourne Olympics 
changed the face of shooting in Australia and how 
Mike’s younger brother Peter was at the forefront 
of a pistol shooting revolution.
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22 Caliber (.224/5.69mm Diameter)

62 gr. SBT GameKing #9362 BC. .298 

64 gr. Tipped GameKing #4062 BC. .323

6mm 243 Caliber (.243/6.17mm Diameter) 

100 gr. Tipped GameKing #4110 B.C. .515

6.5mm 264 Caliber (.264/6.71mm Diameter)

130 gr. M
atchKing HPBT-CN #1729 B.C. .584 

8” TW
IST or Faster

7mm 284 Caliber (.284/7.21mm Diameter)

150 gr. Tipped GameKing #4550 BC. .545

30 Caliber 7.62mm (.308/7.82mm Diameter)

125 gr. Tipped GameKing #4625 BC.. 318

150 gr. HP Varminter #2136 BC. .334  
          

180 gr. Tipped GameKing #4680 BC. .515

RESPECT
HUNT RESPONSIBLY

Find your local Sierra Stockist at:
www.osaaustralia.com.au
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ABN
: 94 072 207 935

27 Beaconsfield St, Margate, Qld 4019
Ph: 07 3883 1733   Fax: 07 3284 6611

Mobile: 0419 644 269
www.cleaverfirearms.com

www.cleaverfirearms.com
 $$$ Monthly Prizes !!! See the 

specials first and subscribe today
EXCLUSIVE WEB DEALS!

CALDWELL AR500 Steel Targets available in:
5" Caldwell C NEW $45.90
8" Caldwell C NEW $81.90
10" Coffin NEW $139
13" Octagon NEW $199

DO ALL 
Clay Cannon
Clay Target 
Thrower
NEW $185

DO ALL 
Firefly Clay 
Target Trap
SPECIAL 
NEW $449

DO ALL Raven Clay 
Target Trap
SPECIAL 
NEW $649

BREAKTHROUGH 
Aluminium Universal 
Bore Guide
NEW $29.90

HORNADY TAP 223rem 60gr 
V-Max, Polymer Tip, Ammo
SPECIAL $135 /per 200

HORNADY 
17HMR 20gr HP
ammunition
SPECIAL $159 
/per 500

ARMSCOR 
HV 22lr
Hollow point 
high velocity
ammunition
SPECIAL $33 /per 500
$309 /per 5000

AUSSIE OUTBACK 223rem 55gr, Polymer tip 
ZMAX Ammo – made in Australia
SPECIAL $155 /per 200

RUGER 22lr
40gr, standard velocity
SPECIAL $59.90 /per 500

HORNADY Varmint Express 22lr
40gr, hollow point, ammo
SPECIAL $59.90 

PPU 7.62x54R 180gr Soft point ammo 
SPECIAL $95 /per 100

PPU 357 Magnum 
158gr, JHP, ammo
SPECIAL $249 /per 500

WINCHESTER 
USA Ready 
308win, 168gr, 
OT, ammo
SPECIAL $110 /per 100

WINCHESTER 
USA Ready
6.5 Creedmoor, 
125gr, OT, ammo
SPECIAL $110 /per 100

WINCHESTER 
Subsonic 22WMR, 
45GR, HP, ammo

SPECIAL $129 /per 500

WINCHESTER 
Super X 223rem, 

55gr, SP, ammo
SPECIAL $179 /per 300

BREAKTHROUGH Battle Rope 
Cleaning kit, pull through
Includes: rope, oil, solvent, pouch 
Available in: 12G, 223rem, 
308win & 9mm/357cal
SPECIAL $18.90
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WINCHESTER USA 9mm, 147gr, JHP, ammo
SPECIAL $269 /per 500

Winchester USA 9mm, 124gr, FMJ, ammo
SPECIAL $175 /per 500, $329 /per 1000

WINCESTER 
Large Game

308win, 180gr, 
Woodleigh SP

ammunition
SPECIAL $95 /per 100

WINCHESTER 
Super X 22lr
36gr, HP, ammo 
with wood box
SPECIAL $32.50 /per 400

WINCHESTER Z’s
22lr, 29gr, LRN, ammo
SPECIAL $69.90 /per 500

HORNADY 
Varmint 22WMR
30gr, polymer tip, ammo
SPECIAL $69 /per 200

CCI Blazer pour pack
22lr, 38gr, LRN, mmmo
SPECIAL $46.90 /per 425

CCI Pink Bucket
22lr, 40gr, coated, ammo
SPECIAL $54.90 /per 400

BROWNING BPT
380acp, 95gr, FMJ ammo

$220 /per 500

Mirage T1 Lite
12g, 28 gram, 

1140FPS ammo
SPECIAL 

$89.90 /per 250

WINCHESTER Super X
243win, 80gr, SP, ammo

SPECIAL $149 /per 150

FEDERAL F100 Small Pistol Primers
SPECIAL $329 /per 5000

REMINGTON 7600 OD Green edition, 
308win, 18.5" barrel, open sights, 

Pump action, OD Green 
with Black Web stock & forend

SPECIAL NEW $1429

MARLIN 336 BL – OD Green edition, 
30-30, 6 shot, 20" barrel, lever action, 

OD Green with Black Web stock & forend
SPECIAL NEW $1149

REMINGTON 700 LTR 308win
4 shot, 20" fluted barrel, mil spec finish, 

Alloy bedded Kevlar stock
SPECIAL NEW $1349

HENRY HEN001T Frontier
22lr, 15 Shot, octagonal barrel

Walnut stock & forend
NEW $865

HENRY HEN001TL Frontier with large loop
22lr, 15 shot, octagonal barrel

Walnut stock & forend
NEW $865

HENRY HEN003T 22lr, 15 shot
Pump action, Walnut stock & forend

NEW $1045

HENRY HEN003TM 22WMR 
12 shot, pump action, Walnut stock & forend

NEW $1099

HENRY HEN006 44mag
20” Octagonal barrel, 10 shot, brass rec

SPECIAL NEW $1295

HENRY HEN009 30-30 
5 shot, 20" barrel, lever action, 

Walnut stock & forend
SPECIAL NEW $999
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T he Olympic Games have been 
cancelled three times in their 
124-year history but have never 
been postponed - until now. The 

issue facing athletes selected to compete in 
this month’s Tokyo Games, now resched-
uled for July 2021, is the first of its kind. 
After much debate the Games were pushed 
back one year and athletes selected to 
compete now have 15 months to remain at 
the top of their game.

SSAA member Laura Coles, 33, will 
make her long-awaited Olympic debut in 
Women’s Skeet. After missing out on the 
Rio Games in 2016, Coles gave up shooting 
completely for several weeks before 
deciding her passion for the sport was too 
great. “Those weeks I didn’t shoot anything 
but did genuinely miss training and decided 
to eventually keep going,” Coles said. “I 
can’t imagine my life without it and don’t 
know what I would do to be honest. To stop 
shooting would be almost the equivalent of 
chopping my right arm off.”

For Coles, the chance to compete for 
Australia at the highest level is a dream 
come true. “It means so much, I don’t think 
I can even put it into words. I remember 
questioning whether I’d ever get there and 
how I could live with not making it and 

that was always a painful thought. To have 
it actually happen was almost like living a 
dream. For the first week I was like, is this 
real, is this actually happening?”

But for Coles the Olympic dream was in 
serious danger. After she was selected the 
Australian Olympic Committee considered 
withdrawing from the Games amid COVID-
19, before organisers announced the 
competition would be postponed for a year. 
“Then we didn’t know if those qualifica-
tions would stand so it was about 10 days in 
limbo, not knowing whether I was actually 
going,” she said. “I thought the universe 
had a twisted sense of humour so yes, I was 
concerned and didn’t really know where to 
let my head go.” 

But with selection firmly secured, Coles 
has turned her focus to preparing. Under 
normal circumstances, the Skeet shooter 
would train five days a week at her local 
range in Whiteman, WA but instead has 
been focusing on her mental game. “We’re 
just going to have to go with the flow a 
bit and make the best of this situation but 
when it does come around I’ll be in the 
right headspace for it.”

Also making her Olympic debut will be 
young-gun Katarina Kowplos from South 
Australia. The 18-year-old SSAA member 

was a favourite during qualification but still 
stunned when told she’d made the team. 
“Honestly surprised, really pleasantly 
surprised,” said Kowplos. “Going to the 
Olympics you can’t not be excited, but 
also a little apprehensive with all this stuff 
[COVID-19] going on. Australia is doing 
pretty well in the midst of it all but other 
countries aren’t, so you don’t know how it’s 
going look come next year.”

Unable to head out for training, Kowplos 
has implemented the use of dry fire with 
a SCATT machine which allows her to 
analyse results. “At home, just aiming at a 
wall can really help, just holding practice 
and doing a bit of dry firing helps during 
this time.” 

The youngster has split her final year 
of school to manage her shooting commit-
ments and is currently completing Year 13 
at Golden Grove High School while working 
part-time and using her extra free time to 
focus on studying. “I’ve been giving myself 
a bit of a mental break which I believe is 
helping a lot, as it’s been a big rush during 
the past four months. I’m only 18 so it’s 
hard to balance a full-time shooting career, 
now Olympic selection and also Year 13.” 

But she’ll be back in regular training 
soon and will use the Olympic delay to her 

Preparing for Olympics 
during a pandemic

Making the Olympic 
team is a dream come 

true for Laura Coles.

Nadia Isa
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advantage. “When the restrictions ease I’ll 
be able to do a lot of practice competitions 
before the Games which isn’t normally 
a thing. While it’s kind of weird to know 
so far in advance, I have time to train on 
particular things that will benefit me more 
than I could have previously.” 

Kowplos is hoping to compete in 
Women’s 3-Position, Air Rifle and Air Rifle 
Mixed Pairs and is coached by former 
Olympic shooter Carrie Quigley, supple-
mented by group coaching sessions and a 
personalised fitness program as part of the 
Aiming for Gold squad.

Leading up to the Olympics the young-
ster will put in five days of shooting prac-
tice a week and one day of gym work. “It 
will be great experience and hopefully it’s 
not going to be my last Games so I’m going 
to be putting as much effort as I can into 
improving myself to the point where I feel 
happy with the results,” Kowplos said. “I’m 
being realistic and using this to shoot my 
best possible score for Australia, putting 
myself out there to perform as well as I can 
on any given day.”

While one of the youngest on the team 
at 18, she says shooting is a fairly unique 
sport where age doesn’t always matter. 
“Especially on the world stage - you’ll see 

Preparing for Olympics 
during a pandemic

a 21-year-old shoot 637 which is an unreal 
score, next to a 40-year-old shooting 630. 
You can’t expect a person based on their 
age to shoot a certain score. I’m excited to 
see the best of the best . . . it’s going to be 
quite surreal.” 

Also selected for Tokyo is Trap shooter 
and fellow SSAA member James Willett. 
With more experience on the big stage 
he’ll make his return for Australia after 
competing at Rio in 2016. He placed fifth 
four years ago but has since earned the title 
of World Cup champion and will be aiming 
for gold next year. “A lot of hard work 
and dedication goes into it and I’m really 
looking forward to representing Australia in 
Tokyo,” he said.

The 24-year-old said the delay has 
changed the way he’ll train in the upcoming 
months, but he’s determined to remain 
focused. “It’s going to be a difficult spell 
but I’ve been trying to remain as fit as I 
can throughout the isolation period,” said 
Willett. “It’s a lot different to anything 
that’s gone before but I’ll look for the 
opportunities it represents and train hard 
through the next 12-14 months.” 

Willett was fortunate enough to have a 
full Olympic Trap range built earlier this 
year on his family’s property at Mulwala 

in New South Wales. “I’ve been shooting 
about one day a week just to keep the form 
ticking over on the home range. I’m lucky 
to still be able to at least train.” And the 
home set-up has allowed dad Arthur to 
help with coaching. “It’s a real advantage 
as I prepare and will hopefully be a sound 
investment over the next however many 
years I have in the sport.” 

In the lead-up to the Games, Willett will 
step up his regime to ensure he’s doing 
some form of mental or physical training 
every day. “It’s about doing as much as I 
can to minimise mistakes when the time 
comes,” he said. 

While cited among the Aussie favourites 
for gold, Willett has remained level-headed. 
“I hopefully have many years left in the 
sport which somehow takes a little bit of 
the pressure off in my mind and helps me 
focus on each event as it comes.” 

The athletes have acknowledged the 
unusual yet similar situation they find 
themselves in but are all up for the chal-
lenge. “We’ll just go with the flow a little bit 
and make the most of this,” said Coles. “I’m 
looking to do my best for Australia, what-
ever that looks like, and no matter whether 
I come first, second or last I’ll be proud just 
to be wearing the green and gold.” . 
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Youth in Focus

J ust six months after being intro-
duced to target shooting, Katarina 
‘Kata’ Kowplos was pitting her 
skills against experienced shooters 

on a national level. The 12-year-old took 
the pressure of competing in the SSAA 
National Field Rifle, 3-Positional, NRA 
and Scoped Air Rifle Championships in 
her stride, commenting that the range 
was busy compared to when she normally 
shoots.

“I can’t wait until the next competition,” 
Kata said with enthusiasm as she prepared 
for her favourite shoot of the National 
Championships, 3-Positional.For Kata, her enthusiasm for target 

shooting may only be six months old, but 
she already knows it’s an important part 
of who she is. “I want to keep shooting 
throughout my life and then I can keep 
having fun,” she said.“My goal is to get my dad to get into 

target shooting…He used to do it when he 
was younger and I want to shoot with him 
now.”

Kata, who also swims as a sport, was 
introduced to target shooting through a 
highly successful Scouts South Australia 
program at the SSAA Para Range.

“I started shooting with the Scouts 
because it was a great way to spend time 
with my friends,” Kata said. “But I found 
I really like the shooting and I’m making 
more friends by doing it.“The Scouts’ instructors are really 

helpful and I want to keep learning and 
getting better at it.”Learning and being coached with her 

pals has also given Kata a feeling of 
friendly competition and the motivation 
to improve. “It’s a great experience,” she 
said.

“Shooting may be an individual sport, 
but that doesn’t mean you have to do it 
alone…With friends there, you strive to be 
better than them.”Through the program, Kata has tried a 

number of shooting disciplines, including 
Rifle Metallic Silhouette, Field Rifle and 
3-Positional. She has also received exten-
sive safety training in target shooting 
ranges and the handling of firearms.

Kata has plans to learn to hunt pest 
animals, but for now she is content with 
target shooting with friends at the range. .

Katarina Kowplosby Rachael Andrews

Kata is looking forward to shooting at the range with her dad and sharing her pastime with her family.

Target shooting has gone from something fun to try, to a sport for Kata Kowplos.

Home on the range: 
James Willett built an 
Olympic Trap set-up on 
the family farm.

Top: Attention to 
detail: Katarina 
Kowplos during 
Olympic qualifying.

Katarina featured in 
our Youth in Focus slot 
back in May 2015.
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A ntonio Zoli established Zoli Spa in 
1945. Located in the Italian prov-
ince of Brescia, the Zoli factory 
has been making their own barrels 

and components for more than 55 years, 
top Australian sporting clays shooter Chris 
Brown being someone who uses a Zoli 
shotgun to very good effect. Zoli has control 
of all metal parts within their base and 
produce high-quality shotguns with the Zoli 
HR 11 Competition Kronos on review being 
no exception. 

The guns are characterised by excellent 
stock wood and a triggerplate assembly 
that’s detachable from the receiver along 
with a Boss locking system. Zoli claim to 
be the world’s first manufacturer to employ 
industrial silver soldering of their barrels 

and are so confident of their workmanship 
they guarantee the point of impact for their 
assembled barrels. 

Barrels
Well, I could say they’re amazing but that 
would be an understatement as they’re 
finished to perfection. Not overly polished 
but toned in a deep blueing and topped with 
the high rib option available to the HR 11 
Kronos, I was impressed at first glance and 
even more so on closer inspection.

At the muzzle end the barrels are fitted 
with fully internal titanium-treated choke 
tubes measuring 50mm (2"), a white barrel 
front sight and adjustment for the floating 
rib which enables a 50/50 pattern up to 
a 30/70 high pattern adjustment. This 

potential to alter the point of impact allows 
the user to customise their shooting - 
whether a flat shooting gun to point of sight 
and impact or a gun which shoots higher 
than point of sight.

There’s a small wind-up dial at the 
muzzle, just between the rib and the barrels 
which allows such adjustment. With the 
rib lifted as high as possible the gun will 
shoot a 50/50 pattern - 50 per cent above 
and below point of sight - and with the rib 
wound down it will shoot 30 per cent below 
point of sight and 70 per cent above. The rib 
height is around 18mm from the top barrel 
while it tapers from 10mm at the chamber 
end to 7mm at the muzzle, drawing the 
shooter’s eye to the target.

The barrels are joined by ventilated ribs 
which are fluted and complement the barrel 
set well as they run the full length of the 
barrels. These side ribs are also designed 
to accept magnetic weights to customise 
the balance of the gun to the shooter’s 
desire. At the chamber end the ejectors 
are superbly timed and substantial, robust 
enough to endure shooting over many 
years. Chambered for 76mm (3") cartridge 
loads and proof stamped with the Fleur 
de Lys (indicating the gun is proofed for 
‘High Performance’ steel shot loads) the 
Zoli Kronos HR 11 Competition could also 
double as a hunting gun for waterfowl.

Although designed primarily as a full-on 
competition gun for sporting clays, it’s nice 
to know it has versatility as steel shot loads 
for clay target shooting are ‘Ordinary Steel’ 
based on shot sizes smaller than #3, rather 
than ‘High Performance’ loads of size #3 

You can’t hide class
the Zoli Kronos HR 11 Competition
John McDougall

The Zoli Kronos HR 11 Competition in its smart case with accessories.
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FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
•	 Moulded, one-piece chassis and 

adjustable buttstock.
•	 Bolt throw adjusts 1½” to 3” 
•	 Ruger Marksman Adjustable trigger

•	 Anodised Picatinny scope base.
•	 18” cold hammer forged target barrel. 
•	 Threaded barrel with thread protector.
•	 9 round rotary magazine 22WMR

Precision 
Rimfire

22 MAGNUM POWERED
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shot and larger (remembering the larger the 
shot size, the smaller the diameter). 

Jewel polishing about the monobloc is 
appreciated for retaining lubricants and the 
gun is engineered magnificently. Priced 
around $7550 I guess that’s what you’re 
paying for along with a five-year warranty.

Receiver
This is forged from a solid billet of alloyed 
steel suited to the rigours of pressure from 
shotgun loads. The triggerplate is similar, 
being separate from the monobloc and 
removable for servicing and adjustment if 
needed. The jointing system is via bifurcated 
lugs in the receiver wall that mate with 
recesses in the barrel monobloc, while the 
locking system is a ‘Boss’-style mechanism 
with lugs passing outward from the receiver 
face to lock over recesses to the rear of the 
monobloc, beside the lower chamber.

In its deeply blued colouring, the receiver 
matches the barrels well. A little gilt 
inlaying about the receiver indicates the 
gun is a Zoli while on the underside is a 
logo along with the Kronos model inlaid. 
Metal-to-metal fit is excellent as is the 
wood-to-metal inletting about the tangs of 
the receiver into the stock. Design of the 
triggerguard is generous and as mentioned 
the trigger action is fitted to the trigger-
plate, which is removable. The hammers 
must both be fired on to ‘snap caps’ and the 
safety engaged before the 2.5mm hexagonal 
key can be used to undo the screw which is 
fitted permanently to the gun. 

To reassemble the triggerplate to the 
receiver, the trigger selector must be taken 
off safe and the front of the triggerplate 
eased into the receiver and rotated home. 
Once seated correctly, the retaining screw 

can be tightened. The instruction booklet 
then suggests the hammers be re-cocked 
and, with the use of ‘snap caps’, the gun 
fired to check all is working. All necessary 
tools for this process, the stock adjustment 
and its removal are supplied along with a 
spare set of trigger coil springs and firing 
pins for the mechanically minded. 

The triggerfoot is adjustable to three 
pre-set positions for comfort, trigger pulls 
identical for both barrels set at 5lb (2.27kg) 
and the trigger system on this model is 
inertia activated, requiring firing of the first 
barrel before the second can be fired. The 
top lever design is smooth to operate, well 
adjusted for wear and sitting left of centre 
to enable the action to wear over time, the 
barrel selector also positive to operate.

Stock and fore-end
The walnut woodwork is perfectly matched 
in colour and exhibits excellent character 
and grain for a gun of its price, chequering 
extensive on both fore-end and pistol 
grip, much appreciated for excellent hold 
and running about 18 lines per inch. The 
Monte Carlo stock with adjustable comb 
piece requires elevating the shooter’s head 
to align with the high rib, essential as it 
enables the shooter to cheek the stock 
with an upright head instead of creeping 
along the comb, thus avoiding head tilting 
which can lead to eye strain from looking 
out of the top of the eye sockets. All tools 
are supplied to adjust the comb piece and 
remove the stock.

The Zoli Kronos HR11 Competition

The action open showing the 
locking recesses on the barrel. 

Close-up of the receiver with basic 
gilt inlays, adjustable triggerfoot and 
excellent wood-to-metal fit. 
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19 Babbage Rd
Roseville Chase NSW 2069

MON-FRI: 9am - 5pm
SAT: 8am - 3pm

ADDRESS: 19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE: 02 9882 2689

* PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
DEALERS LICENSE  NO. 409564311 www.magnumsports.com.au

OPENING HOURS:
MON - FRI: 9AM - 5PM 
SAT: 8AM - 3PM

Free Delivery*

BACK PACKS
2200 $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo $240

Hyper Hydro $179

Hyper Vent $310

Monster Fanny $215

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel $430

Ultra Day $240

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $335

Chargemaster Dispenser $360

Chargemaster Combo $625

FL Die Sets (most cals) $58

Pro-melt Furnace $640

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers $120

Uniflow Powder Measure $160

Hand Priming Tool   $80

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $185

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale   $95

RC Supreme Master Kit $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale  $135

Electronic Calipers $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bi-Pod $125

Pivot Bi-Pod $175

Front Leather Bag $65

Rear Leather Bag $69 

RANGEFINDERS
RX-600 $285

RX-750TBR $405

RX-1000 $485

RX-1000TBR $550

SCOPES
VX-I 2-7x33 $295

VX-I 3-9x40 $325

VX-I 3-9x50 $420

VX-I 4-12x40 $420

VX-II 1-4x20 $420

VX-II 2-7x33 $420

VX-II 3-9x40 $460

VX-II 3-9x50 $555

VX-II 4-12x40 AO $620

VX-II 4-12x50 $665

VX-II 6-18x40 AO $690

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT $760

VX-3 1.5-5x20 $595

VX-3 1.75-6x32 $595

VX-3 2.5-8x36 $595

VX-3 3.5-10x40 $690

VX-3 3.5-10x50 $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO $870

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR $940

VX-3 4.5-14x50 $910

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO $965

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR $1035

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT $1225

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT $1335

Call us for the best prices 
on other products

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and intenet 
orders over $200. 

Rangefinders
RX- 600 --------------------------- $275
RX- 750TBR ---------------------- $370
RX- I000 --------------------------- $445
RX- I000TBR --------------------- $500

Scopes
VX-I 2-7x33 ----------------------- $275
VX-I 3-9x40 ---------------------- $295
VX-I 3-9x50 ----------------------- $380
VX-I 4-12x40 --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x40 --------------------- $380
VX-II 3-9x50 --------------------- $475
VX-II 4-12x40 AO --------------- $560
VX-II 4-12x50 -------------------- $595
VX-II 6-18x40 AO---------------- $635
VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT --------- $690
VX-3 1.5-5x20 -------------------  $525
VX-3 1.75-6x32 ------------------ $525
VX-3 2.5-8x36 -------------------- $525
VX-3 3.5-10x40 ------------------ $615
VX-3 3.5-10x50 ------------------ $700
VX-3 4.5-14x40 ------------------ $700
VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO ------------- $750
VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR--------------- $835
VX-3 4.5-14x50 ------------------ $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR -------------- $915
VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO ------------- $860
VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR ------------  $910
VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR--------------- $915
VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT ------  $1055
VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT -------$1135

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $375
Chargemaster Dispenser $415
Chargemaster Combo $670
FL Die Sets (most cals) $70
Pro-melt Furnace $710
Vibratory Case Cleaner $155
Electronic Digital Calipers $120
Uniflow Powder Measure $160
Hand Priming Tool $90
Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $195
Trim Mate Case Prep Centre $255
RC-130 Reloading Scale $110
RC Supreme Master Kit $599
Quick Change Powder Measure $160

BACKPACKS
2200 $345
2800 $415
4500 $720
Diablo $240
Hyper Hydro $179
Hyper Vent $310
Monster Fanny $215
Nanno Fanny $120
Reactor $159
Superday $299
Terra Glide Duffel $430
Ultra Day $240

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220
Rock Jnr Rest $125
Rock Comp Rest $380
Lead Sled Plus $320
Fire Control Rest $455
Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale $135
Electronic Calipers $79
Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bipod $125
Pivot Bipod $175
Front Leather Bag $65
Rear Leather Bag $69

Free Delivery
Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and internet 
orders over $200

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

DEALERS LICENCE NO: 409564311

PH: 02 9882 2689

www.magnumsports.com.au
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

ADDRESS: 19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE: 02 9882 2689
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$15 flat rate post 
on any order 
anywhere in 

Australia

CZ 75 SP-01 Shadow Black, 
9mm, cased with 3 mags
Only $1249

This month’s specials

S&B PMII 5-25x56 DT/ST
FFP Illuminated German Made

Just $4175 in P4FL
Just $4295 in GR2ID or MSR2 Reticle

S&B Klassik 3-12x50 Illuminated L7
German made, just $1990

S&B Hungaria 8x56 
A4 or A7 reticle just $895

Tikka Clearance
Limited stock

2 month lay-by available
Pay in full to receive a further $50 off these 

amazing prices. Flat $50 freight to your 
dealer Australia Wide

Tikka T3x CTR 20" Blued
Was $1965, 260rem now a very low $1299

.308 win just $1595
Grab a genuine brake half price for $130 

or a spare 10 shot mag half price for $120 
when you buy this gun.

Tikka T3x CTR 6.5 Creedmoor
24" threaded barrel

Bonus soft touch grips
Reduced from $2250, just $1849

Tikka Lite 20" threaded 6.5CM
Was $1215, now just $895

Add a spare factory 6-shot mag for just $55

Tikka Varmint Stainless 20" threaded .308 Win
Was $1780, now just $1359

Free factory muzzle brake valued at $200
Add a spare factory 6-shot mag for just $55

Massive Sako Clearance
2 month lay-by available

Pay in full to receive a further $50 off these 
amazing prices. Flat $50 freight to your 

dealer Australia Wide

Sako 85 Synthetic Stainless. Was $3010
9.3x66 Sako just $1795

Massive Henry Sale

Henry H001 Lever Action 22lr
15 shot tube mag and walnut stock

Was $1010, now just $695

Henry Frontier .22lr
24" Threaded octagonal barrel

Was $1410, now only $995

Henry Frontier 22WMR
24" Octagonal barrel

Was $1540, now only $1049

Henry All Weather was $2370
30-30 now just $1395

357mag and 44mag only $1449
Pay in full and take an extra $50 off 

any All Weather

Lithgow LA102 6.5 Creedmoor
Cerakote Barreled action in TSP Chassis 

with 10 round mag
A ridiculously low $1695

Available in Black or Titanium Cerakote

Meopta Clearance

Meopta MeoPro 4-12x50
Removable ballistic turret included

Z-Plex Reticle, just $920

Meopta MeoPro 3.5-10x44
Illuminated 4C reticle, just $965

Sako Ammo Bulk Clearance

600rnd can 223 
55gr Sp. Just $599
300rnd can 308 
150gr Sp. Just $485

Steyr Zephyr now discontinued and 
reduced to clear

Last chance to grab one of these
Available in 22lr, 22WMR or 17HMR

Just $1235

Steyr Pro Hunter 300 win mag
Massivly reduced to $895

Hodgden Universal 
Powder
Exact AP70 Equivalent
Just $55 a tin

Glock 44 .22lr 
In stock now $1095

Club legal Australian version with 122mm barrel

New models in stock now

Vortex Strike Eagle FFP 5-25x56 
34mm tube, EBR-7C MRAD or MOA $1195

Vortex Razor HD 1-10x24 EBR-9
MRAD or MOA $3245 

Steyr SSG04-A1
Massivly reduced from $5170 now $3925

Available in 300 win mag or 308 win

Steiner Ranger Sale
All 30mm Illuminated 4A Reticles

Steiner Ranger 2-8x42 4A IR
Was $1830, now just $1555

Steiner Ranger 3-12x56 4A IR
Was $1915, now just $1625

Steiner Ranger 4-16x56 4A IR
Was $2110, now only $1790

Beretta APX 9mm
Cased with 2 mags, just $849

Beretta 692 Sporting Adjustable
12g with 28” Barrels

Was $6235, 2 only at $4950

Henry Big Boy Steel Carbine 357 Magnum
Was $2050, just $1310

Lithgow LA102 Stocks
Walnut or Laminate with trigger guard

Just $299. Grab a spare for your Lithgow

2Tracks Sako 85 10 Shot Mag
Short action available now
Suits .22-250, 243win, 
260rem, 6.5CM, 7mm-08, 
308 and 338Fed. 
Just $249
XS action for .204, 222 and 
223 due September

Mauser M12 Pure 9.3x62
Was $4455, now just $2649 (4 only)

Sako Hunter Left Hand
Was $2870, now just $1749

Available in 338 fed with or without open 
sights or 9.3x62 and 9.3x66 without sights.

Sako 85 Black Wolf
Was $3825, reduced to $2995

Available in 6.5x55, .270win, .308win and 
.30-06

Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40
Balistic Plex Reticle
Was $400, just $299
Bulk scope packaging, 
no box.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Manufacturer: Zoli Spa, Brescia, Italy
Distributor: Clay and Hunt, Melbourne 
clayandhunt.com.au
Model: Zoli Kronos HR 11 Competition
Overall length: 1245mm/48½"
Barrel length: 780mm/30¾"
Overall weight: 3.77kg/8lb 5oz
Barrel weight: 1.55kg/3lb 7oz
Chamber/bore/proof: 76mm chamber, 
0.730" bore, HP Steel Shot proofed
Chokes: Skeet 2/Cylinder: 0.728", Imp. 
Cylinder: 0.722", Modified: 0.712", Imp. 
Modified: 0.701", Full: 0.692"
Trigger pulls: Under: 5lb, over: 5lb
Length of pull: 380mm/15"
Drop at comb: adjustable
Drop at heel: adjustable
Warranty: Five years
Price: $7550 with hard ABS case, all 
accessories, tools, spare firing pin set 
with springs and instruction booklet

The Zoli Kronos HR11 Competition

Fitted to the butt is a substantial recoil 
pad, appreciated not so much for reducing 
recoil from 28-gram loads but for taming 
recoil from heavier shot loads while 
providing a non-slip surface for consis-
tent gun mount. The design of the gun, 
barrels, weight and stock combination is 
such that during shooting recoil was almost 
undetectable.

Design of the pistol grip is quite raked 
and provides an excellent reach for the 
trigger as well as control of the gun during 
‘swinging’ and fast ‘pointing’. A moderate 
palmswell is formed on the right-hand side 
for improved shooter comfort and additional 
control, the HR 11 Competition available in 
both left and right-handed configurations.

In the field
This shotgun was a delight to review and 
shooting it was equally enjoyable. The 
lack of perceived recoil, despite the brisk 
English Hull cartridge loads used for evalu-
ation, along with a variety of other loads 
seemed well tamed. The gun came up 
superbly when mounted while the choking 
used for testing at Frankston Australia Gun 
Club absolutely pulverised targets. It’s been 
a while since I ‘smoked’ that many targets 
in a single round of clays - and recoil was 
almost non-existent.

These two factors are testament to a 
manufacturer who appears to have engi-
neered and built a gun which performs unbe-
lievably for a price tag around a third to half 
that of similar makes in its class. I can’t offer 
any greater accolade than to say the Zoli 
Kronos HR 11 Competition was sensational.

With all the tooling, accessories and excel-
lent back-up from distributor Clay and Hunt, 
I recommend this shotgun highly to any 
shooter looking to improve their scores in 
sporting clays or simulated field shooting 
and believe that, once purchased, you won’t 
need to look beyond a Zoli. .

Made from quality walnut with excellent grain 
and character, the woodwork is befitting of a 

gun twice its price. 

There are five choke tubes 
supplied from cylinder to full 
choke. 

John used the gun on 
sporting clays at his local 

club on Phillip Island.
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ON DEMAND TRUE
ALL-WHEEL-DRIVE (AWD)

VERSATRAC 
TURF MODE

30 HP IRS WITH 22.9cm 
OF TRAVEL

ZERO EMISSIONS
= WORK INDOORS

PLUG IN ELECTRICDUMP BOX 
CAPACITY - 227KG

680KG TOWING 
CAPACITY

KG
680

Partners
A U S T R A L I A

www.polarisaustralia.com |  /PolarisAustralia |  /polarisorv_aus

EV

( E L E C T R I C  V E H I C L E )

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE
The RANGER EV is designed with an ideal seat height combined 

with foot clearance for easy entry and exit, plus updated split 
seating engineered for all-day riding comfort.

ELECTRIC ADVANTAGE

QUIET FOR THE HUNT. CLEAN FOR YOUR LAND.
The RANGER EV is your best hunting companion, with ultra quiet operation. 
You’ll wait less time for the action as you embark on stealthy trips to 
the big hunt, and operate with minimal noise too. 
Haul all your hunting gear with the 1,000 lb payload capacity.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY

UNDERGROUND USE
ORV CAPABILITIES

CARRYING CAPACITY
VERSATILITY

QUIETNESS

COSTS

BENEFITS OUTWEIGH THE COSTS

#Model shown with optional extra accessories

The RANGER EV needs little maintenance, never requires gas, 
works harder and rides smoother than any electric vehicle in its class.
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In Part Two of our series on favourite rifle, 
cartridge and scope combinations, Con Kapralos 
outlines his choices and explains his thinking

Unbeatable combination for deer

Rifle: Sako M85 Finnlight

Cartridge: .270 Winchester

Scope: Ziess Duralyt 2-8x42

W hen deciding on a classic 
stalking rifle there was only 
one choice for me - the 
Sako M85 Finnlight in the 

legendary .270 Winchester calibre. Fabled 
American outdoorsman Jack O’Connor put 
all his trust in the calibre and if it was good 
enough for him, it would serve me very 
well indeed. 

My intended quarry was deer and having 
just started hunting this game species back 
in 2010, I needed a lightweight rifle that 
would carry suitably in the field and be able 
to take shots out to 300m. The Sako 85 
Finnlight with its stainless steel barrelled 
action and synthetic stock was perfect for 
the task and was ordered through my good 
friend Gary Georgiou at Safari Firearms. 
The bare rifle weighed in at just under 3kg.

When it came to an optic, the only 
serious contender back then was Zeiss 
and the Duralyt in 2-8x42 was ideal. With 
its simple reticle and 30mm tube, being 
able to wind down to 2x for hunting scrub 
or timbered areas to 8x for longer shots 
over open pastures and across gullies, 
the Duralyt has never let me down. Its 
silver/grey colour goes with the stainless 
barrelled action of the Finnlight and setting 
up the scope in matching Sako Optilock 
rings was a given.

As to how and why the rifle was bought? 
My wife decided to spoil me and bought the 
Finnlight and Zeiss Duralyt as a wedding 
gift, something I’ll never forget and am 
extremely thankful for. My wife likes to 
accompany me on the occasional deer hunt 
under the strict provisions that we don’t get 

wet and don’t walk too far! Our preferred 
method is to set up a ground blind and wait 
for deer to emerge from their cover into 
the open. We’ve been successful on many 
occasions and she has even helped with the 
carry-out.

As for ammunition, for many years 
I’d used the factory Barnes Vor-Tx .270 
Winchester load with 130gr TTSX projec-
tiles, the choice down to my hunting buddy 
requesting we only use lead-free ammuni-
tion. This was his concession and I happily 
agreed, even though at $75 per box of 20 it 
wasn’t cheap, but one box of ammo lasted a 
while and produced 20 deer every time.

When my supply of Barnes ammuni-
tion finally ran out, I opted to revert to 
a traditional bonded 130gr projectile and 
tried Federal Fusion ammunition. What’s 
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Unbeatable combination for deer

SAMBAR DEER
The Sambar is the most elusive trophy animal and is extremely rare and difficult to find. Weighing 
in at 180kg - 270kg (337ib - 596lb) and reaching an average height of 127cm (50”), they make 
the perfect target for your hunt. Trophy antlers up to 90cm (36”) have been taken, but more com-
monly seen are 50cm - 70cm (20-28”). Sambar stages are most vunerable at night as they are a 
more nocturnal animal. This makes our night hunts a better fit and a great opportunity to secure 
this prized trophy. Sambar deer are a resident of the local alpine area an Mt Buffalo National 
Park. Our access to private land that borders the National Park gives us great opportunity to take 
down prize trophy stags as they venture  onto that private land. Sambar stags are available all 
year round.

GETTING HERE
We are a comfortable 3-hour drive from Melbourne Airport. Alternatively for international travel-
lers, there are also connecting domestic flights from Sydney Airport to Albury airport were we will 
be able to pick you up on arrival and return you at the end of your stay. This service is inclusive in  
your package.

YOUR PROFESSIONAL
HUNTING AND FISHING

“Your success and 
enjoyment is our target”

SAMBAR STAG/RED STAG/FALLOW STAG

DAY/NIGHT SAMBAR HUNTING TRIPS & FISHING





GUIDE/PACKAGES
Our guides are fully equipped, trained in first aid and have all the local knowledge to 
ensure you have every success on your guided Sambar Stag hunt, either in the day or at 
night. Guided night hunts are done with the latest thermal imaging technology. Permits 
on private land, cater for hunting by all ages and is done from the comfort of a 4WD 
vehicle. Ask about our ‘on-the-spot thermal night hunt’ and pricing - this caters for 
people who have been successful in getting a Sambar Stag, meat or trophys. Our primary 
focus is the elusive Sambar Stag. The local alpine area and Mount Buffalo National Park 
neighbouring properties are the perfect habitat for them. For hunters who haven’t had 
much luck, we still have options available to get the elusive Sambar Stag - ask us how 
we can help you.

MURRAY COD FISHING TRIPS
Join us as we target the magnificent native Murray Cod - fishing from a kayak on the 
Overns and Buffalo Rivers of north-east Victoria. Experience the peace and tranquility 
of a dawn bridge-to-bridge fishing adventure. The thrill of a 70cm (28”) cod suddenly 
breaking the surface and smashing your lure or fly. This will be an experience that will 
keep bringing you back time and time again. 
Ask us about the father/son or daughter guided tours 
(two-for-the-price-of-one deal - weight limits may apply)

Will - 5 Star Guide with 29” Trophy Sambar Stag

Proudly Australian Owned For bookings
+61 0408 573 339
robert@5stardeerguide.com.au
www.5stardeerguide.com.au

We are 20-hours travel time from 
Dallas International Airport “See you Down Under”
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pleasing is that so far, Federal Fusions have 
been brilliant at taking deer out to 300m 
with no second shot required, and they 
group well in the rifle at around 0.75 MOA.

Early days and the ‘better half’ 
My initial memories of the Finnlight and 
deer hunting were actually conducting 
South Australian pest controlling activities 
with a good friend using a spotlight at night. 
While spotlighting deer may be frowned 
upon, this wasn’t hunting but culling pest 
animals on a property inundated with them. 
Just before heading out on the night’s 
shoot, the property owner told me there 
was a nice fallow buck at a particular point 
on the property he wanted us to leave as he 
planned to shoot it himself. 

True to his word the animal was where 
he said it would be - and looking at the 
biggest fallow buck antlers I’ve ever seen 
through the Duralyt still sends shivers 
down my spine. I recall my hunting buddy 
saying: “Con, you could’ve shot him 100 
times,” as we watched him prance away. 
I felt good that we’d done the right thing 
by our landowner friend but sadly some 

people aren’t so mindful, as the owner told 
me later another hunter had visited soon 
after us and shot that buck, much to his 
displeasure.

The first free-range stalking deer I 
bagged with the Finnlight/Duralyt combo 
was a red hind on my trip to a new patch. 
It was hard work and I now look back 
and laugh as the deer materialised out of 
nowhere in a shallow swamp and taking it 
with a single shot, the enormity of what 
was to transpire then set in. Gralloching 
a huge red hind in ankle-deep water and 
trying to manoeuvre the beast by myself 
was a comedy of errors and slip-ups, not 
to mention lugging huge red deer legs for 
2.5km back to my car. I learned a lot that 
day and have since refined my gear and 
deer stalking techniques to make the task 
much easier.

Some of the best hunts with the Finnlight 
and Ziess Duralyt were with my wife as 
company. Our original outing together saw 
us stalking a lightly timbered patch which 
I knew held deer but where I’d never 
enjoyed any success. My wife reckoned I 
reminded her of Elmer Fudd but was keen 

to “see what I do when I go hunting”.
Stalking slowly over a grassy knoll, two 

fallow - a buck and a doe - emerged in front 
of us at around 50m. I quickly lined up the 
doe and took the shot. “That’s what I do 
when I go hunting deer, dear!” She was 
amazed, shocked and elated all in one. We 
took some pictures then gralloched the 
fallow, carried it together to the vehicle and 
called it a day - a memorable hunt indeed.

More recently the Sako Finnlight was in 
need of attention. The original stock which 
had a rubber finish to it for enhanced grip 
in wet weather had deteriorated over the 
years to the point it was now tacky and 
sticky. I tried cleaning it but to no avail so 
contacted the team at Beretta Australia who 
gave some valid advice, though in the end I 
decided to replace the original stock with a 
grey Sako 85 laminate version.

The new stock only added about 200g to 
the overall weight of the rifle which still 
carried well. On the first outing with the 
new stock, my hunting partner and I were 
stalking that same lightly timbered patch. 
My partner was to my left and if there were 
any deer about they’d be pushed towards 

Unbeatable combination for deer

Con takes a breather with the 
Sako Finnlight 85.
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me. Upon coming through some scrub into 
a long clearing I noticed movement in front 
of me, three fallow bucks in early velvet 
were feeding and unaware of my presence. 

At around 80m and with the Duralyt 
wound down to 2x, three shots of Federal 
Fusion’s finest had a trio of deer on the 
ground for venison. I radioed my buddy on 
the UHF but couldn’t reach him and when 
he finally arrived at the clearing he was 
delighted with what he saw. But once the 
high-fives subsided we pondered how on 
earth we could take the deer out of this 
timber. As my deer cart was back at camp 
we decided to drive slowly through the 
scrub, me out front signalling pot-holes and 
things to avoid.

We managed to find the deer, loaded them 
into the truck and made our way out. We 
headed back to camp and reflected on the 
effectiveness of the Federal Fusion ammu-
nition in the Sako Finnlight and the clarity 
of the Zeiss Duralyt scope - the trio had 
pulled it off yet again.

10 years on what do I like?
The Sako 85 Finnlight in .270 Winchester 
continues to be my preferred deer stalking 
outfit, the five-shot detachable steel maga-
zine excellent as it can be either removed 
and reloaded or top-loaded through the 
ejection port with magazine still in place. 
Even with the new laminate stock the rifle 
carries well over the shoulder and is a tad 
smoother to shoot with the extra weight 
behind it. The original stock was great and 
I’d have liked a replacement but in the end 
the laminate won over. 

The Zeiss Duralyt scope sadly is out of 
production as Zeiss are always refreshing 
their riflescope options. The Duralyt was 
replaced by the Conquest DL and HD5 and 
while these were excellent in their time, I 
swear by the 2-8x42 Duralyt as the perfect 
lowlight stalking scope.

The only variable over the past 10 years 
has been the ammunition put through the 
rifle. At one stage I was exclusively using 
monolithic (gilded copper) factory ammu-
nition in the Barnes Vor-Tx range in the 
Sako 85 Finnlight .270 Winchester, my Sako 
85 Hunter in .243 Winchester and Howa 
M1500 in .30-06 Springfield. 

However, going over to a premium 
bonded projectile in the Federal Fusion 
factory ammunition for the .270 Winchester 
hasn’t seen any detriment in performance. 
My only hope now is that I can squeeze 
another 10 years or more out of the Sako 
M85 Finnlight and Zeiss Duralyt combina-
tion. .

Unbeatable combination for deer

Successive shots from the Sako 85 using 
Federal Fusion ammo yielded three fat spring-
time fallow deer.

The reason Con favours the 
lightweight 85 Finnlight - stalking 
for miles with a backpack. 
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made in sweden

PH: (03) 56681940
E-mail: info@sportingguns.com.au
Web: www.hermannsguns.com.au

Black

DREAMLINE TACTICAL
IMPACT MK2

CROWN - GEN. 2

DREAMLINE BULLPUP

DREAMLINE LITE
Butt stock not included!
AR15 stock platform

POCKET 
CHRONOGRAPH

PCP Air Rifle

PCP Air Rifle

PCP Air Rifle

PCP Air Rifle

HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINE

LATEST STX INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL 
CAL. .177 / .22 / .25 / .30

1/2” MUZZLE 
THREAD

DETACHABLE 480cc CARBON FIBRE AIR BOTTLE

ADJUSTABLE AIR FLOW

ADJUSTABLE HAMMER 
TENSION

REGULATOR PRESSURE

TANK PRESSURE

LATEST ADJUSTABLE AMP REGULATOR

ADJUSTABLE 
RECOIL PAD

AMBIDEXTROUS 
STOCK

NEW PICATINNY 
RECEIVER

NEW EASY ACCESS BARREL 
CLAMPING SCREWS

ADJUSTABLE 
MATCH TRIGGERSynthetic

Walnut

Laminate Green

Laminate Grey

Laminate Yellow

Magazine Removable
21 shots cal. .177
18 shots cal. .22
16 shots cal. .25
14 shots cal. .25

Energy .177 (4.5) 24J - 18 ft/lbs
.22 (5.5) 41J - 30 ft/lbs
.25 (6.35) 60J - 45 ft/lbs
.30 (7.62) 110J - 82 ft/lbs

Power output can be tuned higher or lower if 
needed.

Weight 3 - 3.5 kg

Fill pressure 250 BAR - 3600 Psi

An airgunners favourite 
tool, now in the palm 
of your hand! Works 
with NO light and in any 
weather conditions. 

DREAMLINE CLASSIC
Synthetic

Synthetic

Walnut

PCP Air Rifle

DREAMLINE TACTICAL
COMPACT

Butt stock not included!
AR15 stock platformPCP Air Rifle

VISIT www.hermannsguns.com.au TO FIND YOUR NEAREST DEALER
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When criminals can’t find the 
firearms they want on the 
black market, or the prices 
are simply too high, some still 

manage to lay their hands on home-made 
guns. These account for just a small amount 
of guns seized by police across Australia but 
turn up often enough to indicate they’re a 
genuine problem - and that some crooks are 
willing to take substantial risks.

Those risks come in two areas. Most 
of these are not firearms manufactured in 
modern factories using quality materials 
and precision machine tools, they’re made 
in backyard workshops using basic tools 
which can make them as dangerous to the 
user as to the intended target. Secondly, 
making illegal firearms attracts heavy penal-
ties - in NSW that’s 10 years’ jail rising to 
a maximum of 20 years for manufacture 

of a prohibited firearm or handgun. With 
the advent of 3D printing, concern was 
expressed in some quarters that crimi-
nals or anyone else could use this new 
technology to start turning out their own 
Glocks and Uzis but that reflects limited 
understanding of firearms and 3D printing, 
referred to in the industry as additive 
manufacturing. In traditional manufacturing, 
material is removed to create the finished 
component, whether by use of a file or CNC 
milling machine. In 3D printing, material is 
added layer by layer according to a computer 
program to create the finished product.

3D printers are readily available with basic 
units costing a few hundred dollars. These 
use a plastic filament which is melted and 
applied to create the finished item, clever 
technology which has far reaching implica-
tions for manufacturing and much more.

But can it make guns? The answer is 
yes, sort of. In 2013, US anarchist and gun 
rights activist Cody Wilson released plans 
for a single-shot handgun in .380 ACP which 
could be made on a 3D printer. He named 
this the Liberator after the single-shot 
handgun the US Office of Strategic Services 
planned to distribute to resistance forces 
during World War Two.  

This created quite a sensation and plans 
were downloaded more than 100,000 times 
before US authorities pulled the plug (just 
how many guns were actually made will 
never be known). Media reports at the 
time suggest those who tried were mostly 
experimenters and reporters curious to 
see if it would really work. Wilson’s design 
might have had greater success were it not 
for their tendency to blow up, sometimes on 
the first shot. 

Home-made gun trade  

alive and well
John Maxwell
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Plastic barrels and even lower power 
handgun cartridges are not a good mix. 
High-end 3D printers used in the aerospace 
industry to make precision metallic compo-
nents could do better but these are priced 
well beyond the reach of your average back-
yard gunsmith. That’s not to say the risk of 
3D printed firearms is trivial and Australian 
law enforcement is aware of the potential 
but assesses the threat as low.

In its 2016 report on Illicit Firearms 
in Australia, the Australian Criminal 
Intelligence Commission (ACIC) said this 
technology did not commercially enable 
mass production of printed components 
which matched the reliability and cost-effec-
tiveness of factory-made firearms. ACIC 
noted that one Australian police agency had 

created and tested a 3D single-shot pistol 
which would shoot a single round but was 
also found to be unreliable and potentially 
dangerous to the user. 

“Since instructions to produce a 3D 
printed firearm were published online, the 
ACIC has identified only three attempts to 
manufacture such firearms in Australia,” it 
said in the report. “Of those identified, none 
were functioning when detected by police. 

“3D printing technology is improving 
rapidly, with new materials in use and 
commercially available. However, at this 
time the capabilities of 3D-printed firearms 
are limited and, in the short term, this 
production method is unlikely to be a signifi-
cant source of illicit firearms. As technology 
improves and 3D printing becomes more 

affordable, the threat of this manufacturing 
method is likely to increase.”

ACIC said over the same period it traced 
almost 1000 factory-made handguns, 
demonstrating that conventionally made 
guns continue to be more readily available 
at this time. And there are other types of 
home-made firearms. ACIC said items such 
as single-shot pen guns, key-ring guns and 
submachine guns were still believed to be 
illicitly made in Australia but remain in small 
numbers compared with factory-made guns 
on the black or grey markets - only 1.7 per 
cent of the illicit firearms traced by ACIC’s 
Firearms Trace Program in 2015–16 were of 
this type.

However, in 2014 the head of NSW Police 
Firearms and Organised Crime Squad 
said 10 per cent of guns they seized were 
home-made. “A lot of them are very crude 
and dangerous, especially to the user. They 
misfire, don’t fire at all or even explode in 
the user’s hands,” he said.

Home-made firearms continue to be 
found in police raids and arrests - often in 
connection with drug busts - in the hands 
of people who figure they have need of a 
gun, any gun. Images of these devices have 
been released by police media departments, 
indicating they range from the downright 
crude (and surely dangerous) to some which 
resemble factory-made firearms.

In January 2016, Queensland police seized 
a home-made single shot .22 calibre pistol 
after a three-year-old girl was shot in the 
leg and seriously wounded. That apparently 
wasn’t intentional but a man and woman 
were subsequently charged with causing 
grievous bodily harm and unlawful posses-
sion of an improvised handgun.

Home made gun trade alive and well
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As ACIC noted, single-shot pen guns 
continue to be made and in 2014 NSW 
police arrested a man who had created 
something of a cottage industry in these 
highly dangerous and illegal devices by 
modifying metal work centre punches. 
Queensland police have also seized a 
number of home-made revolvers in 38/357, 
one in the possession of a 22-year-old 
woman along with drugs. These appear 
to be reasonably well made and the fact 
they’re popping up in Queensland suggests 
a common source.

ACIC also reports that home-made sub-
machine guns (SMGs) are also popular with 
criminals. In January of last year, police 
raided a house in Toowoomba and found 
a home-made .22 calibre SMG along with 
various machine tools, gun components and 
methamphetamine and last May police on 
the Gold Coast raided a home and seized 
a handgun, drug stash and a pair of home-
made SMGs.

That followed an earlier bust in 
Queensland in January 2016 in which a 
police raid netted a meth lab and make-
shift SMG manufacturing facility and three 
finished firearms which appear to be based 
on a design by British gun rights advocate 
Philip Luty, a kindred spirit of Cody Wilson 
who believed in unrestricted access for 
everyone. 

Luty published a number of designs for 
SMGs which could, in theory, be made by 
anyone with basic tools and skills though 

even the best made Luty guns are regarded 
as nothing special, with marginal reliability 
and dismal accuracy. In line with Luty’s 
DIY philosophy the barrel is smoothbore, 
as rifled barrels are generally beyond the 
capability of most backyard armourers. 
Luty died in 2011 but guns based on 
his plans continue to turn up in the US, 
West Bank, South America, Europe and 
Australia. One was used by a right wing 
extremist in an attack on a synagogue in 
Germany last October in which two people 
died. Reportedly the gunman experienced 
multiple stoppages and reverted to an 
improvised shotgun.

So home-made guns in criminal and 
terrorist hands is a global problem. In 
countries such as Brazil, criminal groups 
turn out functional SMGs in well-equipped 
workshops, Indian police have seized home-
made rocket propelled grenade launchers 
from insurgent groups and police in PNG 
regularly seize home-made firearms from 
bandit gangs, the basic operating mecha-
nism a hardware store regular.   

The US would appear to have sufficient 
handguns available legally and illegally that 
criminals just don’t need to make their 
own, although it still happens, an emerging 
trend seemingly for crooks to convert their 
Glocks from semi-auto to full-auto through 
the addition of an illegal selective fire 
conversion kit. These are made in China 
and marketed on the internet for as little as 
US$15.

Home made gun trade alive and well

Home-made guns in Australia mostly 
aren’t the product of curious hobbyists and 
turn up in the hands of serious criminals, 
especially drug dealers and outlaw motor-
cycle gangs, media reports even suggesting 
bikie gangs have sought to recruit those with 
metalworking skills to become armourers.

The ACIC report said Australia’s illicit 
firearms market was driven in part by outlaw 
motorcycle gangs, Middle Eastern organised 
crime groups and others engaged in traf-
ficking illicit commodities such as drugs. 
“A wide range of criminals acquire and use 
firearms to conduct their business, protect 
their interests, intimidate others and commit 
acts of violence,” it said. “Organised crime 
is exploiting the rapid development of tech-
nology and its increasing availability to users 
worldwide. Criminals are likely to exploit 
new and emerging trends to acquire and 
traffic illicit firearms.”

The extent of the firearms black market 
and grey market (guns not surrendered 
in the buybacks) remains unknown and 
potentially large but police have achieved 
considerable success in cracking down on 
illegal guns. One indicator is the high prices 
charged, especially for handguns for which a 
criminal could pay upwards of $10,000, and 
unsurprisingly some will seek to acquire 
guns elsewhere. All of which puts paid to 
an oft-repeated claim by anti-gun groups 
such as Gun Control Australia that all guns 
in criminal hands start out as legal. Clearly 
they do not.  .
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1848 The Horsley Drive HORSLEY PARK NSW 2175  PHONE 02 9620 1313  EMAIL sales@hpgs.biz
ABN 85 003 914 850 DLN 410 582 683  •  ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE  •  WWW.HORSLEYPARKGUNSHOP.COM.AU
Please Note: Some items listed above may sellout before ad is released.  While this is unavoidable we will endeavour to keep prices as marked but may change without notice. 

Australi
a’s 

Gunshop
WHERE EVERYDAY 

IS A SALE DAY!

NOW YOU CAN SHOP ONLINE - www.hpgs.com.au

AVAILABLE ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST
Mail Order Specialists Australia Wide

LIKE US

SAVAGE LATCHING REPEATER  RIMFIRE 
SUPER SPECIALS

DEAL 1

$200 CASH BACK PROMO VIA REDEMPTION ON THESE 2 MODELS
A22MRPV 22 MAGNUM PRO VARMINT ..............................................$1250 
A17RPV 17HMR PRO VARMINT ..........................................................$1250

DEAL 2
DON’T MISS OUT – no cashback redemption available on these models

A22RF 22LR BLUED/SYNTHETIC ..............................................ONLY $450

A22RFS 22LR STAINLESS/SYNTHETIC ....................................ONLY $560

A22RPV 22LR PRO VARMINT BLUED/SYNTHETIC  .................ONLY $675
A22MRF 22 MAGNUM BLUED/SYNTHETIC ...............................ONLY $640
A17RF 17HMR BLUED/SYNTHETIC ...........................................ONLY $640

ADLER 12GA STRAIGHT PULL SHOTGUNS

Back in stock June/July. Be quick to secure one now

B230T 20” TACTICAL 5 SHOT DETACHABLE MAG WITH CHOKES ....$750
B220PG 20” PISTOL GRIP WITH CHOKES ...........................................$620
B220AW 20” ALL WEATHER WITH CHOKES  .......................................$645
B230T SPARE 5 SHOT MAGS..................................................................$75

In store now. no backorders shop stock only at these prices

12GA 20” AND 28” CAMO WITH CHOKES.............................................$875
12GA 20” AND 28” BLACK SYNTHETIC WITH CHOKES ......................$650

12GA 20” ALL WEATHER WITH CHOKES .............................................$695
12GA 20” WALNUT WITH CHOKES .......................................................$695

12GA 20” BRONZE TACTICAL WITH CHOKES .....................................$695
410GA 20” AND 28” WALNUT .................................................................$720

Shop stock only at these prices
RUGER GUNSITE SCOUT LAMINATED STAINLESS 223  
16.5” FLASH SUPRESSOR ..................................................................$1595
RUGER GUNSITE SCOUT LAMINATED BLUED 223  
16.5” LEFT HAND .................................................................................$1495

ADLER 12GA A110 LEVER ACTIONS

OTHER GOODIES
BUSHNELL TROPHY XTREME 6-24X50 
30MM DOA LR800 RETICLE ..................................................................$395
BUSHNELL TROPHY CAM 20MP AGGRESSOR  
NO GLOW TRAIL CAM (BU119876C) ....................................................$315
BUSHNELL AK OPTICS 1X25 3MOA RED DOT 
WITH WEAVER MOUNT .........................................................................$175
ALLEN 550LB BIG GAME SCALES ..........................................................$65
CALDWELL BALLISTIC PRECISION CHRONOGRAPH 
PREMIUM KIT .........................................................................................$399
LYMAN DIGITAL BORECAM WITH MONITOR ......................................$575
BARRACUDA PROHUNTER SCOPE MOUNTED  
LED 1350 LUMEN TORCH KIT ...............................................................$235
BARRACUDA PROHUNTER MAGNETIC MOUNTED  
LED 1350 LUMEN TORCH KIT ...............................................................$255
CHAMPION 6-9” BIPOD (CH40854) .........................................................$89
PRIMOS TRIGGER STICK GEN 3 TALL MONOPOD  
33”-65” CAMO (PR65813) .......................................................................$175
PRIMOS TRIGGER STICK GEN3 TALL TRIPOD 24”-62”  (PR65815) ...$370
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L ong Range Precision is a SSAA 
discipline which has been developed 
in Australia to encourage shooters 
to achieve greater accuracy at 

extended distances while using a hunting 
platform with the aim of achieving first-shot 
accuracy. The match simulates hunting 
conditions with a lightweight bag and bipod 
and no wind flags so it’s up to the shooter to 
read the wind, make adjustments and take a 
well-aimed shot. 

What is ‘long range’?
Well that depends on the cartridge being 
used. Whether it’s a .22 rimfire at 150m, a 
.223 at 400m or a .300 Win Mag at 600m, 
‘long range’ is relative to the cartridge 
we’re applying. The .22 rimfire is a great 
way to practice, train and learn the vari-
ables of distance shooting without the 
expense or requirement of a long distance 
facility and Long Range Precision shoots a 
rimfire event for this reason.

I was drawn to Long Range Precision 
by the desire to become a better hunter. 
Like most, I sighted in my hunting rifle at 
100m and simply aimed off to account for 
elevation differences at varying distance, 
normally out to a maximum of 300m. The 
size of the game and short distance allowed 
me to achieve accuracy with reasonable 
precision but after spending time on the 
range, I realised this method had its limi-
tations and what I thought was precise 
needed some work.

Long Range Precision is the perfect 
discipline to develop those skills required 
by the serious hunter or target shooter 
looking to increase distance to target. 
Seeing your grouping on a target gives you 
a lot of information about you and your rifle 
and starts you on a journey of discovery and 
development which can continue to drive 
you in pursuit of ultimate precision.  

Advancements in modern firearms, 
ammunition and accessories are giving 

more shooters the ability to accurately 
engage targets at greater distance - and 
successfully take game. As hunters we 
have an ethical and legal responsibility to 
humanely take game with minimal suffering 
to the animal and as we stretch our hunting 
distance, many more variables come into 
play to achieve first-shot hits or kills. It’s 
essential to the hunter to have the confi-
dence of a first-shot hit and understand the 
capability of the shooter and firearm before 
taking the shot.

There are an increasing number of long 
range rifles appearing on the market and it’s 
easy for the general shooter to think that 
because they have a long range rifle, they 
can go hunting and start shooting game 
at ever-increasing distances. Well it’s not 
quite that simple.

The firearm may be capable, however 
I can’t stress enough the need to test, 
practise and understand your gun before 
you attempt to take game. The impacts of 

Back yourself
on a long shot
Trenton Hardie

At last, our 
 big country has a  

big outdoors magazine!

We uniquely consult with environmental experts, 
farmers, fishers and those charged with protecting 

Australia’s landscape to take an in-depth look at 
issues affecting Australia’s outdoors, along with 
showcasing beautiful destinations and providing 

travel tips, reviews and more.

onlineshop.ssaa.org.au
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A 
decade or so back our small 

group of trout fishers gath-

ered for our annual get-

together on Lake Eucumbene 

in the NSW Snowy Mountains. Most 

afternoons we would assemble for a 

chat and enjoy a relaxed happy hour 

over drinks and snacks. It was on such 

an afternoon that we were seated 

around an aluminium table at one of the 

group’s caravans when the owner disap-

peared into his van, returning shortly 

with a small motley-looking bag which 

he proceeded to drop onto the table 

with a resounding metallic clang.

As you might imagine, this promptly 

gained everyone’s attention. He then 

unlaced the bag and disgorged the con-

tents onto the table. To all onlookers’ 

amazement several plastic bags of beau-

tiful natural gold in all manner of shapes 

and sizes emerged.

Needless to say, our friend was a keen 

gold prospector, spending most of the 

winter months roaming the back coun-

try of Western Australia’s goldfields 

swinging a metal detector in pursuit 

of the precious yellow metal. For a 

number of years he would repeat his 

party trick which ultimately kindled my 

interest in this fabulous pastime. Now, 

10 years on, winter or summer will find 

me metal detecting somewhere on the 

goldfields or on local beaches and parks, 

and other interesting locations looking 

for coins and relics.

Metal detecting can loosely be classi-

fied into two types - gold and coin/relic. 

However, there is always a chance of 

finding old coins and other items while 

gold detecting around former miners’ 

camps on the goldfields.

Metal detectors for the most part are 

designed to suit either of the two forms 

of detecting, each having specific design 

features to enable efficient exploration 

of the chosen targets, though there 

is some overlapping between the two 

types.
Coin and relic detecting is becom-

ing increasingly popular, particularly 

with grey nomads travelling around 

Australia. Even so, you do not have to 

travel too far from home. Sometimes, 

just go around the corner, to a park or 

oval to start detecting and experience 

the thrill of hunting coins and perhaps 

jewellery and other interesting finds. 

Believe me it can become quite con-

tagious and yield varying amounts of 

pocket money, to say nothing of the 

exercise gained along the way.

Coin and relic detectors are well 

represented by most of the metal detec-

tor manufacturers. Minelab in South 

Australia has a great range of models to 

choose from, each having their place in 

terms of the features required to suit 

the varying conditions being explored.

Also, most manufacturers provide an 

array of interchangeable search coils, 

the part of the detector that is passed 

over the ground. The reason is that 

different detecting situations can some-

times be enhanced by using a larger 

or smaller coil, one that is waterproof 

An introduction to 
metal detecting

Paul Barker

 From old coins 
to gold nuggest, 

the lure of 
metal detecting 

is uncovered 
Two high-end gold detectors from Minelab  a 

GPZ 7000, left, and GPX 5000, along with a 

selection of search coils, all designed to suit 

Australia’s highly mineralised soils.

Detecting a typical area 

worked old-timers from the 

mid-1800s.
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E
xperience new adventures by 
considering a boat cruise on 
one of the tropical east coast 
rivers off the main westbound 

Savannah Way. You will discover a magi-
cal world on the water that depicts the 
tropics as they truly are with wildlife, 
culture and adventure awaiting you. It 
is also an escape from the often-monot-
onous road trip that delivers a relaxing 
interlude for everyone in the family.

It is simple to pre-plan cruises and 
bookings by Googling the destination or 
visiting the various tourist information 
centres along the Bruce Highway and 
the Savannah Way and its side routes. 
They will guide you to the attractions 
that are not so obvious along the route, 
though most are well signposted.

Many travellers who have done the 
Savannah Way lament that it is bulldust 
and corrugations with nothing to see. 
But the route from Cairns to Broome 
crosses the biggest rivers and streams 
in Australia, some which have amazing 
scenery and wildlife, including croco-
diles. It should have been called the 
‘Barramundi Highway.’

Everyone fears crocodiles because 
they have a media problem. People buy 
car-top tents thinking they are safe 
from the saurians, but there is more 
danger from falling when nature calls at 
night. You have a better chance of win-
ning the Lottery than being attacked by 
a crocodile.

It is one reason that you should avail 

yourselves with a river cruise for an 
insight into what makes these giant 
creatures tick. Of course, you will strike 
some guides that repeat all the claptrap 
yarns you hear from the local barfly 
at the pub. They strike fear into your 
heart with tales that are pure fiction. 
When a guide mentions “watch for drop 
bears” or “this is my supermarket” 
from an Indigenous tour leader, they 
have lost me. 

River cruises operate along most 
large river systems on the Queensland 
east coast. The Proserpine River has 
good crocodile numbers and allied 
wildlife, while a day’s drive north, the 
Daintree River has several informative 
cruise undertakings that specialise in 
crocodiles and rainforest. The river is 
one of the most beautiful streams in the 
tropics and well worth exploring.

Don’t forget a cruise to the Great 
Barrier Reef, one of the planet’s seven 
wonders. Boats head out daily from 
many east coast cities and towns. My 
personal choice is Port Douglas as it is 
closer to the reef than any other town, 
excepting Cooktown. There is also safe 
parking, important as reassurance when 
travelling.

It is worth mentioning that croco-
diles are used to seeing tour boats and 
largely ignore them, making it possible 
to move in very close for some great 
photographs in the wild. Viewers are 
well protected by the size of the vessels 
with security screening and rails fitted.

Discover a magical 
world on the water 

that depicts the 
tropics as they 
truly are with 

wildlife, culture 
and adventure 

PLACE HOLDER ONLY
Cruising the 

Savannah Way
Dick Eussen

The scenery and wildlife are superb.
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Once upon a time… some 65 
million years ago, a magical 
land in the south-west of 
Western Australia stood tall 

as extreme climate change drastically 
altered the world around it. Holding 
its ground to emerge victorious from a 
battle that raged for thousands of years, 
this ancient empire formed a collab-
orative relationship with the fledgling 
human species. Nowadays, adventurers 
with a green heart can enter this mys-
tical land to float on the shoulders of 
giants and explore the enchanted world 
hidden beneath their colossal green 
canopy. 

Welcome to the Valley of the Giants. 
Here a Tree Top Walk in Walpole-
Nornalup National Park provides a larger 
than life experience among towering 
timber. Grab a bird’s eye view walking 
40m above ground atop the 600m of airy 
steel bridge as the lush environment 
ushers you through the tree tops.

The canopy reaches up to about 80m 
in height and includes the attractive 
red tingle (Eucalyptus jacksonii), yellow 
tingle (E. guilfoylei), and karri (E. diver-
sicolor) trees. This Walpole Wilderness 
Area has an annual rainfall of between 
1000 to 1200mm, with well-drained 
gravelly soil that has low nutrient con-
tent over a hilly terrain with only minor 
seasonal change. It’s because of this 
that species have survived in the forest 
for tens of millions of years.

In the valley of the 
jolly green giants

Thomas Cook

The first high-flying visitor traversed 
the tops of the giant tingle trees in 
August 1996. The structure was built to 
allow visitors an up close and personal 
tingle tree experience that does not 
damage the tingle trees. The shallow 
roots mean they are super sensitive to 
soil compaction from people and vehi-
cles traversing their bases. 

Thoughtfully designed to resemble 
the local tassel flower (Leucopogon 
verticillatus) and sword grass 
(Lepidosperma effusum), the bridge’s 
supporting pylons blend with the 
surrounding forest - the spans 
reminiscent of the shape of the sword 
grass leaf. Constructed off-site, then 
transported and built on-site, every 
attempt was made to minimise impact. 

Walking along the tree tops is the ulti-
mate way to encompass the magnitude 
of your breathtaking surroundings. You’ll 
hear birds singing and feel invigorated 
by the crisp breeze hitting your skin. 
Areas along the walkway provide oppor-
tunities to stop and capture that perfect 
picture or feed the kids or just pause to 
take it all in. You’ll eventually wind your 
way through the canopy and back below 
where a fascinating primeval underworld 
filled with weird and wonderful nature 
awaits along the Ancient Empire Walk. 

Built at the same time as the Tree 
Top Walk, the Ancient Empire Walk 
provides a whole new and enchanting 
experience on the ground level of the 

...a larger than 
life experience 

among towering 
timber

Sections of the tree top bridge 
provide an opportunity to stop 
and take it all in.

The unique corky bark of the karri 
she-oak tree, which is almost entirely 
confined to the karri forest.
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B ecause of the huge amount 
of harm inflicted by feral pigs 
on crops, vegetation and the 
landscape across Australia, it makes them fair game for hunters. Indeed pig hunting or wild hog hunting is increasingly gaining popularity all over the world. Property owners are becoming infuriated with the wanton destruction caused by porkers so they are quite happy to enlist help from the all quarters as they look at ways to humanely thin the numbers of pigs.

Hunters are doing their bit to protect Australia’s biodiversity and pig hunting can be fun-filled and exciting, provided the right safety precautions are observed.
The pigs may behave with reckless 

abandon but some of their careless traits play into the hands of hunters who are primed to take advantage.
Similar to other various imported species, pigs thrived once they had gone walkabout throughout the Australian continent. One fascinating aspect is that pigs don’t actually like warm surrounds. They are destined to die in around six hours with no access to drinking water at above 30-degree Celsius temperatures. Hunters can apply this information to implement positive strategies when reconnoitring waterholes, creeks, troughs and dams.

Understanding the habits of feral pigs is crucial to carrying out a successful hunt. It is reckoned that killing by baits, trapping, shooting and hunting only can control 20 

per of their population. They are itinerant beasts, that pay no attention to borders and roam freely. One day they can be running rampant over one property, the next minute, they have switched to a neighbouring pasture.
However, pigs do follow a degree of routine. Mostly they stick to well-worn trails when scavenging for food. The amount of pigs in a region can be roughly guessed by wallows or by inspecting their tracks. Hunters can use their know-how to check whether the tracks are relatively new. If this is so, it’s an indication that the pigs are in close vicinity.

Feral pigs are boisterous beings. They emit vigorous snorts and grunts while consuming food or mating, so they are 

Pig hunting, especially wild 
boars for their ivory tusks, has always held a special attraction for me, stemming back some 45 years when I was 20 or younger. As a hunter, I rated them highly as a trophy animal. On the many hunting trips to properties in Outback New South Wales, I always hoped to encounter a well-endowed boar with magical 30DP (Douglas Points) or more tusks, similar to those successful hunters I read so much about in the various and many shooting magazines. I guess the stories I read sparked the interest in me and my eventual quest to pursue them.I’ve stalked feral pigs in all manner of terrain and weather conditions from tangled wiry lignum and cumbungi swamps to rocky escarpments and the floodplains of the Top End. And while I 

have shot my fair share of pigs over the years and have yet to procure such an exceptional boar, my enthusiasm and eagerness to pursue them has never diminished. The challenge rather keeps me motivated and wanting more. In Australia there are three to four species of feral pigs, the main ones being the European (referred to at times as the razorback) and Asiatic pig. In later years I planned and hunted pigs in the Northern Territory, a much larger and tougher animal than its NSW cousin, although some of the mountain pigs in the NSW ranges can be real monsters. As a professional hunter on a guided hunt in Darwin pointed out, after my 6mm 87gn bullets proved inadequate, you need a minimum pill of 150gn.
Of all medium to large game species, 

often straightforward to detect. Hunters can again benefit from this.
Pigs have a trusted sense of smell that can pick up aromas a great distance away. They also possess a well-trained pair of ears to work out sounds. These acute attributes can help to hasten them as far away from any impending dangers as they need to be. However, their eyesight is not up to par. This gives hunters another aspect to cash in on, especially in the time around and after dusk.

The most favourable time to hunt feral pigs in Australia is between the months of July and November, because of the weather patterns and temperature fluctuations. Australian surroundings are generally dry and temperate during these days when 

hunting is on the agenda. Clothing for treks in the bush is usually based around cotton and light garments. It is prudent to carry extra water and remember to wear a hat and apply sunscreen to combat the seering sun on any warmer outings. 
Pig hunting in Australia can be a rollicking adventure and attracts followers born and bred in the countryside as well as city dwellers. 

For anyone who has had their interest stirred about hunting feral pigs, remember that you need to possess a firearms licence before you go tracking the irksome intruders. So consult with your relevant local state authority or go to Australia’s largest hunting organisation online at  ssaa.org.au .

Lure of chasing pesky porkers entices hunters

A dangerous adversary that 
provides the perfect challenge Sam Garro

The damage they 
cause to crops and 
grain, paddocks 
and fields can 
be extensive 
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A 
decade or so back our small 

group of trout fishers gath-

ered for our annual get-

together on Lake Eucumbene 

in the NSW Snowy Mountains. Most 

afternoons we would assemble for a 

chat and enjoy a relaxed happy hour 

over drinks and snacks. It was on such 

an afternoon that we were seated 

around an aluminium table at one of the 

group’s caravans when the owner disap-

peared into his van, returning shortly 

with a small motley-looking bag which 

he proceeded to drop onto the table 

with a resounding metallic clang.

As you might imagine, this promptly 

gained everyone’s attention. He then 

unlaced the bag and disgorged the con-

tents onto the table. To all onlookers’ 

amazement several plastic bags of beau-

tiful natural gold in all manner of shapes 

and sizes emerged.

Needless to say, our friend was a keen 

gold prospector, spending most of the 

winter months roaming the back coun-

try of Western Australia’s goldfields 

swinging a metal detector in pursuit 

of the precious yellow metal. For a 

number of years he would repeat his 

party trick which ultimately kindled my 

interest in this fabulous pastime. Now, 

10 years on, winter or summer will find 

me metal detecting somewhere on the 

goldfields or on local beaches and parks, 

and other interesting locations looking 

for coins and relics.

Metal detecting can loosely be classi-

fied into two types - gold and coin/relic. 

However, there is always a chance of 

finding old coins and other items while 

gold detecting around former miners’ 

camps on the goldfields.

Metal detectors for the most part are 

designed to suit either of the two forms 

of detecting, each having specific design 

features to enable efficient exploration 

of the chosen targets, though there 

is some overlapping between the two 

types.
Coin and relic detecting is becom-

ing increasingly popular, particularly 

with grey nomads travelling around 

Australia. Even so, you do not have to 

travel too far from home. Sometimes, 

just go around the corner, to a park or 

oval to start detecting and experience 

the thrill of hunting coins and perhaps 

jewellery and other interesting finds. 

Believe me it can become quite con-

tagious and yield varying amounts of 

pocket money, to say nothing of the 

exercise gained along the way.

Coin and relic detectors are well 

represented by most of the metal detec-

tor manufacturers. Minelab in South 

Australia has a great range of models to 

choose from, each having their place in 

terms of the features required to suit 

the varying conditions being explored.

Also, most manufacturers provide an 

array of interchangeable search coils, 

the part of the detector that is passed 

over the ground. The reason is that 

different detecting situations can some-

times be enhanced by using a larger 

or smaller coil, one that is waterproof 

An introduction to 
metal detecting

Paul Barker

 From old coins 
to gold nuggest, 

the lure of 
metal detecting 

is uncovered 
Two high-end gold detectors from Minelab  a 

GPZ 7000, left, and GPX 5000, along with a 

selection of search coils, all designed to suit 

Australia’s highly mineralised soils.

Detecting a typical area 

worked old-timers from the 

mid-1800s.
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E
xperience new adventures by 
considering a boat cruise on 
one of the tropical east coast 
rivers off the main westbound 

Savannah Way. You will discover a magi-
cal world on the water that depicts the 
tropics as they truly are with wildlife, 
culture and adventure awaiting you. It 
is also an escape from the often-monot-
onous road trip that delivers a relaxing 
interlude for everyone in the family.

It is simple to pre-plan cruises and 
bookings by Googling the destination or 
visiting the various tourist information 
centres along the Bruce Highway and 
the Savannah Way and its side routes. 
They will guide you to the attractions 
that are not so obvious along the route, 
though most are well signposted.

Many travellers who have done the 
Savannah Way lament that it is bulldust 
and corrugations with nothing to see. 
But the route from Cairns to Broome 
crosses the biggest rivers and streams 
in Australia, some which have amazing 
scenery and wildlife, including croco-
diles. It should have been called the 
‘Barramundi Highway.’

Everyone fears crocodiles because 
they have a media problem. People buy 
car-top tents thinking they are safe 
from the saurians, but there is more 
danger from falling when nature calls at 
night. You have a better chance of win-
ning the Lottery than being attacked by 
a crocodile.

It is one reason that you should avail 

yourselves with a river cruise for an 
insight into what makes these giant 
creatures tick. Of course, you will strike 
some guides that repeat all the claptrap 
yarns you hear from the local barfly 
at the pub. They strike fear into your 
heart with tales that are pure fiction. 
When a guide mentions “watch for drop 
bears” or “this is my supermarket” 
from an Indigenous tour leader, they 
have lost me. 

River cruises operate along most 
large river systems on the Queensland 
east coast. The Proserpine River has 
good crocodile numbers and allied 
wildlife, while a day’s drive north, the 
Daintree River has several informative 
cruise undertakings that specialise in 
crocodiles and rainforest. The river is 
one of the most beautiful streams in the 
tropics and well worth exploring.

Don’t forget a cruise to the Great 
Barrier Reef, one of the planet’s seven 
wonders. Boats head out daily from 
many east coast cities and towns. My 
personal choice is Port Douglas as it is 
closer to the reef than any other town, 
excepting Cooktown. There is also safe 
parking, important as reassurance when 
travelling.

It is worth mentioning that croco-
diles are used to seeing tour boats and 
largely ignore them, making it possible 
to move in very close for some great 
photographs in the wild. Viewers are 
well protected by the size of the vessels 
with security screening and rails fitted.

Discover a magical 
world on the water 

that depicts the 
tropics as they 
truly are with 

wildlife, culture 
and adventure 

PLACE HOLDER ONLY
Cruising the 

Savannah Way
Dick Eussen

The scenery and wildlife are superb.
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Once upon a time… some 65 
million years ago, a magical 
land in the south-west of 
Western Australia stood tall 

as extreme climate change drastically 
altered the world around it. Holding 
its ground to emerge victorious from a 
battle that raged for thousands of years, 
this ancient empire formed a collab-
orative relationship with the fledgling 
human species. Nowadays, adventurers 
with a green heart can enter this mys-
tical land to float on the shoulders of 
giants and explore the enchanted world 
hidden beneath their colossal green 
canopy. 

Welcome to the Valley of the Giants. 
Here a Tree Top Walk in Walpole-
Nornalup National Park provides a larger 
than life experience among towering 
timber. Grab a bird’s eye view walking 
40m above ground atop the 600m of airy 
steel bridge as the lush environment 
ushers you through the tree tops.

The canopy reaches up to about 80m 
in height and includes the attractive 
red tingle (Eucalyptus jacksonii), yellow 
tingle (E. guilfoylei), and karri (E. diver-
sicolor) trees. This Walpole Wilderness 
Area has an annual rainfall of between 
1000 to 1200mm, with well-drained 
gravelly soil that has low nutrient con-
tent over a hilly terrain with only minor 
seasonal change. It’s because of this 
that species have survived in the forest 
for tens of millions of years.

In the valley of the 
jolly green giants

Thomas Cook

The first high-flying visitor traversed 
the tops of the giant tingle trees in 
August 1996. The structure was built to 
allow visitors an up close and personal 
tingle tree experience that does not 
damage the tingle trees. The shallow 
roots mean they are super sensitive to 
soil compaction from people and vehi-
cles traversing their bases. 

Thoughtfully designed to resemble 
the local tassel flower (Leucopogon 
verticillatus) and sword grass 
(Lepidosperma effusum), the bridge’s 
supporting pylons blend with the 
surrounding forest - the spans 
reminiscent of the shape of the sword 
grass leaf. Constructed off-site, then 
transported and built on-site, every 
attempt was made to minimise impact. 

Walking along the tree tops is the ulti-
mate way to encompass the magnitude 
of your breathtaking surroundings. You’ll 
hear birds singing and feel invigorated 
by the crisp breeze hitting your skin. 
Areas along the walkway provide oppor-
tunities to stop and capture that perfect 
picture or feed the kids or just pause to 
take it all in. You’ll eventually wind your 
way through the canopy and back below 
where a fascinating primeval underworld 
filled with weird and wonderful nature 
awaits along the Ancient Empire Walk. 

Built at the same time as the Tree 
Top Walk, the Ancient Empire Walk 
provides a whole new and enchanting 
experience on the ground level of the 

...a larger than 
life experience 

among towering 
timber

Sections of the tree top bridge 
provide an opportunity to stop 
and take it all in.

The unique corky bark of the karri 
she-oak tree, which is almost entirely 
confined to the karri forest.
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B ecause of the huge amount 
of harm inflicted by feral pigs 
on crops, vegetation and the 
landscape across Australia, it makes them fair game for hunters. Indeed pig hunting or wild hog hunting is increasingly gaining popularity all over the world. Property owners are becoming infuriated with the wanton destruction caused by porkers so they are quite happy to enlist help from the all quarters as they look at ways to humanely thin the numbers of pigs.

Hunters are doing their bit to protect Australia’s biodiversity and pig hunting can be fun-filled and exciting, provided the right safety precautions are observed.
The pigs may behave with reckless 

abandon but some of their careless traits play into the hands of hunters who are primed to take advantage.
Similar to other various imported species, pigs thrived once they had gone walkabout throughout the Australian continent. One fascinating aspect is that pigs don’t actually like warm surrounds. They are destined to die in around six hours with no access to drinking water at above 30-degree Celsius temperatures. Hunters can apply this information to implement positive strategies when reconnoitring waterholes, creeks, troughs and dams.

Understanding the habits of feral pigs is crucial to carrying out a successful hunt. It is reckoned that killing by baits, trapping, shooting and hunting only can control 20 

per of their population. They are itinerant beasts, that pay no attention to borders and roam freely. One day they can be running rampant over one property, the next minute, they have switched to a neighbouring pasture.
However, pigs do follow a degree of routine. Mostly they stick to well-worn trails when scavenging for food. The amount of pigs in a region can be roughly guessed by wallows or by inspecting their tracks. Hunters can use their know-how to check whether the tracks are relatively new. If this is so, it’s an indication that the pigs are in close vicinity.

Feral pigs are boisterous beings. They emit vigorous snorts and grunts while consuming food or mating, so they are 

Pig hunting, especially wild 
boars for their ivory tusks, has always held a special attraction for me, stemming back some 45 years when I was 20 or younger. As a hunter, I rated them highly as a trophy animal. On the many hunting trips to properties in Outback New South Wales, I always hoped to encounter a well-endowed boar with magical 30DP (Douglas Points) or more tusks, similar to those successful hunters I read so much about in the various and many shooting magazines. I guess the stories I read sparked the interest in me and my eventual quest to pursue them.I’ve stalked feral pigs in all manner of terrain and weather conditions from tangled wiry lignum and cumbungi swamps to rocky escarpments and the floodplains of the Top End. And while I 

have shot my fair share of pigs over the years and have yet to procure such an exceptional boar, my enthusiasm and eagerness to pursue them has never diminished. The challenge rather keeps me motivated and wanting more. In Australia there are three to four species of feral pigs, the main ones being the European (referred to at times as the razorback) and Asiatic pig. In later years I planned and hunted pigs in the Northern Territory, a much larger and tougher animal than its NSW cousin, although some of the mountain pigs in the NSW ranges can be real monsters. As a professional hunter on a guided hunt in Darwin pointed out, after my 6mm 87gn bullets proved inadequate, you need a minimum pill of 150gn.
Of all medium to large game species, 

often straightforward to detect. Hunters can again benefit from this.
Pigs have a trusted sense of smell that can pick up aromas a great distance away. They also possess a well-trained pair of ears to work out sounds. These acute attributes can help to hasten them as far away from any impending dangers as they need to be. However, their eyesight is not up to par. This gives hunters another aspect to cash in on, especially in the time around and after dusk.

The most favourable time to hunt feral pigs in Australia is between the months of July and November, because of the weather patterns and temperature fluctuations. Australian surroundings are generally dry and temperate during these days when 

hunting is on the agenda. Clothing for treks in the bush is usually based around cotton and light garments. It is prudent to carry extra water and remember to wear a hat and apply sunscreen to combat the seering sun on any warmer outings. 
Pig hunting in Australia can be a rollicking adventure and attracts followers born and bred in the countryside as well as city dwellers. 

For anyone who has had their interest stirred about hunting feral pigs, remember that you need to possess a firearms licence before you go tracking the irksome intruders. So consult with your relevant local state authority or go to Australia’s largest hunting organisation online at  ssaa.org.au .

Lure of chasing pesky porkers entices hunters

A dangerous adversary that 
provides the perfect challenge Sam Garro

The damage they 
cause to crops and 
grain, paddocks 
and fields can 
be extensive 
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wind, unknown distance, environmental and 
geographical features increases dramatically 
as we extend our distance and knowing how 
much these variables affect our point of 
impact is important. Just because you have 
the latest ballistic app doesn’t mean it’ll be 
accurate to your combination of firearm, 
ammunition and shooter, so there’s a very 
real need to test and practise on a range 
before heading to the field.

You don’t have to spend big to get into 
the sport. There are many factory rifles 
now which hold their own on the range and 
you can’t go past Howa or Tikka for value 
for money, to name just two. Starting with a 
.22 rifle is a great way to get into the sport 
without hefty ammunition costs and the 
Class A match also allows for hunter class 
and field class rifles. Hunter class rifles 
must be off-the-shelf, conform to standard 
barrel dimensions and have a maximum 
weight of 4.6kg. Field class can be modified 
and weigh up to 8.4kg including bipod.

Choosing a cartridge that’s right for you 
is important, weight of the rifle, recoil, cost 
of reloading and ability to make the distance 
just a few considerations. Size, weight 
and speed of projectile will have an impact 
on recoil and its ability to hold up in the 
wind at longer distances - the heavier the 
projectile the more momentum it carries 
and energy it needs to get moving.  We can 
use muzzle brakes to reduce felt recoil and 
barrel weight will also impact on felt recoil 
and how quickly it will heat up.  As with 
most things it’s a matter of deciding what’s 
important to you as, unfortunately, there’s 
no one perfect cartridge.

I wanted to be able to be competitive at 
the range and have good enough terminal 
ballistics in the field, after all if I’m going to 
invest time and money to achieve as much 
precision as possible in this rifle, I also 
want to be able to hunt with it. In my case 
I traded weight to find the performance I 
was after and went for a larger calibre with 
heavy projectiles which hold in the wind 
and have adequate terminal ballistics to 
take game effectively at distance. This also 
meant the firearm was heavy, to reduce felt 
recoil.

Once you have a rifle in the desired 
cartridge you’ll need a scope and ideally 
you should be after something in the 5-25 
power range with an objective lens of 
around 50-56mm (the discipline allows for a 
maximum scope power of 25). You can have 
a higher power scope but it will need to be 
taped at 25 for a national match.

Once again there’s a vast range of scopes 
to choose from at varying prices and I’ve 
seen some pretty good ones for reason-
able money. One crucial point is that when 

Back yourself on a long shot

A good riflescope combination is 
vital in Long Range Precision.

Shooters line up in competition.
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Have you got Retail Insurance?
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Before you renew your Retail Insurance or ANY other policy call us 
for an obligation FREE quote. We can arrange all types of personal  
and business insurance with coverage obtained from Australia’s  
leading insurance companies. Add up how much you spend each  
year on all your premiums - it’s BIG money. SSAA General Insurance  
Brokers are SSAA members working for you.

Here’s why it pays to get a FREE quote:
• We understand your business and insurance needs.
• We make sure everything is correctly covered.
• We manage your claims, taking care of the details.
• We offer professional advice and we are SSAA members.

*Office Hours   SSAA Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd  |  CAR 315403  |  ABN 86 077 822 970 is a Corporate 
Authorised Representative of PSC Connect Pty Ltd  |  ABN 23 141 574 914 / AFSL 344648

A SSAA member advantage

General
Insurance
Brokers

All General 
Insurances

TOOLS

PUBLIC LIABILITY

EQUIPMENT

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE

THEFT

MACHINERY
TRAILERS & TRANSPORT

WORKSHOP

Call now* for an obligation FREE quote.

SA / WA / VIC / TAS & NT
Call: 08 8332 0281 
insurance@ssaains.com.au

NSW / QLD / ACT
Call : 0455 777 685 
insurance@ssaains.com.au

Trevor Jenkin
SSAAGiB National Manager

SSAA protects retailers.

Trevor Jenkin
SGiB National 
Manager

SGiB RTL-1

• They know the insurance market and understand insurance policies
• They provide obligation FREE quotes
• They understand your business and your insurance needs
• They make sure everything is correctly covered
• They will give you professional advice
• They will manage your claims, taking care of all the details
• A proportion of commissions paid to the Brokerage flow back to the SSAA
• The Brokerage is a SSAA member advantage and is there to help you
Before you renew any insurance policy get an obligation FREE quote from 
Bene or Greg. The SSAA General Insurance Brokerage works for you.

SSAA Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd  |  CAR 315403  |  ABN 86 077 822 970 is a Corporate Authorised Representative of PSC Connect Pty Ltd  |  ABN 23 141 574 914 / AFSL 344648

A SSAA member advantage

All General 
Insurances

CALL:
SA/WA/Vic/Tas & NT 

Bene Benic 08 8332 0281 
bene@ssaains.com.au

NSW/QLD/ACT 

Greg Brown  0455 777 685
greg@ssaains.com.au

Before you renew your shop’s Retail insurance 
policy talk to SSAA General Insurance Brokers  
for an obligation FREE quote.
They can arrange all types of personal and business insurance for you with 
coverage obtained from  Australia’s leading insurance companies. Add up 
how much you spend each year on all your premiums – It’s BIG money,  
so talk to Bene or Greg about an obligation FREE quote.

Trevor Jenkin 
SSAAGIB National Manager

FIRE & PERILS
MONEY
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION.

PUBLIC LIABILITY

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
FIRE & PERILS

MONEY

THEFT
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making elevation or windage adjustments, 
sometimes cheaper scopes don’t always 
move to the desired correction and return to 
zero and consistency is key to shooting well.

Good mounts are a must and a scope 
level is worthwhile once you start 
stretching out the distance. Long Range 
Precision is shot in the prone position so a 
ground mat, bi-pod and rear bag are acces-
sories you’ll need at some stage. Some 
clubs have spares available to use or even 
club guns you can hire to let you try the 
discipline. If you’re just starting, begin 
shooting at 100m/yds, make sure your zero 
is good and progressively move back and 
each time you move to the next distance, 
record your elevation adjustments so you 
know what to dial to next time.

It’s highly likely you’ll also start 
reloading, not just because of cost but also 
to improve performance and adjust the load 
to suit the firearm. SSAA clubs are a great 
place to find the assistance and information 
to start on the reloading path.

So if you’re looking to stretch the distance 
and improve your shooting capabilities 
for the range or next hunt, Long Range 
Precision is a great way to hone your skills 
and develop those skills for first-shot hits.

• Trenton Hardie is chairman of the 
SSAA’s Long Range Precision discipline. .

Back yourself on a long shot

Shooting at distance needs many factors 
to be considered.

SNAP CAPS

THE SAFEST WAY TO 
DRY FIRE!

02 9698 8725
sales@grycol.com.au   

www.grycol.com.au
D/L: 400014321

Visit our website for the full rangeVisit our website for the full range
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The next generation of Franchi Horizon ri�es are now available. Available in stylish Strata Camo, Cerakote Beige and 

White Synthetic con�gurations, all calibres come with a detachable magazine for quick and easy reloads and a super 

smooth �uted bolt.  All Horizon ri�es are backed by the Franchi 7 year warranty and 1 MOA guarantee.

Come and take a look at the full range at www.berettaaustralia.com.au/franchi and experience all that is Franchi with 

one of the best value ri�es on the market today.

HORIZON
NEW 2020

SERIES
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J .P. Sauer & Sohn are recognised as 
Germany’s oldest manufacturer of 
hunting firearms, having been in 
business since 1751. My early memo-

ries of Sauer were that it was one of those 
boutique European companies which made 
fancy high-class firearms often with a price 
to match, such as three-barrelled ‘Drillings’ 
combination for which I understand they 
held the patent and won a gold medal at the 
1881 World Exhibition.

Likewise, they made high grade tradi-
tional bolt-action rifles of typical German 
quality and features such as finely engi-
neered claw-type mounts and ‘butter knife’ 
bolt handles. At the other end Sauer was 
also prevalent in military manufacturing 
during both world wars so it was not 
uncommon to come across a Sauer-made 
K98 Mauser in times of abundant surplus.

These days Sauer & Sohn still make 
high-quality traditional rifles but also offer a 
large variety using the latest metal finishes 
and polymers of modern design – and at 
surprisingly affordable prices. One such 

rifle is the Sauer S100 Ceratech and local 
distributor Outdoor Sporting Agencies sent 
Australian Shooter one for review.

The Sauer 100 series has been with us 
for several years and no doubt was designed 
with more thought towards the huge US 
hunting market than just local European 
supply. It uses modern manufacturing 
processes such as a breech ring (locking 
bush) as opposed to bolt lug recesses being 
cut directly into the receiver. This provides 
an index point for the barrel when mated 
(screwed) into the receiver in produc-
tion, and being a more precise process of 
manufacture as opposed to cutting bolt 
lug recesses into the receiver it all but 
guarantees correct headspace. The system 
is similar to what Lithgow Arms uses on 
the LA102/5 and is quickly becoming the 
standard with modern bolt-action rifle 
production.

As a result, the Sauer has a ‘fat’ bolt 
where the body runs the full diameter and 
multiple bolt lugs (three in this case) are 
cut out of the leading edge. This, combined 

with a matching tubular receiver in which 
the bolt slides, seems to be the trend 
over more traditional receiver designs. In 
the case of the Sauer 100 the tolerances 
are extremely tight and there’s no hint 
of binding, the three-lug bolt design also 
providing a 60-degree bolt lift for sharp, 
swift operation on the reload. The bolt 
head has two ejector plungers instead 
of the usual one and a generous claw 
extractor recessed into one of the bolt lugs. 
Extraction was positive while the ejectors 
literally launched fired cases when cycled 
from the action.

The Sauer S100 has a trigger adjustable 
between 1000-2000g (2.2-4.4lb) and out of 
the box I found this factory trigger to be 
excellent. It’s single stage with absolutely 
zero creep and broke cleanly and precisely 
at about 1200g (2.6lb) as measured on my 
Lyman trigger gauge. 

The rifle has a squat double stack 
polymer magazine which sits flush in the 
stock and holds five rounds in standard cali-
bres. The magazine release is a push-button 

Sauer’s German precision 
sheer perfection
Daniel O’Dea

Daniel lines up behind the Sauer S100 Ceratech.



design just forward of the front edge and 
is deeply recessed into the floorplate to 
prevent accidental activation. I noted the 
magazine, which is full length, had an inte-
grated block to control cartridge length for 
short action calibres. As the magazine is 
squat, the well is quite cavernous and easy 
to locate for insertion without looking.

Moving to more specifics for the Sauer 
S100 Ceratech, the name is a direct 
giveaway, the main feature being that all 
metalwork (barrel, action, floorplate) are 
Cerokoted in a ‘Grey-Ice’ finish. Cerokote, 
which is applied almost like spray paint 
and oven baked, is a ceramic coating which 
provides outstanding wear and durability 
properties in all hunting conditions.

The rifle is fitted with Sauer’s Ergo Max 
synthetic stock, claimed to be ‘ultra-rugged’ 
and featuring a neutral cast to suit right 
and left-handed shooters. It certainly looks 
rugged enough and includes all the internal 
ribbing and bracing expected on a modern 
quality polymer stock. Raised stippled 
panels on the fore-end and pistol grip also 
provide tactile gripping surfaces and the 
Ergo Max stock uses Sauer’s Ever Rest 
bedding system with a solid alloy bedding 
block epoxied into the unit which mates 
perfectly with a recoil lug and tension bolt 
coming off the receiver ring. 

The stock also features a generous black 
rubber recoil pad, QD sling swivels and, 
in keeping with its European heritage, 
a ‘Schnabel’ styled fore-end tip which I 
haven’t seen before on a polymer stock 
but it sure looks the part. Neat finishing 
features have the Sauer logo embossed on 
the pistol grip cap, fore-end tip and recoil 
pad. The test rifle was chambered in 6.5 

Creedmoor which, in recent times, has 
been heralded in terms of a long-range rifle 
calibre but it should not be lost that it’s an 
effective hunting round, closely mimicking 
6.5x55 ballistics in a more modern and 
efficient case design. The 6.5x55 has long 
been a popular hunting round in Europe 
and while perhaps underrated in Australia, 
it saw plenty of use on pigs when many 

Sauer’s German precision 
sheer perfection

Daniel lines up behind the Sauer S100 Ceratech.

The three-position safety is well positioned with 
three raised semi beads.

Sauer's German precision - sheer perfection

15/34 Dominion Road Ashmore Gold Coast 4214  |  07 5597 3220  |  gcss@gcshooters.com.au
Secure online shopping www.gcshooters.com.au  |  Mon - Fri: 8.30am - 5pmDLN: 50000106 ABN: 91 011 041 160
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Franchi 308 5 round demo, incredible wood finish $1195
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M96 Swedish Mausers were sold as 
surplus in the 1980s and ’90s. I remember 
Fuller selling rifle/scope packages for 
$199 and recall they proved a popular 
and successful budget option with many 
Aussie farmers.

The Sauer S100 Ceratech comes with 
a 22" (560mm) tapered barrel stretching 
to 24" (actually 620mm) in Magnum cali-
bres, the barrel also threaded to accept 
a muzzle brake or suppressor where 
permitted. Sauer barrels are cold hammer 
forged and known to produce good accu-
racy and the rifle comes with a five-shot 
sub-MOA guarantee.

Sauer S100 models will accept standard 
Remington 700 rails and bases for scope 
mounting purposes which gives a myriad 
of mounting options. OSA supplied a 
set of one-piece ring bases along with a 
Whiskey 3 Sig Sauer 4-12x50 scope and 
I’d note that at time of writing there were 
some deals going around with the one-
piece ring bases being included in the 
price. After mounting the scope it was off 
to the range bench for testing, where I 
fired several groups using a selection of 
Hornady factory loaded 6.5 Creedmoor 
ammunition I had on hand including 140gr 
ELD Match, 143gr ELD-X Precision 
Hunter, 129gr InterLock American 
Whitetail and 140gr HPBT American 
Gunner.

There wasn’t much between the ammo 
types with all shooting around one MOA 
or better for three-shot groups. The 
140gr HPBT American Gunner was a 
standout, shooting several three-shot 
groups at half MOA or just 12.5mm at 
90m, this ammo continuing to impress as 

I’ve used it in a couple of reviews and it 
always shoots tight. In my book it’s the 
best value 6.5 Creedmoor ammo currently 
on the market.

Apart from the smooth bolt operation, 
a three-position safety is well positioned 
to the right rear of the receiver with 
three raised semi beads, two green and 
one red, which indicate both the safety 
position and rifle status. All the way back 
is safe with both trigger and bolt locked, 
two beads forward is safe with the trigger 
locked but bolt operational and the last 
red bead is the fire position. The raised 
beads can be felt with the left thumb 
when operating the safety and give a good 
felt reference in lowlight (or no light) 
conditions. Likewise there’s an exposed 
red cocking indicator protruding from the 
rear of the bolt shroud, again giving both 
visual and tactile references to the load 
condition.

The rifle feels slick to use and is well 
balanced, relatively light as set up with 

Sauer's German precision - sheer perfection

Grip stippling on the fore-end 
and ‘Schnabel’ styled tip.

Recessed three-lugged bolt head features 
two plunger ejectors and claw extractors. 

Flush-fitting polymer magazine is easily released 
via a recessed press button.

Stippled panels on Sauer’s Ergo Max synthetic 
stock’s fore-end and pistol grip give tactile 
gripping surfaces.
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Specifications
Rifle: Sauer S100 Ceratech.

Action: Bolt-action with 60-degree bolt 
lift.

Trigger: Single stage, adjustable for 
weight.

Trigger pull: Adjustment 1000g-2000g 
(1200g as tested).

Calibre: 6.5CM (tested).223Rem, 
.243Win, .270Win, 7mm08Rem, 
.308Win, 30/06 SPRG, 6.5PRC, 6.5x55, 
8x57IS, 9.3x62, 7mm RM, .300WM.

Capacity: Five-round detectable 
polymer box magazine (four Magnum 
calibres).

Barrel: 560mm std, 620mm Magnum.

Muzzle: Threaded M15x1 or M14x1

Sights: Compatible with all Remington 
700 rails and bases.

Stock: Sauer Ergo Max synthetic with 
Ever Rest bedding system.

the Sig Sauer Whiskey 3 scope and would 
make a great general walk around hunting 
rifle. I found myself easily able to carry 
the rifle single-handed for swift presen-
tation to the ready position. Apart from 
6.5 Creedmoor the Sauer S100 Ceratech 
is available in a selection of calibres 
including all the popular options such as 
.223, .243, .270, 7mm08, .308, 30/06, a 
few magnums in 7mm Rem Mag and .300 
Win Mag and even a few Euro exotics 

such as 6.5x55, 8x57IS and 9.3x62, 
although I’m not sure OSA will stock 
many of those in Oz.

One of the biggest surprises of the 
Sauer S100 Ceratech is the price, a quick 
search online finding them for around 
the $1100 mark, remarkable value for a 
German-made quality shooter but, based 
on the Aussie dollar pre-COVID 19, that 
may have changed by now. More at  
osaaustralia.com.au. .

Sauer's German precision - sheer perfection

Sauer S100 Ceratech comes with a sub-
MOA accuracy guarantee.

02 9698 8725
sales@grycol.com.au   

www.grycol.com.au
D/L: 400014321

Visit our website for more details

M22 VICTORYM22 VICTORY
THREADED BBLTHREADED BBL

M22 VICTORYM22 VICTORY

GREAT ENTRY LEVELGREAT ENTRY LEVEL
TARGET PISTOLS!TARGET PISTOLS!

SKU: 10201

SKU: 10201

SKU: 108490

SKU: 108490
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We were way out in central New 
South Wales, just below Cobar, 
chasing pigs. The previous 
day we’d scored a few porkers 

and while spotlighting that night had seen a 
couple of sizeable boars which were quick 
to dash away when the rays hit them.

It was too far to take a shot so we let 
them run and I was now riding my four-
wheeler up the bank of a nearby dam they’d 
been heading for when first spotted, hoping 
to spring them taking a dip. I was out of 
luck - plenty of wallows but no pigs.

Sitting there on the four-wheeler 
looking at the wallows, the penny finally 
dropped and I said: “My word, a Gallinago 
Hardwickii.” Actually I whispered: “It’s a 
snipe.” Sure enough standing in the wallow, 
no further than a couple of metres away, 
stood a Latham snipe, better known as a 
Jack snipe to those who used to hunt them 
years ago. Of all the places to come across 
a snipe, in the middle of nowhere and in 
a drought at that. After reaching for the 
camera, for some reason, instead of taking a 
photo from where I was sitting, I attempted 
to dismount and flushed the snipe, ruining 
my chance of landing a snap.

In my opinion, and I suspect many others 
too, the snipe was the greatest little game 
bird to ever grace our shores. While familiar 
to our older shotgun hunters it’s probably 
largely unknown to the younger generation.

Description
Every year around late September-early 
October, snipe leave Japan and I suspect 
other Asian countries and on the full moon 
make the arduous journey to Australia to 
spread throughout the country, settling 
anywhere they can find a swamp to their 
liking.

Snipe have similar coloured feathers to a 
quail but are about 1½ times their size with 
long legs, which makes them geared for 
wading around muddy swamps. They have 
a wingspan of between 30 and 40cm and a 
long soft bill used for probing the soft mud 
for food.  

Hunting
Often referred to as Jack snipe, they 
were hard to hunt. When first flushed and 
alarmed they tended to fly erratically in a 
zig-zag pattern, emitting a loud ‘keek, keek’ 
call. This fitful breakaway usually lasted for 

the first 30m or so before levelling out into 
a more conventional path. When they first 
took off they were difficult to bag as their 
uneven trajectory could be tricky to cover 
when you shouldered your shotgun.

Added to the fact they’re a highly alert 
bird and would often veer up a good 30m in 
front of the hunter, they were quite a chal-
lenge and in the early days in military units 
hunters ended up in sniper units, hence 
the term ‘sniper’. Duck hunters sometimes 
put them up as they share similar swamps 
as ducks but few of our younger hunters 
would even know what they are, which is 
a shame as they’d have to be one of the 
greatest game birds around.

To hunt snipe all you needed was to find 
a swamp with muddy areas and you’d have 
a good chance of flushing the birds. For 
example, I live beside the Murray River 
which borders New South Wales, Victoria 
and flows through South Australia before 
reaching the sea. Along the entire length of 
the river there are swamps and billabongs 
which snipe favour.  

Over the years we tried different ways 
of hunting in the quest for greater success. 
My German shorthaired pointer, for some 

Leon Wright

 Jack snipe
Fond memories of

Eleven Latham 
snipe is the best 
result Leon has 
had from a box of 
cartridges. Leon with a bag of snipe.
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reason, wasn’t that keen on dealing with 
snipe and would only put in a mediocre 
effort yet readily retrieve any that fell to 
the gun. Pointers were favoured for snipe 
hunting but, in reality, any dog which 
worked on quail was suitable, I think more 
to do with the fact that whatever dog was 
used for duck hunting was taken along after 
snipe. I know it was in my case.

Snipe were fit for driving, with one 
hunter at the far end of a swamp, another 
with the aid of the dog working their way 
through the swamp flushing the birds as 
they went. Any snipe missed would fly 
towards the waiting hunter but by the 
time they’d covered the distance they had 
levelled out but were fairly high up, making 
them a difficult shot to pull off.

Guns and ammo
More times than not the shotgun used for 
duck hunting was pressed into service on 
snipe as it was for quail. The same prob-
lems experienced by quail hunters also 
plagued snipe seekers - which chokes were 
best and what size shot was used so as not 
to knock the birds about too much, most 
doubles being bored half choke and full 

choke and giving a fairly good account of 
themselves.

I always hunted snipe with my Lefever 
side-by-side which I inherited from my 
grandfather and no doubt he used it on 

snipe too. In those early years I was heavily 
into reloading and experimented with a 
number of combinations, my Lefever bored 
half and full choke, but another Lefever 
had been done up by the previous owner 

German shorthaired 
pointer Duke wasn't keen 
to point snipe but readily 
retrieved those that fell.

Any swamp surrounded by soft muddy areas was keenly 
sought by snipe on arrival from Japan. 
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and was choked improved cylinder (quarter 
choke) and modified (half).

One load I remember using fairly often 
was 32g of No.7 shot pushed along by 23gr of 
Noble 60 shotgun powder. It was only pass-
able for close-in rising birds, more suitable for 
bringing down those high-flying ones, espe-
cially out of the full choke barrel. If I had no 
reloads handy I favoured cardboard cartridges 
such as the Grand Prix in shot size from 8s to 
10s if I could find them. The Grand Prix were 
good for snipe as well as quail.

I was prepared to let the snipe go to 
around 30m before firing, which usually had 
them on a straight course and my Lefever 
could take them as long as I did my bit. I 
knew some hunters who liked taking rising 
birds and also trying to take them as they 
were zigging and zagging as they rose. To 
counteract their erratic flying these hunters 
preferred a more open choke for the first 
shot, using an improved cylinder with a 
good dense load of No. 10 shot, followed up 
by a load of No. 8 shot in a half choke barrel.

A side-by-side 12-gauge, loaded in similar 
fashion, was in my opinion the best combi-
nation for snipe shooting. While not having 
the single plane sighting like the over-and-
under, that instant choice of choke given 
for taking any snipe flushed within range 
certainly tipped the scales in favour of the 
side-by-side with the self-loader (legal in 
those days) being the choice if that was all 
you had for bird shooting.

Cartridges by Winchester Super X and 
Icil Specials were great for snipe shooting 
but fell into the realm of hunters who were 
better off financially – I’d have been keen to 
use them had I not been raising a family.

Leon’s favourite 
combination, his 
grandfather’s Lefever side-
by-side and Grand Prix 
cartridges in size No.8 or 
No.10.

Season closure
Sad to say the days of snipe hunts were 
drawing to a close, as concerns for the 
dwindling number of Latham snipe were 
being voiced. During 1970 the Bird 
Observers Club of Victoria, the Royal 
Australian Ornithologists Union and 
various state authorities expressed the 
need to ascertain the status of the Latham 
snipe and, as a result, the Japan-Australia 
Migratory Bird Agreement was drawn up 
and ratified by Japan the same year.

The agreement was ratified in Australia 
in 1981 and in 1984 snipe were taken off 
the game list, one of the main reasons for 

closing the season being Australian hunters 
were supposedly bagging too many, even 
after the campaign had been reduced from 
11 months to five with a bag limit of 15.

Bird counts in the Japanese areas of 
Tokachi and Hushino estimated the snipe 
population at around 37,000 and, with 
Australian hunters taking around 10,000 
birds a year, it was decided to end snipe 
hunting in Australia in 1984 and they were 
given complete protection. Whether Aussie 
hunters were the cause of the total cessa-
tion remains debatable but I doubt we’ll 
ever have the chance to hunt this great 
little game bird again. .

Two Lefevers used for snipe hunting, the 
top bored modified and full choke, the 
bottom bored improved cylinder and 
modified choke. 

Fond memories of Jack snipe
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S itting in the lofty hills of Oregon 
with a good set of high-magnifi-
cation binoculars mounted on a 
tripod we could see bears, elks and 

black-tailed deer in the distance. It was the 
closing fortnight of the rifle deer season 
and I was hunting on public land for six days 
having purchased a deer tag and my Oregon 
hunting licence.

The Columbian black-tailed deer range 
extends from northern California along the 
US west coast through Oregon to British 
Columbia, the Columbian white-tail being 
found near the Columbia River in northern 
Oregon and Washington. Further north, 
extending from British Columbia into 
Alaska, is the range of the smaller Sitka 
black-tail and on the eastern side of the 

Cascade Mountain Range lies the domain of 
the mule deer.

A controversial theory claims white-
tailed deer evolved into black-tailed deer 
and later crossed with white-tailed deer 
again to produce the bigger mule deer, 
some hunters arguing that of the three, 
black-tailed deer are the hardest to hunt. If 
they are, the Coues white-tail would be a 
very close second.

I had to check the zero on my rifle after 
the flight so went to the local range and 
used an existing target at 120 paces. The 
.240 Page Super Pooper, which is a blown 
out 6mm Remington, had the correct eleva-
tion of around 2" but needed one click to 
the left.

The next morning we drove into the hills 

to glass for deer. Mike, an avid black-tail 
hunter, was using Swarovski 15x56 binocu-
lars on a tripod and I had my Leica 12x50s 
on a monopod which, although much better 
than holding them in my hands, wasn’t as 
stable as the tripod. Even so, I didn’t fancy 
lugging a tripod around for six days.

The bucks were chasing does as the rut 
had started, but not as much as usual for 
this time of year as temperatures were 
abnormally high. Mike spotted a big buck 
around 3km away - he unscrewed the 
binoculars and replaced them with the 
spotting scope. Now Mike, who has some 
impressive black-tail heads on his wall, was 
extremely enthusiastic about this one.

Black-tailed deer are only active until 
about 9am then again from about 6pm as 

The one that got away
an elusive Oregon black-tail
David Duffy
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during the day they bed in thick brush. 
As you’re usually so far away from bucks 
when you spot them, you can’t stalk them 
when you see them as you run out of time. 
Instead you watch them, often for several 
days and learn what does they follow, what 
direction they come from and what path 
they follow to bed down. A good buck could 
be seen one day and not reappear until 
several days later but after you’ve learnt 
the habits of a particular buck and the does 
around him, you work out a way to stalk 
into a position you can shoot from. Knowing 
where does may be in thick brush is vital 
as, if they become spooked when you try 
to stalk in, the buck will be alerted and you 
probably won’t see him again.

We spent the morning glassing a small 
open patch surrounded by thick brush, 
the big buck having only shown himself 
for a brief period before retreating back to 
the brush - they don’t grow big by making 
mistakes such as staying in the open for 
long spells during daylight - so it was 
decided to return in the evening and try 
to spot him. There was a smoke haze that 
afternoon and combined with the setting 
sun facing us, visibility was down. We only 
saw does.

At sunrise we were glassing the same 
small clearing but the big buck didn’t show. 
In the evening we went to another location 
and across the canyon saw a large black 
bear. There was one doe a long way off but 
we couldn’t find any other deer.

On day three we were back glassing for 
the big buck without success so around 
midday it was decided to head for the 
Cascade Mountain Range for some varmint 
hunting with the .22LR. There were lots of 
fallen trees and stumps from a pine forest 
which had been harvested and we were 
after California ground squirrels which 
have a longer tail than the Belding’s ground 
squirrel that inhabit the alfalfa fields in high 
numbers.

I’d shot a few squirrels around a small 
dam when I looked at a clump of grass 
with branches around it. Sitting looking 
straight at me was a bobcat but as soon as 
he realised I’d spotted him he was off. He’d 
come to the dam chasing a meal of ground 
squirrels and maybe was smart enough to 
know multiple gunshots equates to an easy 
helping.

We drove back in the afternoon and at 
around 6.15pm glassed what we thought 
was the big buck again but weren’t sure 

as his antlers didn’t seem as black in the 
afternoon light. It was decided to stalk in 
there before sunrise next day and try to 
find a ridge which hopefully would give us a 
clear shot to the small clearing if he showed 
himself.

Using headlamps we made our way on 
game trails as much as possible through the 
thick brush, trying not to make too much 
noise but with the leaves on the ground so 
dry it was impossible to proceed in silence. 
Hopefully the deer wouldn’t be too close 
and the wind was in our favour though we 
were surrounded by poison oak.

We made it to the ridge without 
displacing too many deer and waited until 
sunrise with rifles resting on shooting 
sticks, an oak tree in the centre of the 
clearing ranged at 255yds. Although we 
waited silently only does appeared at first. 
A medium-size buck eventually chased 
some of them but still the big one didn’t 
show so we decided to head back out 
before our scent contaminated the area. In 
the evening we checked out a spot where 
deer migrate down from the mountain and 
spotted two elks, a bear and a doe with 
fawn. Dawn saw us glassing for the big 
buck again as sunlight peeked over the hills 

The one that got away - an elusive Oregon black-tail

David Duffy aims a .338 Lapua 
Improved with 300gr projectiles at a 
metal plate at 647yds.

Using high-magnification 
binoculars to glass for black-
tailed deer on the opposite hill.
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The one that got away - an elusive Oregon black-tail

and there were some does in the clearing 
then a few bucks. Late in the afternoon 
we stalked towards the clearing again and, 
reaching the first ridge with another to 
go, I still had my scope cover on so debris 
from the brush wouldn’t hit the lenses. 
Some does were spotted just 30 paces 
away but as they ran off the target buck 
appeared! I whipped the scope cover off 
and loaded a round into the chamber of the 
Winchester Model 70. A large bush was 
between me and him so I ran to the side 
and saw his rear end disappear into thick 
brush. Now all the deer were spooked. 
After about 20 minutes some of the does 
came back but the big buck didn’t. Then it 
went dark.

On my last day we allowed an extra 15 
minutes in morning darkness so we could 
walk as slowly and quietly as possible into 
position. I was using the dull red LED on 
my headlamp so the animals would be less 
disturbed and as we moved into position 
ready to shoot, a few does were already in 
the clearing as daylight broke.

After an hour a buck appeared, then 
another but still the big one was a no-show. 
The two bucks started to fight and from 
about 225yds I decided to shoot the larger 

one which weighed roughly 60kg and was 
angling slightly away. This allowed me to 
aim behind the shoulder in line with the 
vitals and avoid the heavy shoulder bone 
with the light 90gr projectile.

I squeezed the trigger and although the 
Swift Scirocco left the muzzle at around 

3350fps, the battling bucks had moved and 
the larger one spun 90 degrees towards 
me before the bullet struck, entering his 
front brisket and exiting the far shoulder. 
Now I had a Columbian black-tailed deer 
but not the one I wanted. The big guy had 
been too smart for me. .

David Duffy shot this 
black-tailed buck 
at 225yds on the 
final day using his 
Winchester Model 
70 .240 Page Super 
Pooper.

David Duffy walks back 
through the forest after 

shooting a black-tail.
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O n our regular trips to England 
I’m often called a name or 
two - ‘bloody Aussie’ being 
pretty much top of the list 

though I’m also sometimes referred to as a 
shooting journalist, which takes me a little 
by surprise. Another is ‘travelling gun’, a 
tag I could easily become used to though 
it’s a little misleading as I rarely travel with 
a gun and have, over time, become comfort-
able using whichever firearm is presented 
to me.

So as a travelling gun I had the chance 
to test the new Remington AWR in .270 
Win. The AWR - American Wilderness 
Rifle - is classed as an all-weather hunting 
rifle and makes use of a synthetic stock and 
Cerakoted barrelled action. Advertising for 
the AWR is that of an inherently accurate 

rifle made to handle all kinds of climate, 
which for many Australian hunters is pretty 
much their standard operating environment.

As you might expect, the AWR is built 
around the famous Model 700 action. Love 
them or hate them, and there are plenty of 
both, the 700 is a stayer and along with the 
Model 92 Winchester is one of the most 
prolific sporting rifles in the world. As 
supplied, the test rifle was topped with a 
new German Precision Optics (GPO) scope, 
specifically an Evolve 6X 2.5-15x56i. 

While this review is primarily concerned 
with the Remington, I was impressed by the 
GPO which over a few days of use proved 
highly capable - and it’s reasonably priced. 
In fact, I bought myself a set of 8x32mm 
GPO binoculars in England and back here 
in Oz both scope and binoculars produce 

great lowlight performance so I’m eagerly 
awaiting their release of a spotting scope.

As I was hunting in England the AWR 
was also fitted with a suppressor, some-
thing you don’t often see and which does 
change the dynamics of the rifle. However, 
the extra weight is countered by another 
piece of English deer hunting equipment 
- shooting sticks. In England you shoot off 
sticks and, to be honest, I’m unsure if it’s 
a hinderance or a benefit. During my time 
there I gave a lot of thought to hunting with 
shooting sticks and bought myself a set to 
try back home but at present the jury’s still 
out.

As to the detail of the rifle, the AWR 
stock is a little out of the ordinary, synthetic 
though not plastic it’s actually a Grayboe 
fibreglass composite stock, meaning 

England adventure
with the Remington AWR
Mark van den Boogaart
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England adventure with the Remington AWR

essentially you have a high-quality after-
market stock as a standard feature. As 
presented the stock is an ambidextrous 
sporter design with straight cheekpiece, 
standard palmswell and fore-end. It’s 
certainly no lightweight though feels rigid 
and solid, displaying earthy brown tones 
with the coating textured to provide a non-
slip finish. The stock also uses aluminium 
pillars and has a length of pull of 13.5" 
(standing 6’ 2" I found this a good length 
and comfortable to shoulder).

Like the stock, the AWR makes use of 
a well-proportioned sporter-style barrel 
made from 416 grade stainless steel and 
measuring 24" for the .270 Win. The barrel 
design includes Remington’s 5R or five 
rifling grooves technology. As stated, the 
5R is designed to promote accuracy and 

reduce fouling, the idea being AWR can 
retain accuracy for longer even in less than 
ideal conditions, which lends itself well to 
the wilderness pedigree of the rifle.

Sitting behind that barrel is the 
Remington model 700 action. With its 
three rings of steel the Remington 700 is 
regarded as the most popular bolt-action in 
the world and is used extensively across 
civilian and military applications. It’s also 
an action that seems to generate a lot of 
argument about its merits or otherwise 
among shooters and hunters, though I used 
the rifle on several occasions and found 
it a quality action, positive in loading and 
cycling with clean ejection.

Feeding the action, the AWR uses a 
hinged floorplate magazine system. To be 
honest I prefer a removable box magazine 

though found the system in the AWR to be 
reliable and easy to use. As I like to hunt 
with an empty chamber I was able to work 
out a way to do so without too much fuss, 
as to clear the internal magazine all you 
do is release the floorplate via the button 
in front of the triggerguard. The X-Mark 
Pro trigger on the test rifle was set a little 
lighter than standard and I’d have liked 
more weight, though it did break cleanly 
and there was no feeling of creep.

Bringing it all together, the metalwork 
of the AWR is finished in black Cerakote, 
something I’ve become a big fan of recently 
(I have two such coated rifles). The finish of 
the AWR is top quality and the muted black 
tones add to its all-weather claim as well as 
complementing the stock, giving the rifle a 
purposeful look.

Lining up a shot. 

Test firing off the bonnet of the Land 
Rover - the best shooting bench Mark 
ever used.

The AWR Grayboe 
stock is both 
practical and 
appealing.
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Rather than testing off the bench, for this 
review it was literally off the bonnet of the 
best Land Rover 90 Series I’ve ever ridden 
in. For those interested, it was highly modi-
fied, finished in British racing green and 
super-cool. Our targets were a series of 
swinging steel gongs and a couple of silhou-
ettes including a roe deer and fox set out in 
a row at about 100m. With some practice off 
the bonnet, 1" groups with quality factory 
ammunition were no problem for the AWR 
and I believe this could have been improved 
on with more preparation and experimenta-
tion with ammunition.

But the AWR is a hunting rifle and that’s 
what I was primarily interested in exploring. 
Our target was deer, specifically muntjac, 
a small forest-dwelling species and our 
first hunt had me carrying the AWR across 
forest floor, down muddy lanes and across 
equally muddy fields. While it’s an easy rifle 
to carry I didn’t take a shot, so our test was 
inconclusive. 

All that changed on our next outing where 
again we spent a short winter’s day in 
search of game. This time the muntjac were 
about and I managed two - both drop-dead 
shots with the AWR – and while one was 
off the sticks the other was from an incred-
ibly awkward position and I was pleased 
to hit my target with such precision. In 

both instances the AWR performed flaw-
lessly and delivered accurate shots on the 
intended target, even when it was a little 
tricky.

In considering the AWR, it held up its side 
of the deal and proved a handy rifle designed 
and purpose-built for less than ideal condi-
tions. It’s also a nicely fitted out rifle from 
the outset, with a number of features as 
standard which many shooters and hunters 
usually add to their chosen rifle as after-
market upgrades. Where it all matters, the 
AWR is a comfortable rifle to carry and 

shoulder, the action smooth to operate, 
precise in its movement with reliability in 
firing and reloading. Most importantly I 
found the ruggedness of design and its build 
quality instilled a level of confidence which 
translated well from the bench to the field.

The Remington AWR is distributed by 
Raytrade Australia and has a recommended 
retail price of $2250. The German Precision 
Optics Evolve 6X 2.5-15x56i scope is also 
distributed by Raytrade and has a recom-
mended retail price of $2415. .

England adventure with the Remington AWR

Muntjac down - a true field 
test for any hunting rifle.
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R elatively new to an already compet-
itive sector are German Precision 
Optics (GPO), a brand catering 
to the high-end European market 

with a large array of riflescopes and binocu-
lars. I had the chance to try a pair of their 
Rangeguide 2800 10x50 rangefinder binos 
with much anticipation, and as an avid deer 
hunter I take a keen interest in good quality 
optics as it’s important you equip yourself 
with the best available for that all-important 
edge on locating and assessing game.

Out of the box
The binoculars came packaged with two 
styles of neck support including a neoprene 
strap for open carriage and separate 
straps for the supplied hard-protective 
carry case, neither of which I’d use as I 
opted for a shoulder harness arrangement 
instead. Additionally, there are lens covers, 

a cleaning cloth and the crucial user’s 
manual. As far as features go, the GPO 
Rangeguide 10x50 RFs are a relatively 
easy-to-use design with minimal electronic 
extras to add confusion.

The weight of 1kg is a noticeable heft but 
not unusual considering they have a 50mm 
lens and are packed with rangefinding elec-
tronics. The closed bridge hinge design 
housing the electronics felt bulky to hold 
but ergonomically sound, the slight thumb 
indents on the underside adding a subtle 
extra to the grip. The magnesium lens 
barrels have a soft black silicone rubber 
coating, promoting positive hold in slippery 
conditions and, as per standard, the barrels 
are hinged to adjust for correct interpupil-
lary distance.

Dual dioptre compensator dial adjust-
ments found forward of the ocular 
lenses ensure easy tweaking to suit the 

individual’s eyes, with the right dioptre 
dial rotated to focus the electronic display 
and reticle. Two adjustment twists from 
the eyecups enable correct eye relief 
fine-tuning and the test pair felt visually 
comfortable, set on the first twist.

The centre focus wheel has distinct 
raised grips and is easily rotated for clear 
view amendment. Located just forward 
of the focus wheel and to the right of 
the bridge hinge are the range and mode 
buttons, comfortably within reach of my 
trigger finger. The front of the bridge hinge 
houses a single CR2 battery and is sealed 
with a water-resistant screw cap, battery 
life giving roughly 4000 range readings 
and a warning when it reaches 20 per cent 
capacity.

A set of binoculars wouldn’t be complete 
without its pair of glasses and the 50mm 
objective lenses are coated in what German 

Rangeguide binos  
light up the dark
Chris Redlich

Bright range-finding display and round 
reticle makes target acquisition easy.
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Precision Optics calls GPObright high-
transmission lens coating. The 50mm 
lenses and 10x magnification give a 5mm 
exit pupil and handy 110m field of view at 
1000m.

Electronic features
The four basic settings include: 
• Organic light-emitting diode (OLED) 

display brightness with nine adjustment 
levels.

• Distance unit readings in metres or yards.
• Temperature unit reading feature in centi-

grade or fahrenheit.
• Best and last range readings.
In addition, the Rangeguide 2800 also offers 
four display modes:
• Line of sight (LOS) only (direct distance 

measurement). 
• LOS Angle with actual degrees in smaller 

characters below the direct distance 
measurement.

• LOS HR - horizontal distance measure-
ment displayed in smaller characters 
below direct measurement.

• Temperature reading below direct 
distance measurement.

A feature I like in modern range-finding 
binos is the ability to update distances 
while scanning the binoculars and the GPO 
Rangeguide 2800 has a fast-scan feature 
which, according to the user manual, 
updates ranges at a speed of four per 
second. On releasing your finger from the 
range button, the last reading will remain 
displayed for 15 seconds before switching 
off.

Purged with nitrogen to prevent fogging 
in the event of rapid temperature change, 
the Rangeguide 2800s are built to with-
stand 500 mbar of water pressure and have 
a laser strong enough to help calculate a 
claimed scan of 2800m (3000-plus yards) 
and I was eager to test their capability.

Field testing
Relentless summer heat is cruel to us 
and most of our equipment and my first 
outing just after Christmas on a wild dog 
hunt yielded precious few feral canines 
but plenty of opportunity to field test the 
Rangeguide 2800s.

Quite noticeably, the 40C-plus heat had 
an effect on the silicone rubber armour 
coating and in full sun it became quite soft, 
almost sticky yet very ‘grippy’. A depres-
sion mark from the gauze when stored in 
the hard protective cover blemished the 
top surface but almost disappeared once 
the rubber began to cool. I tucked them 

snug to my chest in a harness arrange-
ment but they were a little tight to remove 
from the pouch due to the soft armour and 
marginally larger 50mm lenses which add 
to their size.

The extended range capability of these 
binoculars compared with other brands 
was evident in the field and I was able to 
take readings at distances much further 
than any other rangefinder before, without 
the aid of a tripod or rest. The circular 
reticle was quick to acquire targets and in 
scan mode I kept my finger on the range 
button and swept back and forth across the 
landscape, scan mode working well with 
updated distances in the display bouncing 
back constantly in quick time from long 
and short-range objects. But I wasn’t able 
to secure the claimed extent of 2800m 
no matter how much I tried and suspect 
these assertions can be achieved under 
controlled environments, but in the field it 
wasn’t realistic.

A pair of binoculars isn’t complete 
without a good view and sadly I was a 
little disappointed in the image quality, a 
noticeable deficiency in focal depth (depth 
of field) evident and making for constant 
focus adjustments. I did my best to clear 
up my chosen images at what I’d call real-
istic hunting distances in the vicinity of 
100 to 500m, and at various times I had to 
check the lenses for dust - but they were 
spotless.

A slight but distinct distortion was also 
noticeable around the image peripherals 
and couldn’t be cleared. Frustratingly I 
believed that perhaps the hot summer 
glare and miraging might be to blame as I 
hadn’t experienced this before with high-
end binoculars and felt neither should I 
have to. So before I had my eyes checked 
I compared the Rangeguide 2800s with my 
old binoculars and confirmed it wasn’t my 

eyes playing tricks. I accepted the image 
and moved on. Once the searing sun began 
to disappear in the west and light started 
to fade along the timbered creekline, what-
ever coatings the engineers developed 
for lowlight worked well. In almost dark 
conditions the Rangeguide 2800 lenses 
provided clear images with the last avail-
able light.

Conclusion  
On first impression I must admit the GPO 
Rangeguide 2800 binoculars didn’t live 
up to my expectations. You can’t always 
be taken in by fancy advertising and I 
expected more from a European company 
marketing high-end binoculars. The 
rubber coating’s reaction to hot conditions 
concerned me a little but for those living 
and hunting in cooler climates it wouldn’t 
be an issue and would actually be an 
advantage in wet, slippery conditions.

Additionally, I believe the rubber armour 
coating would help protect the binos 
against a hard impact in the event of a fall 
in rough terrain. Strangely, in normal light 
conditions the Rangeguide 2800s were not 
as good optically as other high-end binocu-
lars I’ve used and the peripheral distortion 
was annoying. That said, the ranging capa-
bility is one of the best I’ve tested and the 
50mm lenses provided me with excellent 
lowlight images well after sunset, scan 
mode impressive, reliable and fast.

These binoculars are not cheap at $2595 
and, as always, I recommend testing wher-
ever possible in varying conditions before 
you buy any costly piece of equipment - 
you might reach a different conclusion to 
myself. Sold and distributed by Raytrade 
Australia, GPO Rangeguide 2800s are 
covered by German Precision Optics’ life-
time warranty and additional information 
can be found on their website. .

Binoculars and included accessories.

Rangeguide binos light up the dark
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CONTACT ME ANY TIME

 02 6024 2560

 172 High Street Wodonga VIC 3690

 senator.mckenzie@aph.gov.au

 /senatormckenzie

 @senbmckenzie

Bridget McKENZIE
NATIONALS SENATOR FOR VICTORIA

Senator

Authorised by Bridget McKenzie, National Party of Australia, 172 High Street, Wodonga VIC 3690.

As a proud law-abiding firearm owner and your strong voice in Canberra,  
I’m passionate about standing up for our healthy, positive sport by promoting  

fact-based social, environmental and economic benefits of hunting and shooting.

I have a proven track record of delivering for hunters and shooters:

  Fighting Green ideology  
with facts and evidence

  Calling out bank  
discrimination

  Busting the myths and  
breaking down the stigma

  Established Parliamentary  
Friends of Shooting

If you are sick and tired of how sections of society treat law-abiding  
hunters and shooters, then join me at:  www.aussielafos.com 

See you out on the range,

YOUR STRONG
VOICE IN

PARLIAMENT
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Cylindrical, adjustable 
DIY bullet mould
John Moore

In this magazine’s August 2019 edition, 
Geoff Smith in his article ‘The Hi-Tek 
Way’ introduced us to Joe Ban’s revolu-
tionary invention that’s apparently now 

being used by commercial hard cast bullet 
makers around the world. You simply cast 
your bullets, glaze them with Joe’s Hi-Tek 
veneer and shoot them - with the Hi-Tek 
covering acting as a jacket.

For a while now I’ve been making old-
fashioned paper-jacketed bullets. These 
were employed extensively before the 
metal-jacketed bullets we use today were 
invented. The paper-jacketed bullets I 
create work particularly well, especially 

in larger calibre handguns and rifles 
but preparing a quantity for one of our 
revolvers to set off and shoot metallic 
silhouette is tedious. So for decades, for 
my 357 I’ve been using Lyman’s mould No. 
358156, a 158-grain SWC GC bullet, my 
standard load being six grains of Nobel 64 
shotgun powder I have on hand to give, I 
expect, around 1050fps.

Paper-patch bullets are straight-sided 
and don’t need grease grooves so years ago 
I made a simple mould from a photograph 
of the old Ideal Cylindrical Adjustable 
Mould. With this, which is a plain cylinder, 
there’s an adjustment to vary the bullet 

weight and a sliding nosepiece which not 
only forms the bullet’s nose but can be slid 
up and down, enabling the cast projectiles 
to be ejected.

However, because the alloy shrinks 
when it cools, these bullets tend to fall 
straight out of the mould once the sprue 
is cut and the plate swung out of the way, 
meaning casting a quantity can be done 
quickly. I cast bullets for patching to shrink 
on cooling to bore diameter or just above 
and because I load for a number of calibres, 
I make the mould with a removable insert 
so I could use different additions to cast the 
various diameter bullets I want.

Top of the mould with sprue 
plate swung aside, cast bullet 
having been ejected by the 
sliding nosepiece.

Side shot of mould showing 
how the adjustments work.
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Cylindrical, adjustable DIY bullet mould

The 44 RM test target.

The 357 M test target.

On reading Geoff’s article I thought 
‘why don’t I make an insert a bit larger so 
the cooled bullet is the groove diameter 
minus what’s needed for a couple of coats 
of Hi-Tek?’ The Hi-Tek coating could be 
like a metal jacket on a straight-sided 
bullet. I now take two loads for the 357 
with me to the MS range - the 158-grain 
for closer targets out to and including the 
turkeys and a 200-grain load for the rams 
at the back.

I made an insert and cast some bullets 
weighing 154 grains, coated them, loaded 
them over my standard six-grain load and 
went to the range. These shot well, into 
just over an inch at 25yds and after firing a 
number of groups there was no noticeable 
leading (I’m guessing the velocity is well 
in excess of 1000fps).

I also shoot a 44 RM and have done lots 
of testing with paper-patched and cast 
bullets with mixed success. I don’t like 
heavy recoil so have rather left it in the 
safe of late but given the apparent success 
with the 357, I made an insert and cast 
some bullets at 225 and 255 grains, coated 
them with Hi-Tek, sized them and back to 
the range. I shot six groups of five, three of 
the 225 grains and three of the 255, each 
with a different loading. At 25yds one shot 
into 1.4", the rest around 1" with velocities 
probably just more than 900fps. There was 
a trace of lead on the leading edges of the 
rifling just ahead of the cylinder where the 
pressure is taken when the bullet is made 
to turn in the rifling, but this didn’t seem 
to affect accuracy as the last three groups 
were the best. I’m chuffed as all loads 
were pleasant to shoot, so it looks like the 
44 is back in action.

As an aside, some of the heavier bullet 
loads grouped a little higher at the 25yd 
range, I expect caused by the slightly 
longer time these bullets travelling at 
lower velocity were in the barrel as the 
revolver recoiled upwards. As we know, 
these heavy bullets lose little velocity over 
range, it’s just that they have a rainbow 
trajectory, so maybe they’ll be on target 
for the rams as well as having plenty of 
energy to topple them - if I can do my bit.

All bullets were cast from wheel 
weights, groups shot off sandbags with 
Leupold DeltaPoint red dot sights, the 
revolvers used being field grade Freedom 
Arms, the 357, their Model 353, one-in-14 
twist and the 44, their Model 83, one-in-20 
twist. All bullets were coated twice with 
Hi-Tek then sized to precisely groove 
diameter, my thinking being that with 
the thin coating it will be important not 
to shoot oversize bullets or leading may 
occur.

I sized the bullets in a swaging press 
I made so I obtained perfect bases and 
removed any air bubbles or wrinkles in the 
castings. I prefer swaged bullets but that’s 
a discussion for another day. In future I’ll 
go with full boxes of each of the 357s and 
44s to prove to myself they work as well 
as they look.

If you have a small lathe and drill press 
or a friend nearby who has, you could 
have a go at making one of these cylin-
drical adjustable moulds. I made mine 
from pieces of scrap from boxes in my 
workshop, the body is mild steel (some 
free cutting if you have a bit) so is the 
adjustable nosepiece holder but I used 
aluminium for the replaceable inserts as 
it’s quick to machine.

For the sliding nosepieces I used mild 
steel as I sometimes want only a slight 
step on the bullet where the nose joins the 
body, but I have used aluminium for this 
too. You can either turn the sliding nose-
piece in the lathe or, especially if you want 
a curved nose shape, you’ll need a piece 
of silver steel and be able to harden and 
temper it to make the ‘D’ bit to cut your 
favourite nose shape. All model engineers 
can make and harden these easily using a 
propane torch. I make ‘D’ bits so I can cut 
the same nose shape in the sliding nose 
piece for the cylindrical mould and for the 
nose punch for the swaging press.

My research isn’t complete but I’m 
convinced I can make straight-sided Hi-Tek 
coated bullets that work well and if so I’ll be 
able to make and coat my target bullets effi-
ciently, which is what I’m after. My testing 
has only just began but using Hi-Tek to coat 
these types of bullets does look promising. 
All materials used, apart from the piece of 
silver steel, came from scrap boxes under 
my workshop bench.  .

Plain base 154-grain coated bullet that shot well at 25yds.

The two 44-calibre Hi-Tek coated 
bullets - 225 and 255 grains.
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The road to gun control in Australia
UNDER FIRE by Nick Brodie

BOOK REVIEW

Senior Correspondent Rod Pascoe

M y copy of Under Fire arrived 
a week after seeing its author 
interviewed on breakfast tele-
vision. Nick Brodie described 

his book as a historical record so I was both 
intrigued and impressed by anyone looking 
to take on such a job, appreciating the huge 
effort required to research and write a 
history spanning 250 years based on a single 
topic: Firearms in Australia. He had my 
attention.

While listening to Brodie’s interview I 
was a touch suspicious, as any law-abiding 
and somewhat paranoid licensed shooter 
would be, especially when part of the book’s 
title includes: ‘How Australia’s Violent 
History Led to Gun Control’, as if guns 
were somehow responsible for the violence. 
Nevertheless, I was keen to read this book.

As a historical record Under Fire is 
detailed and complete. In Brodie’s own 
words: “. . . this has effectively been a 
research project drawn from the primary 
evidence”. It certainly exposed a huge gap 
in my knowledge and I was a little surprised 
and somewhat disappointed I was only 
learning about this stuff now.

Under Fire taught me about early 
Australian history and how firearms were 
such a fundamental part in the establish-
ment of the colony and how early efforts to 
regulate their use was such an on again, off 
again affair. It also highlighted how there 

was little or no consistency in law-making 
between states or even between regions 
and council or towns within those states. 
Paraphrased from the book: ‘Firearms are 
on no account to be discharged by any inhab-
itant of the towns of Sydney or Parramatta 
between sunset and sunrise on pain of being 
punished’.

Brodie also makes the point on a number 
of occasions that efforts to bring firearms 
under control was the result of political 
knee-jerk reactions to unfortunate shooting 
incidents. In fact, when reading an account 
of discussions to introduce gun licensing 
in 1870, you’d be forgiven for thinking you 
were reading about the events of 1996.

Under Fire is definitely a historical refer-
ence and 746 endnotes support historical 
accuracy, even though there are many refer-
ences to newspaper reports of unknown 
bias. The book also parallels events in New 
Zealand, the US and UK over the same 
period and their influences on Australian 
lawmakers.

Brodie makes a valiant attempt to remain 
neutral throughout, although occasionally 
his language gives him away. This perceived 
bias is further reinforced when in the 
Acknowledgements section at the end of the 
book he credits Simon Chapman for ‘influ-
encing my thinking’. Chapman is an anti-fire-
arms activist.  As far as Brodie’s agenda is 
concerned, he occasionally lets slip with a bit 

of emotional story telling, if not in his own 
word, in the words of emotive newspaper 
reports of the time. I often found myself 
asking: ‘What point is Brodie trying to make 
here or what position, if any, is he taking?’ 
But I didn’t let that get in the way of an 
otherwise enlightening read. Nick Brodie’s 
Under Fire is a book you should read espe-
cially if you’re after a concise history of fire-
arms and their use in Australia.

Under Fire by Nick Brodie, Hardy Grant 
Books, 2020. .

HANDGUN
Issue 18

AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEAL AND

$11.95 
posted -

member-only 
price 

106-pages 
of handgunning 

gold!

onlineshop.ssaa.org.au
Order your copy online now
Only 500 copies left!
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FIREARMS 
LAWYER

Get help from 4-time Olympic shooter  
and lawyer, Glenn Kable

Get the right legal advice!
Available Australia-wide.

Having spent a lifetime around the sport, I have an intimate 
knowledge of the workings of all the bodies affecting the 
decision-making process, whether it is police or courts, 

local councils or governments, clubs or associations.
For a no-obligation assessment, phone 0407 962 

200 or email glenndkable@yahoo.com
mail@hartmann.webcentral.com.au

SSAA National’s ‘Sign up a Junior’ campaign was launched to help introduce 
youngsters to recreational shooting. Juniors are essential to the ongoing 
strength and vitality of the SSAA and we are seeking your support to protect 
and ensure the future of the shooting sports in Australia.

JUNIOR
Sign up a 

ssaa.org.au

to be completed

BRISBANE  BRISBANE  
GUN SHOWGUN SHOW

Brisbane Small Bore Rifle Club,
Belmont Shooting Complex,  

1485 Old Cleveland Rd, Belmont

MODERN, SPORTING, MILITARY GUNS, 
MILITARIA, EDGED WEAPONS AND 

COLLECTABLES

Sat 18th July 
9am - 4pm

Sun 19th July
9am - 2pm

OVER 
200

TABLES

*Due to Covid19 restrictions, please check Facebook 
and brisbanegunshow.com.au for updates closer 
to the event or call Paul Brush on 0412 562 252

+

AAA

Pistol and ri� e collections purchased outright. No hassles.
Wanted for waiting buyers of Springfield 1903 and 1903/A3, K98 

German variants, German Sniper, No. 5 Jungle Carbine, early 
Lithgows WWI No. 1 Mk111, Arisaka.

Also wanted ammunition 
- Swedish 6.5x55 in original packets. 

Accessories, ammo and reloading gear 
also required.

Email: blackjck@bigpond.net.au

Je� rey Pannan
FDL 869-531-60F
Ph 03 9848 2233
Mob 0412 561 243

Wants

YOUR
GUN COLLECTIONS 
Anywhere in Australia
TOP PRICES PAID

WANTED
2 AUCTIONS A YEAR

April and October

AUSTRALIAN 
ARMS AUCTIONS
Antique arms, militaria, sporting arms, 

edged weapons, investment

Contact: Roland Martyn   M: 0428 543 377
Cheryl Martyn - Admin   P: 03 9848 7951   

E: admin@australianarmsauctions.com   
W: www.australianarmsauctions.com

Entrust your Arms & 
Militaria to the 

Auction Specialists with 
a proven & outstanding 

track record

BUSTER'S SINGLE
ACTION SUPPLIES

Firearms Bought, Sold and Traded 
Westcast Projectiles & Reloading Gear 

Gun Safes, Gun Leather & Holsters 
Everything for the Cowboy Action Shooter

Ph: 07 5447 7033 Email: 
Mob: 0409 287 834 bustergiggs@bigpond.com

Incorporating Noosa Shooter's Supplies

Dealers Licence No. 50001595

Please be aware that state and territory police firearms 
registries regularly cross-check firearm licences and 
your member status. To support your genuine reason 
and keep your firearms licence and to make sure that 
SSAA can support you, make sure you renew your SSAA 
membership.

SSAA Member Alert
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onlineshop.ssaa.org.au
Shop now for exclusive SSAA products, including clothing, 
camping, accessories, knives, books and more.

SHOP NOW - IT’S EASY! Go to

onlineshop.ssaa.org.au
or call 02 8805 3900
for phone orders

$14.95

SSAA beanies

Pink 

Navy Black 

 Black  $89.95

Sharpen every knife or blade you 
own with the SSAA rechargeable 
knife sharpener. The sharpener is 
battery operated so you can take it 
anywhere with you, just charge the 
batteries before you go.

SSAA rechargeable 
knife sharpener

SHOP NOW - IT’S EASY!

SSAA Magnum 
shooting glasses

$49.95

See full details online!

Limited 
Stocks 

- selling
fast!

SAFETY

An absolute must-have for home 
and the car. You never know 
when the next little emergency 
might strike - be prepared.
These well-equipped bags will 
make an important addition for 
the next hunting trip.
For full details on the contents of 
each pack see online shop.

$64.95

Small 210x170mm
18-piece pack

Large 320x200mm 
27-piece pack

$39.95

A heavy-duty 
tackle box-style

SSAA first aid kits

$78.95

The bag has a velcro strap 
to seal the top flap as 

well as two inner pockets 
sewn in, ensuring that your 
shooting gear can be kept 

safe and secured.

$37.50

SSAA messenger bag

SSAA Apex swag

$199

The SSAA Apex swag measures 
2000mm long, a generous 900mm 

wide and 600mm in height at the peak 
of the apex.

SSAA ceramic knives

SSAA ceramic blade kitchen knife set  comes in a presentation gift box. 

Large knive blade is 150mm long.
Small knife blade is 75mm long. $28.95 SSAA knife roll

SSAA knife roll includes a 20cm boning knife, 
18cm skinning knife, 20cm filleting knife and 
25cm sharpening steel. 

The blades are made from 3Cr13 stainless steel 
and all fit neatly into a heavy-duty canvas knife 
roll featuring the SSAA logo.

$44.95

$14.95

$39.95
The SSAA multi-tool, with stainless steel handles, 
comes with 11 functional tools in one handy unit.

SSAA multi-tool

Pocket-size knife sharpener
This carbide and ceramic hand-held knife sharpener 
features:
• Non-skid base for

stable sharpening
• Crossed carbide blades

providing quick edge setting
• Crossed ceramic rods providing    a 
razor-sharp edge
• Pre-set sharpening angles

providing guaranteed results

SSAA outdoors bag - black

* Material made from waterproof 430gs, 
Ripstop Polyester canvas

* Hard base sewn between bottom layers 
of canvas

* 50mm adjustable shoulder strap
* Front, rear and side pockets for essential 

items
* High visibility reflective strip on front flap
* Side footwear storage pocket

$74

See our array of cloth badges 
online - only $7.50 each
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This carbide and ceramic hand-held knife sharpener 
features:
• Non-skid base for

stable sharpening
• Crossed carbide blades

providing quick edge setting
• Crossed ceramic rods providing    a 
razor-sharp edge
• Pre-set sharpening angles

providing guaranteed results

SSAA outdoors bag - black
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* Hard base sewn between bottom layers 
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* 50mm adjustable shoulder strap
* Front, rear and side pockets for essential 

items
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SSAA Membership Office, PO Box 282, Plumpton, NSW 2761
Phone 02 8805 3900   Fax 02 9832 9377   Email mem@ssaa.org.au

NEW  RENEWAL     Have you been a member before? Yes/No  

Title (PLEASE CIRCLE) Mr Miss Ms Mrs or ..............      Preferred SSAA Branch  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I    
First name  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I
Middle name I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Last name  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I
Residential address I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Town/suburb I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  State I  I  I  I  Postcode   I  I  I  I  I           

Postal address I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Town/suburb I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  State I  I  I  I Postcode   I  I  I  I  I 

Phone (Mobile) I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I    (Home)  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 

Email   I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   I  I   I          
        
  

Enclosed is payment for the amount of $................ 

 Cheque   Money order    MasterCard   Visa

Card number       

Expiry date    Signature..............................................
Cheques payable to the Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia Inc.

     

Membership No.

     

ABN 95 050 209 688
           MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

 (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE)

September 2019

Date of birth              I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I    Male             Female  

Tick to subscribe to the FREE SSAA National E-newsletter via email          

This application is made in full 
recognition of the Association’s 
requirement for responsible and 
ethical behaviour. I undertake to 
do all in my power to preserve 
the good image of the sport and 
the Association. I understand 
that members breaking the 
Code of Conduct may be sub-
ject to suspension or expulsion. 
The Code can be found at  
ssaa.org.au/code

SIGNATURE:........................... 
 
DATE:.....................................

PLEASE
READ AND SIGN

Refund Policy: Subject to Australian 
law, membership fees are not 
refundable, nor can they be 
transferred.

SSAA Inc collects personal 
information of members. The 
information you provide on this 
form will be disclosed to the state 
or territory branch of the SSAA to 
which your membership application 
relates. A copy of SSAA Inc’s privacy 
policy can be found at ssaa.org.au/
privacy. You can obtain access to 
your personal information by writing 
to: SSAA, PO Box 2520, Unley SA 
5061.

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Choose the
insurance offer

and for just $35 you 
get $25,000 worth 

of firearms and fixed 
accessories cover. 

  

02 8805 3900

Want to know more?
Call us at SSAA

Each membership category (apart from Family Member) includes 11 issues of the Australian Shooter magazine per year.

Parent’s or guardian’s signature

Supporting 
Adult member No.

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES AND SPECIAL OFFERS

Add four issues of the Hunter magazine per year

$93 $123 Adult (over 18 years) 

$128 $158              Includes $35 insurance premium for SSAA Member Firearms  
                     Insurance for 12 months, valid until next membership renewal.

$70 $100 Additional Family Member (No magazine) Applies to each additional person  
  over 18 residing at the same address as a full-subscription Adult member.              

$105 $135              Includes $35 insurance premium for SSAA Member Firearms  
                    Insurance for 12 months, valid until next membership renewal.

$70 $100 Pensioner Available on production or photocopy of  
  both sides of your Australian Concession Card.

$105 $135                   Includes $35 insurance premium for SSAA Member Firearms  

                    Insurance for 12 months, valid until next membership renewal.

$465  5-year Adult Contact SSAA for firearms insurance information.

$1860  Member for Life Contact SSAA for firearms insurance information.

$175 $236 Overseas Available to members living overseas.

$27 $57 Junior (under 18 years)                                                     .................................................................

     

SIGN UP  
ONLINE 

ssaa.org.au

Complete this section ONLY 
if you wish to use your 
membership of the SSAA to 
support your Genuine Reason 
for having a firearms licence.
Register your SSAA activities by 
marking one or more of the 
following boxes:

TARGET SHOOTING 
(longarms only)

HUNTING 
(club membership)  

COLLECTING

HUNTING OTHER
(R licence, property  
owner/permission)

ATTENTION 
NSW & ACT 
MEMBERS

Just 
$30  

per year!

Member referral number if applicable

I also wish to donate the following 

amount to the SSAA  $...................
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Competition winners

Members-only competitions
For your chance to win one of these competitions, write your name, address, phone 
number and membership number on a piece of paper and place it inside an envelope, 
along with the name of the competition on the front of the envelope, as shown in the 
example. Alternatively, you can enter online.
Competitions close July 30, 2020

  
(Name of competition) 
SSAA National
PO Box 2520 
Unley SA 5061

Enter online at 
ssaa.org.au/win

WIN
Advertisers’ index

5 Star Deer Guide ............................................33
Beretta ..............................................................49
Blade Mates ......................................................12
Bridgette McKenzie - Nationals .......................65 
Buster's Single Action Supplies .........................69
Claremont Firearms .........................................69
Cleaver Firearms .........................................22,23
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Down Range Perth Firearms ............................63
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Spika .................................................................41
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SSAA Membership Form ..................................72 
SSAA Sponsor a Junior ......................................69
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AUSTRALIAN SHOOTER is published monthly and is 
printed by IVE, 83 Derby St, Silverwater, NSW 2128.

The Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia Inc (SSAA 
Inc) is subject to the provisions of the National Privacy Act. 
We collect personal information from members of the 
Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia in the various 
states and territories. Should you want a copy of the SSAA 
Inc Privacy Statement or seek further information please 
write to PO Box 2520, Unley, SA 5061.

Freelance contributions are welcome. We do, however, 
recommend that potential authors contact the office 
prior to story drafting. Manuscripts and digital files may 
be sent to the address shown above. No responsibility 
is taken for the loss or damage of manuscripts or 
photographic material. 

While the publishers exercise due care with regard to 
handloading data, no responsibility can be accepted for 
errors and/or omissions, or any damage suffered as a 
consequence.

Please note that certain firearm types and accessories 
advertised in the Australian Shooter may not be legally 
available in all states and territories. Please check with 
your local authorities before ordering. Neither the AS 
nor any of its advertisers accept responsibility in this 
matter. No text or photographs within the magazine may 
be republished, either electronically or in print, without 
the express written permission of the Editor.  
Copyright 2020.
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Junior Prize 
Winchester Pack
including Winchester towel, drink bottle, keyring, 
wristband, sticker, temporary tatoos and branded 
lollies in a Winchester sling bag

200mm, AR500 12mm 
thick steel gong targets 
(centrefire rifles) 

1 of 4 .30 calibre pen sets

Valued at $74.95 
Kindly donated by GlowShot Targets 
glowshottargets.com.au

Valued at $186 each 
Kindly donated by Laser Engraving & Handmade Gifts 
customengrave.com.au

Valued at $51.85 
Kindly donated by Winchester Australia 
winchesteraustralia.com.au

Best Shots Mug  
Ian Guthrie, Vic 
May AS Junior Prize – SSAA Blue Earmuffs  
George Skaliaris, Vic 
SSAA Razor Polo Shirt 
Roland Pitcher, Qld 
ZeroTech vengeance 4.5-18x40 PHR Scope  
Luke Little, Qld

2020 Hunter 72 Competitions
1 of 2 SSAA Multi-tools 
Peter Hooker, NSW  
Sue Petro, NSW  
ZeroTech vengeance 4.5-18x40 PHR Scope  
Joanne Sheil, NSW  2528 
Bush Edge green fallow deer t-shirt (size L) & 
rifle cover pack   
Ian McDonald, NSW
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Jumbunna WITH JOHN DUNN

E
very decision we make in life pro-
duces its own set of consequences 
- some foreseeable, others unex-
pected. Either way, changes rarely 

occur in isolation and what we’re left with 
when the dust finally settles can be a little 
surprising. Take moving house for example. 
It’s a stressful process for all sorts of rea-
sons and you’d have to have rocks in your 
head to think that life will go on as normal 
after the fact, just in a different location. It 
doesn’t work like that.

For the past 20 years I’ve held a Firearms 
Dealer’s Licence, a definite advantage when 
you’re in the business of writing about 
guns. Shifting camp meant building new 
storage facilities and that made me pause 
for thought - vaults, electronic security 
and police-approved premises don’t come 
cheaply. Coupled with that was an end-of-
year licence expiry date and my growing 
uncertainty about wanting to renew the 
licence anyway, so perhaps it was time to 
pull the pin and do away with everything 
except the few firearms I needed. I chewed 
it over for a week or so but in the end it was 
a no-brainer.

There were a few I knew I’d have 
trouble parting with so I put them to one 
side. Some I sold outright, others went 
to another dealer on commission and my 
collectable single-shots were all sent to 
auction. That left me with a mix of essen-
tially unsaleable old stuff or stored firearms 
whose owners were never going to pay me 
for because of their generally poor condi-
tion and storage fees exceeding their value. 
These were surrendered at the local police 
station, not as hard to do as it sounds when 
your mind is set to clean-out mode.

When I went through those I’d set aside 
and thought rationally about what I was 
likely to need in future, there was only 
one I decided I couldn’t part with - a No.1 
Ruger in .375 H&H. Though I’d done a bit 

All that remains . . .

of hunting with it in the Territory I’d never 
used it on sambar, an oversight I’d intended 
to address this year before COVID-19 
reared its ugly head. With that outstanding 
and another buffalo hunt in the pipeline I 
applied for a PTA and transferred it to my 
personal licence.

The rest I took to Albury for disposal and 
I reckoned I had everything under control 
until I opened the last gun bag. In it was 
a .54 calibre Pedersoli Mortimer flintlock 
rifle that’s been in my vault for a decade or 
more. I’ve always loved flintlocks, a pos-
sibly aberrant affection I’ve carried since I 
first built one back in the late 1960s.

Lying there on the counter, the Mortimer 
brought back a swag of good memories of 
afternoons spent on the range developing 
hunting loads. And my first flintlock deer, a 
young rusa stag I neck-shot for venison one 
morning on the Illawarra coast. Then there 
was a small sambar stag with velvet antlers 
which a landholder wanted gone as it wasn’t 
welcome where it was living on the margins 
of a crop paddock. There were half a dozen 

attempts to take a trophy red stag, none of 
which came to anything as I couldn’t quite 
get my act together. And the last deer - 
several years ago now - a scrappy antlered 
fallow buck which succumbed to a round 
ball through the ribs when he wandered too 
close to a patch of scrub overlooking his 
rutting stand.

Nostalgia is a killer of otherwise good 
reasoning so without so much as a word I 
picked the Mortimer up and slipped it back 
into its bag, knowing at the last minute I 
was taking it home again. As I write there 
are still a few loose ends that need to be 
tied up and I’m still a few weeks away from 
surrendering my Dealer’s Licence.

As a true believer in the notion that he 
who dies with the most toys wins, I never 
thought that would happen but it has and 
I’m mostly glad, knowing how fortunate 
I’ve been to be able to pursue my firearms 
interests as I have. Apart from the two rifles 
I kept, all that remains are the memories . . . 
and I reckon I can live with those. .

Survivors: Two rifles from 
very different times in 
firearms history, both 
important for entirely 

different reasons.



rat

Rifle & optic support for 
vehicles & flat surfaces

Wide range of elevation, 
depression and cant  

adjustment

Davros & Sucker Mount

Proudly distributed by Raytrade
www.raytrade.com.au

Javelin Lite Bipod
Weighs only 135grams

Track moving targets and 
level your scope on uneven 

ground

Attach it when you need it,
take if off when you dont



              Almost
    70,000

members now covered

FIREARMS AND  
ACCESSORIES.
All privately owned 
firearms registered to 
the member and fixed 
accessories.

COVERAGE.
•  Accidental loss and damage of    
   the equipment (including whilst  
   in use, excluding chipping and  
   scratching of stock). 
•  Malicious damage. 

Here’s what SSAA Members Firearms Insurance covers:

•  Collision or overturning  
    of the vehicle. 
•  Fire & extraneous perils.
•  Flood
•  Theft.

NOT COVERED.
Theft where the equipment was not stored in an approved gun safe as required 
by State or Territory authority, other than when the equipment is in use or away 
from the Insured’s premises. Where the Insured or any person or entity to whom 
the equipment has been entrusted to fails to comply with any law relating to either 
storage, use or handling of the equipment.

SSAA Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd  |  CAR 315403  |  ABN 86 077 822 970 is a Corporate Authorised Representative of PSC Connect Pty Ltd  |  ABN 23 141 574 914 / AFSL 344648 This information is general advice 
only and may not be suitable for your specific needs. Please review our FSG and the Firearms Insurance PDS, underwritten by certain underwriters at Lloyds, at http://www.ssaaib.com.au/forms.aspx and contact 

us directly should you require further information or advice. You should consider the PDS (together with other important information) available on www.ssaaib.com.au before making a decision about the product.

 SM
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Your firearms and fixed accessories will be covered against loss, theft 
and damage at home, at the range, while hunting and overseas for up to  
28 days. Claims are settled for replacement value (up to 5 years), assessed  
by an approved firearms dealer and settled promptly. Compare it to your  
Home and Contents Policy, which may have an excess greater than $100  
and may only cover your firearms at home. Don’t risk another year without 
cover - Trust SSAA to safeguard your firearms and fixed accessories. 

For only $35 get $25,000 worth of  
SSAA members firearms insurance.

Call: (02 ) 8805 3900
Email - megan@ssaains.com.au     |    Visit - www.ssaaib.com.au Are you covered?

Brett. Ambarvale

CLAIMS SETTLED PROMPTLY

             Protect  

      your Firearms  

& Fixed Accessories.

SMALL COST.
I recommend it’.

‘It’s well worth the


